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PROPERTIES AND UTILIZATION OF 
PETROLEUM WAXES.

B y  C. G . G r a y .

T h e  waxy materials derived from petroleum are classified * into three 
main groups-: (1) paraffin-wax group; (2) the petrolatum group; and 
(3) the petroleum egtcsin group. This classification is based mainly upon 
crystal size, consistency, and method of manufacture. Although both 
natural and artificial mixtures of the three classes are encountered, so that 
borderline caáes ejist, nevertheless the three classes possess distinctive 
properties, so that in general each class is particularly suited to certain 
specialized types ofapplication. It will therefore be convenient to consider 
the properties and applications of each class separately.

1. T h e  P a r a f f i n - W a x  G r o u p .
4
$ General Properties.

The waxes in this group are solids with a relatively pronounced crystal
line structure. They consist mainly of mixtures of normal paraffin hydro
carbons in the range C18 to C35 approximately. Their setting points 
range up to about 160° F., and their mean molecular weights are normally

range 225-450. In practice they are almost invariably derived from 
distillates.

Although no strict line of demarcation is laid down, a distinction is drawn 
between refined paraffin wax and paraffin scale wax. Refined paraffin wax 
is. a paraffin wax of very low oil content, and is a colourless, translucent wax 
which is not more than slightly gfeasy to the touch. It is practically 
odeurless and tasteless. Refined paraffin waxes may have setting points 
ranging from about 90° to 160° F. Scale wax, on the other hand, may con
tain a considerable proportion of oil, and its solid components normally 
cover a wider melting range than those of refined grades, which, in fact 
are usually manufactured from scales by sweating, or fractional melting to 
remove practically all the oil and to separate the solid components into 
cuts of narrower melting range. The setting point of scale wax may range 
from about 90° to 140° F . Scale waxes may be oily to the touch, and are 
frequently crumbly or flaky in texture.

Physical Properties.
Paraffin waxes melt to clear colourless liquids of low viscosity.
The density  ̂of the solid varies between the approximate limits of 0-90 

an 0-94 at 20 C. On melting, there is considerable expansion, the density 
oi molten paraffin waxes being about 0-77 just above the melting point.

The principal thermal properties are as follows : Specific heat of solid, 
about 0-5, but higher values may be shown at temperatures near the melt-
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ing point, owing to the absorption of heat energy by crystalline changes. 
The specific heat of the liquid is given by the approximate expression 
C — 0-492 +  0-0009i° C. at temperatures between the melting point and 
300° C. The latent heat of fusion is about 40 cals./gm. The heat con
ductivity of the solid increases very rapidly with temperature, being about 
0-00023 at 0° C. and 0-0006 at 25° C., in units of cals./sec./cm. cube/°C.

The electrical resistance of paraffin wax is very high— of the order 1017 
ohms/cm. cube at room temperature. It shows a general rapid decrease 
as the temperature rises to the melting point, but once again crystalline 
transitions give rise to irregular variation as the melting point is approached. 
The dielectric constant is about 2-0.

Paraffin wax is completely insoluble in water, and is not readily wetted. 
It is to some extent soluble in petroleum fractions, turpentine, chlorinated 
solvents and, generally, in non-polar organic solvents. The solubility in, 
e.g., white spirit increases rapidly with temperature. The wide variations 
possible in grades of wax and in composition of solvents makes it impossible 
to lay down definite limits, but a typical case is that of a 135-140° F. setting- 
point wax, which dissolves to the extent of 2 per cent, in an aromatic white 
spirit at 15° C., and to the extent of 46 per cent, weight at 40° C. D. S. 
Davis (Industr. Engng. Chem., Ind. Ed., 1940, 32, 1293) gives a nomograph 
relating the solubility of paraffin wax in petroleum fractions to the 
properties of the wax and of the solvent.

Chemical Properties.
Paraffin waxes are very stable chemically, a fact to which the name 

“ paraffin ” is due. They resist the action of concentrated acids and 
alkalis. At elevated temperatures they react with oxidizing or halogenating 
agents. The oxidation products are mainly fatty acids and hydroxy acids. 
Halogénation gives rise to substitution derivatives, those of higher halogen 
content being viscous liquids.

When burned under suitable conditions, paraffin wax gives rise to a clear 
flame, which is nearly white, smokeless, and odourless.

Applications of Paraffin Waxes and Scales.
In the years immediately prior to 1939, the world consumption of paraffin 

wax had reached the total of 500,000 tons per annum. Practically the 
whole of this quantity was absorbed in the manufacture of candles, waxed 
paper and cartons, polishes, matches, and electrical insulation materials, 
the distribution of the demand among these applications being approxi
mately as follows :—

Per cent.
Candles, nightlights and tapers . . . . . 6 4
Waxed paper and cartons . . . . . . 1 5
Polish materials . . . • • • • . 1 0
Matches . . . . . . . . .  5
Electrical insulation . . . . . . .  3
Various other applications . . . . . .  3
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1V1 j h°  demand for white scale wax is small in comparison with that for 
efined grades, most of the scale wax disposed of being used for the manu

facture of nighthghts and candles, and in minor applications such as barrel 
w axing.

(1) Candles, Nightlights, and Tapers.

Modern wax candles are manufactured by allowing the molten wax 
mixture to solidify m tubular tin moulds, the wicks being held centrally 
in the moulds while the wax is solidifying.

Since temperature control is of considerable importance during moulding 
the moulds are surrounded by a water-bath, whose temperatmHnay bé
been W  l £he. mtr° ductlon of cold water or of water which has previously 
been heated by injecting steam into the feed-line. The moulds are mounted

wateTba^h TbenbmteÎal Cn? 'pla,teS Which form tlle t0P and bottom of the 
i i ? T  of each mould consists of a close-fitting piston 

,1S foiled centrally to allow the wick to be passed through it and

nfston t  :  ° ng aXf  f°f  thG ?ylindrical mould- The uPPcr surface of this piston is concave, and forms the tip of the candle, which is moulded in the
upwards from°tb' Aftf / ° J idification and cooling, the candles are ejected
Rrinuo i i  n • b7  f 1Slng the pistons- Thb candles arc then
S o i  of the r T  ^  °  m 1P’ and ° n l0Wering the Pistons to the bottom of the now empty moulds, the machine is readv for moulding a
new batch of candles. Fresh wick has been drawn from spools below the

“ v li e SfiffishSn0WHTPPS d Centrally by the pistons at the lower end and by the finished candles at the upper end. The moulds are now refilled by
the operator, the wax being allowed to flow from a pail over the top plate 
of the machine until all the moulds are filled, and a layer of wax about half 

C|eCP C°TCrS r10 plate’ to allow for shrinkage into the moulds during 
v  (. ' .CaÎÎ°n a' f?°0 ng-, Thc coolinS water is usuaUy maintained at 50-70° 
F according to the wax being used. The wickssjoining successive batches 
of candles are severed by a special knife when the new batch has solidified

TheCS c t  I fu SpPP° rt 0f the wieks from outside unnecessary, 
e rack containing the finished candles is then removed and emptied 

Before ejecting the next batch from the moulds, it is necessary to S öff 
the excess wax which covers the top plate of the machine and which still 
joins the bases of ttie candles. This operation is carried oui b y meanÎÔf

hna°butScnU1 8 w  WhCn th? WaX iS Stm plastic en°ugh for easy handling but cool enough to ensure that further shrinkage into the bases of the

the wax filf t ^  P° rti<S  ^tne wax fillet, which goes back for reboiling.

s h S f ' i m f r t 1 diag! ammatic form the construction and operation of a
to 518 snobL  lug )naCllne- Thc modern machine contains upto 0I8 such moulds, together with water-bath, wick-bobbin compartment

finriteTcTndt™“  T * * 8  piSt0nS’ removable rack for holding thé
adiustmeM Snerioft 10n’ra 2 * "  ^  Pnes for tempemtureS ™ '  Special types Of moulds may be used to produce candles with 
lancy shapes, or with shaped butts.

Refined grades of paraffin wax with setting points of 120-145° F are most 
commonly employed for candle manufacture. The setting p oinf ofThe 
wax to be used must be chosen with due regard to the t e ^ a t u r e  com
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ditions which are likely to apply where the candle is to be stored and used, 
these conditions in turn depending on the geographical location of the 
market. Too low a setting point gives a candle which softens and may 
bend during storage or use; too high a setting point, on the other hand, 
gives a candle which is difficult to light and which burns with a very short 
wick and a small flame.

There is now a considerable amount of evidence showing that the com
position of the wax also plays an important part in determining its suit-
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ability for candle manufacture. For example, the moulding characteristics, 
tendency towards cracking and mottling, and tendency to give plastic 
flow at room temperatures, all of which are properties which must be taken 
into account by the candle manufacturer, are bound up with the degree of 
fractionation of the wax, and not merely with its setting point.

It is now normal practice to add a proportion of stearic acid to the paraffin 
used for candle-making. The proportion of stearic acid may vary accord
ing to special requirements, but is usually of the order of 5 per cent, in 
the case of paraffin wax of low setting point (120° F.). The proportion 
may be reduced in the case of higher-setting wax. The stearic acid im
proves the appearance of the candle, giving the wax a smooth, marble-like



appearance. Moreover, it improves the strength of the wax, giving better
snap ” at low temperatures and increased resistance to bending °(plastic 

flow) at high room-temperatures. Contrary to the opinion which is some
times expressed, the addition of stearic acid to paraffin wax in the propor
tions indicated usually produces a mixture whose melting point is lower 
than that of the original paraffin wax, so that the beneficial effects of the 
stearic acid on the mechanical properties of paraffin wax should not be 
confused with increase of melting point.

The wax and stearic acid are melted together by means of open 
steam, and since it is necessary to ensure that the moulding material is 
quite free from infusible solid particles of any kind, the melting and boiling 
are carried out over weak sulphuric acid, which destroys traces of metallic 
stearates and absorbs any fibrous particles which may have found their 
way into the wax or stearic acid from bags or packing materials. At this 
stage, too, the “ reboilings ” are added, containing portions of wick material, 
which are removed in the process of reboiling and settling. After melting 
and boiling, the mixture is allowed to settle, and when it has cleared it is 
run off into the steam-jacketed pans, from which the moulding-machine 
operator fills his pail.

The wicks are of cotton, and are plaited from three strands. The num
ber of threads in each strand is varied in accordance with the size and type 
of candle being made. The nature of the wick influences the rate of con
sumption of wax, which in turn must be correlated with the diameter of the 
candle. Before use, the wicks are bleached and washed, and are then

pickled ”  in a solution of inorganic or organic salts, centrifuged and dried. 
The pickling salts commonly used include borax, ammonium phosphate, 
potassium nitrate, etc. Their purpose is to reduce char formation on the 
wick during burning and to eliminate smouldering of the wick on extinction 
of the candle. The pickling process may also be adjusted to influence the 
degree of curvature taken up by the wick while the candle is burning, this 
being of great importance in obtaining a candle which burns clearly and 
steadily with a good flame. The wick curvature is also affected by the 
weave of the wick and by the setting point of the wax employed.

Candles made by standard methods may vary in size from the tiny 
decorative “ birthday cake ” lights on the one hand, to church candles 
60 inches high arid 2\ inches in diameter on the other. References to larger 
ceremonial candles are encountered (for example, a candle 18 feet high 
and 7 feet in circumference is burnt in Naples for one day each year in 
memory of Caruso). Such candles, however, are presumably constructed 
by special methods, and it is doubtful whether paraffin wax enters into their 
composition to any great extent.

Nightlights are designed to burn more slowly than candles, giving a 
leebler illumination over an extended period. They may be moulded in a 
machine generally similar to the candle-moulding machine, except that the 
wick is not in place during moulding. Instead, a wire extends upwards 
through the mould, leaving a central hole in the nightlight, into which the 
wick is inserted by hand. The fine cotton wick is coated with a high- 
melting wax which stiffens it so that it can be inserted readily. This 
coating alsô  supports a portion of the wick during burning and prevents 
its collapse into the cup of molten wax.
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Two main varieties of nightlights are made, respectively with and with
out paper cases. In each type the wick is fastened to a small sheet-metal 
sustainer. In the manufacture of paper-cased lights, the- wick and its 
sustainer are fastened to the prepared case by means of a hard wax of the 
sealing-wax type, the wax hlank then being slipped into the case with the 
wick threaded through it. Uncased lights, which are designed to be burnt 
in glasses or in various appliances such as continental teapot warmers, 
are prepared simply by inserting the wick and its sustainer directly into 
the wax blank.

An alternative method for the manufacture of nightlights consists in 
warming the wax until it is plastic, and rolling or extruding the plastic 
mass into rods of approximately the required diameter, which are then cut 
into portions, each of which contains sufficient wax for one nightlight. 
These portions are then pressed to shape in steel moulds, under hydraulic 
pressure, giving blanks, which are finished off by inserting the wicks and 
fitting the nightlights into paper cartons.

Nightlights are made from paraffin wax alone, without the addition of 
stearic acid. A  low-melting grade of wax (about 120° F.) is normally 
used, and white scale wax may be incorporated.

.W ax tapers are made by passing the wick material through successive 
baths of molten wax, the wax coating being built up in stages and con
trolled by passage through a die of the appropriate size, after each dipping. 
The conditions are adjusted to ensure that the wax is in the plastic con
dition when it passes through the dies.

(2) Waxed Paper and Cartons. _
Modern methods of production and marketing, whereby perishable 

goods manufactured in one hemisphere may be destined for consumption 
tn the other, have brought with them the need for new and greatly improved 
wrapping materials, impervious to air, water, and water vapour, odourless, 
tasteless, physiologically inactive, robust enough and cheap enough to be 
commercially practicable. Waxed paper and cartons have obvious 
limitations as regards robustness, but fulfil all the other requirements. 
For certain applications in which great strength and rigidity are not 
essential, therefore, their use is extending very rapidly.

Waxed paper alone may be used as a wrapping material for a great 
variety of products such as bread, confectionery, beef-extract cubes, soap 
tablets, and safety-razor blades. Again, many proprietary materials are 
packed in unwaxed or lightly waxed cartons or boxes, which are then 
wrapped and sealed in waxed paper. This method is customary in the 
case of dry, granular products such as breakfast cereals, macaroni, salt, 
etc. It is also commonly used for biscuits. Lastly, liquid or semi-liquid 
products are conveniently handled in heavily waxed sealed cartons without 
any additional wrapping. The last method is familiar in the case of milk, 
honey, syrup, sandwich pastes, and so on.

Three main types of waxed paper may he distinguished: (1) impreg
nated or “ dry waxed ”  paper in which the wax is completely absorbed into 
the paper web; (2) surface waxed on one side only; (3) surface waxed on 
both sides (“ self-sealing paper ” ). The first type is used almost exclu
sively for retail wrapping of moist or greasy foodstuffs, and is therefore
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widely known as Delicatessen Paper. Paper waxed on one side is occasion
al y used for wholesale packaging; in general, however, double-waxed 
self-sealing paper finds the widest application. Possibly the largest single 
application of this type of paper is for wrapping of bread. In certain 
countries, notably the United States of America, wrapped bread is the rule 
rather than the exception. When using this type of paper, the package is 
hermetically sealed by folding the wrapper so that the edges overlap, then 
hot-pressing the overlap so that the wax melts momentarily and seals the 
nap on resolidification. The operation is carried out on specially designed 
machines with continuous conveyor feeds.

Paper-waxing machinery varies greatly in design and method of opera- 
tion, but two basic types may be distinguished, according to whether the 
wax is applied to the paper by waxed rollers or by total immersion of the 
paper in molten wax.
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ISeedless to say, single-waxed paper is produced by roller waxing. By 
suitable arrangements for turning the paper strip as it is fed through the 
machine, double waxing may be carried out in two stages on this type of 
macliine. There are also machines in operation in which the paper is 
waxed on both sides simultaneously by passage between rollers, the lower 
roller rotating half-immersed in the wax-bath, and the upper one being 
fed with molten wax by means of a pump.

In the immersion type of waxing machine (see Fig. 2) the paper strip is 
fed from the roll over heated rollers and' then through the wax-bath. On 
leaving^ the wax-bath, the paper passes through adjustable “  squeeze 
rollers,” which control the amount of wax to be left on the paper. It then 
passes through smoothing rollers and into a chiller, where the wax film is 
rapidly solidified. The speed at which the machine operates is extremely 
important. Surface-waxing machinery operates at high speeds, so that 
squeezing and chilling take place before the molten wax has been absorbed



into the paper web. A different procedure is adopted when “ dry waxed ” 
paper is being produced. Here the wax is retained in molten form by 
passage of the strip between hot rollers, so that absorption into the paper 
may take place.

The chilling apparatus commonly employed also falls into twp main 
types, using cold-water immersion in one case and passage over chilled 
rollers in the other. Where water chilling is used, it is necessary to remove 
any water which may adhere to the surface on leaving the bath. This 
may be accomplished by air-suction gates, as shown in Fig. 2, or by passing 
the paper in light contact over polished metal doctor blades.

In general, rapid chilling produces opaque coatings with high gloss. 
Impregnation produces translucent papers without pronounced gloss. 
The finished paper may contain up to about 40 per cent, of its total weight 
in wax.

Cartons for liquids are made up into their finished shape before waxing. 
The waxing may be done by total immersion in molten wax, or by simul
taneous spraying outside and inside, or, if desired, on the inside only, as 
the cartons pass the wax jets on a conveyor. After waxing, the cartons 
are chilled in a refrigerating compartment, or by dipping in cold water, 
followed by draining and drying.

As a general rule, only refined grades of paraffin wax, with very low oil 
contents, are satisfactory for paper waxing. The presence of oil, or inade
quate refining, leads to deficiencies such as low sealing strength, flaking, 
poor gloss, colour- and odour-instability, and “ blocking ” (i.e., tendency 
of the waxed surfaces to adhere and flow together when the paper is stacked 
or rolled).

(3) Polishes.
Paraffin wax is widely used in the manufacture of polishes. Wax  

polishes for various purposes consist of pastes, creams, or emulsions of a 
wax composition in a suitable liquid medium.

A  paste of paraffin wax in white spirit or turpentine prepared by cooling 
a hot solution of the wax is not satisfactory as a polishing material. The 
lustre obtainable is not high, the film is soft and smears easily, the solvent 
is only loosely held and squeezes out readily, and the paste itself dries out 
too rapidly. Best results from all points of view are obtained by using 
blends of paraffin wax with other waxes, notably carnauba, candelilla, bees
wax, and ozokerite or petroleum ceresin. In the finished compositions, 
the function of the hard waxes is to confer lustre and non-smearing pro
perties to the surface; that of the paraffin wax is to plasticize the hard 
waxes, thus giving the surface good rubbing properties. The paraffin wax 
also plays its part in giving suitable “ body ” and structure to the paste, 
so that evaporation of solvent does not take place too rapidly in the tin, 
nor too slowly on the surface to be polished.

In the manufacture of paste polishes the waxes are melted together and 
run into a mixer, where they are blended with the solvent, which is normally 
white spirit, with or without a proportion of turpentine, to which the appro
priate dye or colour is added. The mixture is fed to the filling machine 
after its temperature has been suitably adjusted to give the required 
consistency. The tins or containers are passed to the machine on trays
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or on a conveyor belt. Alternatively, the machine may be run on rails 
over the laid-out tins. Delivery into the tins may be controlled automati
cally or by hand. The filled tins are cooled in air, or by passage through 
a cooling compartment, after which they are lidded and packed.

Liquid or solid creams are made by emulsifying a wax-solvent mixture 
with -water. The emulsion may be of water-in-oil type or of oil-in-water 
type, according to the emulsifier used and the proportions of the phases.

A  further type, -widely used in America, popularly known as “ dry 
bright, consists of a purely aqueous colloidal solution of wax and shellac.

(4) Other Applications of Paraffin Wax and Scales.

In the manufacture of matches, a low-melting paraffin wax (about 
105-108° F.) is used to impregnate the matchsticks to assist their kindling 
and burning.

Various electrical appliances and equipment, such as condensers and 
cables, may incorporate paraffin wax or waxed paper as dielectric or 
insulator.

A number of chemical manufacturing processes make use of paraffin %vax 
as a starting material. On oxidation it yields fatty acids, from which it is 
possible to prepare alcohols and synthetic fats. Chlorinated paraffin waxes 
find a number of applications— for example, as plasticizers for synthetic 
rubbers, as fireproofing agents, etc.

The impermeability of wax films to air, moisture, and bacteria underlies 
the use of wax for the preservative coating of fruit, vegetables, eggs, cheeses, 
hams, and other perishable goods.

In the Eastern world considerable quantities of paraffin wax were used 
in making brightly-coloured Batik cloths. The cloths are dyed in successive 
baths of colour -with appropriate parts of the pattern blanked off at each 
stage by impregnation with wax. The wax is removed in boiling water 
between each dyeing stage, and the cloth then re-waxed with a new section 
of the pattern exposed for the next colour.

In the textile world, paraffin-wax rings are used to lubricate threads 
before spinning. Wax emulsions are also applied to fabrics to assist 
calendering after they are laundered. Paraffin-wax solutions are used in 
the production of waterproof and showerproof fabrics.

In the large-scale production of poultry for table use, the birds are plucked 
and stubbed by dipping in molten paraffin wax, then stripping the wax off 
whilst it is still warm and plastic. The feathers.and stubs are removed 
with the wax.

As a fusible structural material, paraffin wax finds application in mounting 
and strengthening museum and art objects, and in the manufacture of 
crayons, coloured pencils, plaster statuettes, and modelling compositions.

Minor surgical applications include its use in plastic surgery for filling 
cavities and reshaping deformities and injuries— e.g., to the nasal bones. 
Molten wax is also used as a medium for applying heat treatment for 
rheumatism and other ailments.

Scale wax is used in a number of minor applications, such as leather 
dressing, manufacture of fire-lighters, wood impregnation, barrel waxing, 
and so on.
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2 . T h e  P e t r o l a t u m  G r o u p .
m

General Properties.
The waxy materials included in the petrolatum group are derived mainly 

from residues. Their congealing points range from about 100° to 180° F., 
and in consistency they vary from salve-like to firm and plastic. They 
exhibit crystalline structure, but the crystal size is nearly always less than 
that of paraffin waxes. Petrolatums are subdivided, on the basis of oil 
content, into the two classes : (1) Petrolatum Wax, which is substantially 
oil-free petrolatum, and is a plastic solid possessing some degree of tackiness. 
The congealing point is generally below 190° F., and is often indistinct;
(2) Petroleum Jelly (Petrolatum), which is a soft, salve-like petrolatum 
consisting of petrolatum wax together with a substantial proportion of 
oil.

Petrolatum Wax
The plastic consistency of petrolatum wax, combined with its inert nature, 

makes it suitable for a number of special applications, such as the impregna
tion of insulating tapes and cable-core wrappings. It is also used to some 
extent for the preservative coating of cheeses, hams, and other perishable 
foodstuffs. Some of the firm, high-melting grades have found useful 
applications in paper-coating and in polish manufacture, where their 
plasticizing properties are useful in giving flexibility to the harder waxes 
and, in the case of polishes, in assisting the plastic flow of the film which 
gives rise to good “ rubbing ” properties.

The adhesion of petrolatum wax to metal and other surfaces is good, 
and this type of wax is sometimes used for coating the interiors of metal 
cans and drums for liquids. Drums for rubber latex and the metal retail 
“  beer cans ” used in the United States are frequently treated in this way.

Petroleum Jelly.
Petroleum jelly finds application as a special lubricant, both alone and 

as a component of greases. Considerable quantities are used for impreg
nating the hemp cores of wire ropes and hawsers. It is used as a component 
of some explosive compositions and as a plasticizer for bituminous roofing 
materials. Many anti-rusting and anti-corrosion compositions contain 
petroleum jelly. Modelling compositions of the Plasticine type may also 
incorporate petroleum jelly, whilst the highly refined material is widely 
used as a base for a number of pharmaceutical and toilet preparations.

3 . T h e  P e t r o l e u m  C e r e s in  G r o u p .

General Properties.
Petroleum ceresins are hard, brittle waxes, usually derived from residues, 

and essentially free from oil. The congealing point is usually above 160° F. 
(71° C.), and may be as high as 205° F. (95° C.). Petroleum ceresins are 
crystalline, but the characteristic crystal size is very much smaller than 
that of paraffin wax. The colour may range from dark brown to white, 
with yellow and orange perhaps most common.

À notable characteristic of petroleum ceresins (as also of ozokerite



ceresin) is that a small proportion (0-5 per cent.) of the ceresin in paraffin 
wax may have the effect of greatly reducing the crystal size of the paraffin 
wax, with an attendant improvement in impermeability and in mechanical 
properties. Hot solutions of paraffin waxes which have been “  doped ” 
in this way may form smooth, creamy pastes on cooling, instead of 
crystalline aggregates.

Applications.
In general, the applications of petroleum ceresins are based upon its 

inertness, high congealing point, micro-crystalline structure, and its power 
of conferring this micro-crystalline structure on paraffin wax. Thus 
waxes for electrical insulating and dielectric purposes frequently incorporate 
petroleum ceresin. It is also used in the formulation of polishes and of 
pharmaceutical and other pastes and creams.
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SOME IDEAS ABOUT CORRELATION OE TEST- 
ENGINE RESULTS.

By T. P. S a n d s , C. J. L iv in g s t o n e , and W . A. G r u s e  *

T h e  idea of correlation implies the need for a simple apparatus to find 
out what a more complicated one will do, and that introduces the concept 
of the prototype unit. In the field of engines, the procedure could be 
used to try out mechanical design, fuel, or oil. When mechanical con
struction is under scrutiny, a test will be simpler only if it is made simpler, 
and it can easily be more complicated. If all the mechanical parts of an 
engine are to be tried out together, then the best procedure is to run the whole 
engine; if, however, one feature is to be examined and changed at a time—  
say valve action as affected by cam shape and position— that portion of 
the working system can be isolated and studied as a unit. All the con
ditions which are important can be controlled and an answer written down. 
As a matter of fact, it would probably not be done that way, but in principle, 
at least, it could be done. If fuel is to be examined in some aspect or other, 
we can make simplifying assumptions, and examine the one feature of 
interest, whatever it may be. Actually, as soon as engines were developed 
far enough to be critical as to fuel, the engineers found it very much simpler 
to use a small and rather elementary engine in which the fuel burning could 
be surrounded by a controlled environment. W e made our first modified 
Delco knock-testing engine in 1923, and the progress of twenty years has 
brought to a good state of development the C.F.R. gasoline and diesel 
engines. The problems of measuring fuel-rating numbers have been simpli
fied and standardized very successfully. But about ten years ago we found 
that the problem had been over-simplified and that there were too many 
kinds of service which did not correlate with one land of octane number. 
So now we have Research and Motor, 1C and 3C, rich and lean, and perhaps 
soon we may have other kinds of fuel ratings. This history of fuel-testing 
units and scales supplies a good example of how correlation between full- 
scale and small units can go astray.

In testing lubricating oil, the justification for simplified apparatus rises 
from the very large number of different engine types in use, from the 
implicit recognition that some common factors in all of them are influencing 
the way the oil fails, and from the further recognition that small and uncon
trolled variations in these fundamental factors will influence the conduct 
of an oil from one engine type to another.

It is an old story that oil in engines can be spoiled by contamination 
(dirt, water, blowby gases) and by chemical change. W e can forget about 
contamination, although in special cases it, too, can be studied by prototype 
methods. We are concerned with chemical change, and that is straight 
up the alley of testing with simplified engines. The changes are confined

* Gulf Research and Development Com pany and Mellon Institute of Industrial 
Research, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.



pretty much to oxidation and thermal cracking. Since oxidized products 
crack more easily and cracked products oxidize more easily, the two are 
tied closely together. The important factors in chemical change are time, 
temperature, concentration, and contact, and if one is to do a good job of 
theorizing on the subject, each influence must be factored out. Tempera
ture and time, for instance, are not just crankcase temperature and change 
period, but the weighted sum of the time-temperature functions for oil in 
the crankcase, at piston-under-crown, in the ring belt, and so on. By and 
large from one engine to another, the extremes of all the fundamental 
variables are of about the same order of magnitude— that is, the range from 
flame temperature to outside air temperature, tho time oil spends in the 
various parts of an engine, and the degree of mixing of air, blowby gases, 
and oil are not too different. Therefore, we can reason about the typical 
case and not be far wrong, even though we know that oil does not go to 
pieces in a big stationary diesel over a long time, and may yet be ruined 
completely in a small automotive gasoline engine in 36 hours.

To mean anything, correlation must be discussed in terms of the tests 
and units people are trying to correlate with at present. As a result of a 
whole set of influences, including the efforts of individual engine-builders 
to lubricate their own output and the pressure of the war emergency in the 
direction of setting up specifications for universal-type oils, we have three 
widely used tests or sets of tests. These are :

A. The 36-Hour Chevrolet Test.— Thanks to a good deal of co
operative effort and some careful analysis, this test has been about as 
well standardized as could be expected for a multi-cylinder production 
engine. Crankcase oil is kept at 280° F., speed is equivalent to 60 
m.p.h., and power output is set to correspond to road load. Con
sidering the general design features of the Chevrolet engine, this test 
can be regarded as one involving some acceleration of normal oil 
deterioration.

B. General Motors Diesel 500-Hour Test.— This procedure involves 
operating a Series 71 G.M. diesel engine for 500 hours under full load 
at 2000 r.p.m. and without oil change. The temperatures of the intake 
air, fuel oil, crankcase oil, and jacket water are closely controlled. 
Samples of the crankcase oil are taken at intervals throughout the test 
and examined for deterioration. The engine is dismantled and the 
parts are examined for varnish and sludge deposit; copper-lead bearing 
shells are weighed to estimate corrosion.

C. Caterpillar Tests.— Three tests are ordinarily made :

1. The 480-Hour Endurance Test.— A  single-cylinder Caterpillar 
test engine is operated for 480 hours at 1000 r.p.m. and a specified
B.M.E.P. (75 lb,). The jacket temperature is 180° F. and the oil 
temperature 150° F. The oil is changed every 120 hours. The 
engine parts are inspected for stuck rings, scratching, or cutting 
at the piston top, and deposits on the piston skirt; wear on piston 
and liner are determined by measuring.

2. Run-In and High-Load Tests.— The same engine is provided 
with a special precombustion chamber which directs the fuel 
flame against the cylinder wall at three points. Power output
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is determined at a definite fuel rate, and three runs, of hours 
each, are made; the oil and piston are changed and the engine 
flushed between runs. The piston and liner are inspected for 
scratching or wear.

3. 120-Hour Test; Hot-Box Test.— A four-cylinder Caterpillar 
engine, set in a hot room, is operated for 120 hours. The con
ditions include temperature of oil to bearings 212° F. and exit- 
water temperature 200°. The output is about 37 B.H.P. at 1400 
r.p.m. Two connecting-rod bearings are babbitt and two are 
copper-lead. The latter are inspected for corrosion or scratching, 
and the liners and pistons are rated for deposits.

f
From the standpoint of wider usefulness, there is one feature of several 

of these tests which can be criticized. It is the pass-or-fail interpretation 
of results; and oil is either satisfactory or not; it either corrodes or does 
not corrode bearings in the Chevrolet test, corrosion being defined in exact 
terms. It either passes or does not pass the Caterpillar and 500-hour tests. 
The utmost in gradation on results is found in the borderline cases. This 
is no doubt the right thing to do for the war emergency, but it appears to 
fail when regarded as the basis for a rational correlation scheme.

The desire for correlation is based on the need for definite hooking up of 
an accelerated test of some kind with “ average service,”  so that in the ideal 
procedure 5 hours of an accelerated test would produce, say, 50 hours of 
average service, 10 hours of test, 100 hours of average service, and so on. 
There are two difficulties about this. Pass-or-fail tests, such as we have 
to-day, must first be converted into graded results. An oil- must make a 

Agrade of 5, 10, etc. The other difficulty is in setting the factor which will 
convert the results to average-serviee figures, and here we at once run into 
the obstacle that there is no such thing as average service by the ordinary 
definitions. Service must include all the engine troubles, bearing corrosion, 
ring sticking, sludge separation, and so on, and as soon as one of these 
becomes evident in a job, the service is no longer average, again by the 
ordinary definitions. Most of us, subconsciously at any rate, consider 
average service to be light passenger-car use, but this can hardly be defended, 
because that kind of running really does not involve failures of any kind. 
Coming closer home, average service may mean a combination of the most 
extreme conditions encountered in each of the several heavily loaded units 
on the market. In terms of the oil tests used to-day, it means just that. 
A sober second thought will tell us that average service, even for heavy- 
duty units, cannot mean the above, except for war operations. For the 
latter, oil must be made better than the average necessity. In the accepted 
logic of the emergency, an oil must meet all the service conditions of all the 
kinds of units, because the loss of one vehicle could, in theory at any rate, 
have a large influence on the course of a military action.

However logical this mode of thinking is for war, it may not be the -wisest 
in adopting a permanent way of evaluating lubricants in peace-time. When 
war is done, the basic considerations of overall cost reassert themselves, 
and the ideal becomes the greatest good for the greatest number at the 
smallest total expenditure of goods and labour. According to this ideal, 
it may be best to undergo one failure of one eccentric freight transport
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truck so that 999 others may operate at maximum efficiency for the longest 
time. This statement is based on the idea that a product which functions 
satisfactorily under the most severe conditions of all the current units, very 
probably will not, except by a happy accident, be the best oil for all, or oven 
for more than one o£-them. When an oil is compounded to reach a definite 
value of detergency, oxidation stability, and freedom from depositing 
tendency, the chemist who makes it up has probably sacrificed a greater 
excellency in, say, wear resistance, in order to attain the detergency re
quired, and so on. Left unrestricted to develop an oil of high detergency 
for a certain engine and within certain cost limits, the chemist could do 
much better if he did not have to remember that at the same time he must 
maintain a certain level of freedom from bearing corrosion because the oil 
is to be used in another type of engine suffering from that complaint. We 
know enough about oxidation inhibitors to suspect that an oil stabilized 
with certain types of inhibitors for the severe crankcase condition of one 
engine may be over-stabilized for the ring-belt conditions of another 
engine.

The present situation on engine testing began with the setting up by 
Caterpillar of a test for oils to be used in its own engines. This test served 
to bring out indications of several qualities, but laid particular emphasis on 
detergency. The object was the proving of oils which would meet Cater
pillar’s ideas of good service under the extreme demands on Caterpillar 
tractors. Following this, the General Motors laboratory defined the Chev
rolet test, which, somewhat by contrast, emphasized the demand for marked 
oxidation stability. The oils which passed this test were intended for 
engines operating at very high crankcase temperature. From this it was a 
logical step to the General Motors 500-hour test, in which an oil was evalua
ted chiefly for oxidation stability, and to a smaller extent for detergency. 
While the Caterpillar test and its specialized successors were interpreted 
only for Caterpillar engines, the Chevrolet test is ordinarily considered to 
have a good deal of significance as indicating what will happen in General 
Motors diesels when tbe same oil is used, although complete reversals are 
sometimes encountered. These might be due to the presence or absence of 
lead, or to the differing temperature levels and conditions in the two tests.

As a matter of interpretation, and based on our temporary definition of 
average service, the Caterpillar 480-hour test can be regarded as not accele
rated, the hot-box and scratch tests as accelerated, while the Chevrolet and 
General Motors tests are to some extent in the accelerated class.

At the outbreak of the war, many of the engine laboratories in the 
country were equipped for these three types of tests, and a fair degree of 
success had been attained in developing oils to meet the requirements of 
each separately. Two or three oils were available which met fairly well the 
requirements of all the tests. The war effected an immediate consolidation 
of requirements. The 2-104A specification was set up to define a class of 
lubricants which could meet all the conditions of the three outstanding 
tests; actually the approval was based on Caterpillar and General Motors 
diesel trials alone, the Chevrolet being included later to bring out the effects 
in gasoline engines. It was believed by those who took this step that an 
oil which would meet the requirements of this specification would lubricate 
satisfactorily all the automotive equipment of the armed forces under the
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most exacting conditions they were likely to encounter. The experience 
to date has indicated that this judgment was correct. It must be recog
nized that the action was an emergency step, the best that could be done 
at the moment. But it was not based on theory or on an adequate know
ledge of correlation -with service. The fact that the armed forces have not 
experienced any particular trouble to date does not necessarily mean that 
the tests mentioned actually do correlate with military service demands. 
It means that we now have oils which are satisfactory under all the condi
tions, but we do not know how far the mark may have been overshot. 
Furthermore, we do not know whether, perhaps, certain types of power 
plants might be much better off from an operating standpoint with an oil 
which was not quite so good when used in other types of engines. An 
example of this, taken from industrial practice, is found in the choice of oils 
for the General Motors Series 71 diesel, and the Electromotive Model 567 as 
used in railway locomotives. These two appear to be structurally similar, 
except in size, but the speed, and consequently the temperature, are higher 
in the former. Originally a highly refined high V.I. oil was required for the 
Series 71 diesel, and it is still used, properly fortified by additives. For the 
Model 567 in the stream-lined trains, however, the operators have, in a high 
percentage of cases, selected a low Y .I. uncompounded naphthenic oil as 
most satisfactory. The use in these latter units of an oil suitable for the 
Series 71 engines may or may not give satisfactory operation, but would 
appear to add an unnecessary load from the standpoints of operator 
economy and national resource economy.

At the moment we seem to have an opportunity to re-evaluate the 
situation to see whether, in some cases, scarce and valuable additives are 
being used in greater amounts than are really necessary. Lacking good 
data on correlation of our present three test types with actual military duty, 
and in the absence of information on actual work under combat conditions, 
it appears that progress along this line must be made slowly and with extreme 
care. All-round dependability is at the moment more important for 
military duty than efficiency and economy.

The most significant aspect of this situation from a long-time standpoint 
comes out in the lessons which we can draw for peace-time practice. In the 
first place, a definition of service is in order— the kind of service with which 
tests must correlate. We have said above that no one should be concerned 
about average passenger automobile duty— at least not until passenger-car 
engines are made much smaller and are habitually operated at high load 
factor. We have in mind rather the extreme demands on heavy-duty 
equipment. W e repeat, that for military duty on one universal type of oil, 
average service must be defined as the sum of all the most severe conditions 
to be encountered in all the types of power plants employed; aircraft oils, 
for several reasons, cannot be included. Average heavy-duty peace-time 
service, on the contrary, is not a useful concept. One type of engine may 
be a bad actor from the standpoint of bearing corrosion, another develops 
a troublesome amount of varnish deposits, a third sticks too many rings, 
another has a bad record on oil economy, and so on. To average all these 
would define a total condition which could be met by a rather mediocre oil 
which would not measure up satisfactorily under the typical severe run
ning conditions of any one of the units included in the average. At the
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risk of being tiresome, we repeat that different units present different 
extreme requirements. The war-time answer is one oil good enough for all 
of them. But this almost certainly involves a great deal of sacrifice, justifi
able only because it is a war-time answer.

The logical deduction from this— and it is an unpleasant one— is that a 
test must be set up for each accentuated engine trouble. That means a 
new engine test every time a new type of power plant comes on the market. 
Our laboratories would be more crowded than they are now with all sorts of 
test engines duplicating the conditions of every sort of obscure model.

Such an answer should not be necessary. It seems a not unreasonable 
hope that the development of a satisfactory prototype unit should be pos
sible. This hypothetical engine, or its subtypes, should bo flexible enough 
to permit operating under such conditions that a reproducible severe con
dition of varnishing tendency or of bearing corrosion or of wear could be set 
up. The general principles of that sort of manipulating are fairly well 
understood. The mode of operation would then be to rate oils in this 
engine as to detergency, oxidation stability, or wear on numerical scales; 
an oil would be rated 5 in detergency, 10 in oxidation stability, and so on. 
The engines which come on the market would be stated to have a need for 
15 in oxidation stability, 5 in detergency, and so on. The analogy can be 
drawn with the present C.F.R. octane-rating engines; for the simpler cases 
we know that the octane requirements of different passenger-car engines 
can be stated in reasonably definite units. Of course, there are com
plications. Oxidation inhibitors, for instance, vary in efficiency, depending 
on test temperature, and detergents might do the same. An intelligent 
setting up of test conditions would be necessary, but the difficulty does not 
seem fundamental. This appears to be a rational and intelligent way out 
of the jungle of multiplication of test engines and one within the proper 
functioning of technical societies. At this stage of the situation it should 
be realized that tests must be developed primarily to correlate with service; 
exact duplication is less important than proper interpretation of results.

In passing, it seems desirable to offer one comment on the several engine 
tests mentioned in this paper. Within certain limits, and with very definite 
reservations, the Caterpillar single-cylinder engine seems to fall at least 
somewhere near the class of prototype units just proposed. It can remain 
the same, and need not be re-designed under stress of competition. Obvi
ously, the test method will change from time to time, as field conditions 
change. The Chevrolet, however, a commercial power plant, is changed 
from year to year; several laboratories have had some little trouble in 
correlating results between Chevrolet models of different years. This 
makes it difficult to check current results with those of previous years, and 
it seems to us a very good reason why laboratory testing in commercial 
engines should not be promulgated by technical agencies. Testing in com
mercial engines has a definite field of usefulness; it includes the necessary 
transition from research to field operation, and it is definitely necessary in 
approval work by engine manufacturers in their own laboratories and with 
their own equipment. But for research and the correlation purposes dis
cussed above, a standardized prototype seems more desirable, just as the
C.F.R. is more desirable for octane numbers than a commercial Plymouth 
or Cadillac engine.
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One final thought seems worth while. Engine tests should be divisible 
between those which are acceptance tests and those which are accelerated 
for information. It seems to us that acceptance tests should not be 
accelerated. The Caterpillar 4S0-hours is an acceptance test, it does not 
seem to involve more severe conditions than the oil will encounter in actual 
duty, and it appears to give quite reliable results— in fact, the final answer 
at 480 hours can often be predicted at 120 hours. The Caterpillar scratch 
test, however, is an accelerated one, and it does not always give the same 
consistent and reproducible answer. The point seems to us to be that when 
a test is accelerated, something more may happen than just acceleration. 
In theory acceleration simply speeds up what would happen if we did not 
accelerate. Actually, however, the ordinary ways of accelerating, such as 
raising the temperature, may start an entirely new tendency which did not 
exist at all at the lower temperature, and would never happen no matter 
how long the less severe condition was imposed. A  simple example would 
be the application of an oxidation test to an oil containing a volatile 
additive. I f  the additive boils at, say, 250° F. and the normal testing 
temperature is 235°, then a test at 225° should be significant. But an 
attempt at acceleration by running the test at 275° would give an entirely 
misleading result. In the present state of our knowledge it seems wise to 
make acceptance tests under non-accelerated conditions and to reserve 
acceleration for information-seeking purposes only.

M b . L. K a y m o n d  w rites: “  I  am entirely in sym pathy with the writers’ plea for 
prototypo engines to simplify and rationalize lubricant and engine testing with the 
different types and makes o f  engines. I t  appears to  mo, however, that o f  greater 
importance than the development o f  prototype engines is the impartial collection and 
analysis o f  performance data to serve as the basis for establishing engine-test conditions 
to onsure correlation o f  laboratory results with field performance. W ithout theso 
necessary basic data, the prototype engino will lose much o f  its value in predicting oil 
bohaviour. The Caterpillar Tractor Co., in its development o f  the Class 1 Test par
ticularly, has done an excellent job  o f  facilitating laboratory work and its interpretation. 
The strength o f  this test lies not so much in tho design and production o f  the prototype 
engine as in tho specification o f  test conditions which correlate with the bulk o f  field 
performance in multi-cylindor Caterpillar engines. I t  is not m y intention to  minimize 
tho valuo o f  prototype engines, but the availability o f  the engine will not b y  itself 
produce the desired offect. This is illustrated b y  tho oxperieneo with tho CUE 
assembly, in which a standard W right Cyclone cylinder was used originally. Diffi
cu lty in obtaining oils o f  known service performance as a basis for correlation greatly 
retarded tho developm ent o f  tho CUE assombly as a test tool for lubricant evaluation 
and engine study.

On page 73 o f  the paper, the authors mention the operation o f  tho prototype 
engine under severe conditions o f  varnishing, bearing corrosion, or wear, with the 
oils being rated numerically in detergoncy, oxidation stability, etc., on the basis o f  
these tests. I  question whether arbitrary ratings o f  oils without completo definition 
o f  tho test conditions will have tho desired utility. This was emphasized forcefully 
in our laboratory b y  a rather extended study o f  bearing-corrosion effects in a single
cylinder engine operated under a variety o f  test conditions with some key oils. 
Changes in test conditions resulted in reversals in the order o f  merit o f  the oils in 
this one engine. Other data obtained in other engines showed wide variability in 
tho corrosion tendencies o f  oils. Some o f  these data have been presented and reviewed 
b y  mo in a paper published in the December, 1942, S .A .E . Journal. Similar varia
tions in engine results arising from differences in time o f  test, use o f  leaded or un
leaded gasoline, etc., have been observed and com mented upon b y  others.

W ith respect to severity o f  test, I  strongly agree that acceptance tests should not 
be accelerated to the point where significance o f  results becomes a matter o f  serious
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concern. Tests such as the 36-Hour Chovrolet Test have the general weakness that 
they appear to be accelerated too much to be used with reliability in predicting or 
indicating the performance obtained in longer periods o f  operation under less severe 
operating conditions. Tests which are unsound, oven though reproducible, have 
little merit. The m ajor emphasis in the initiation o f  laboratory tests should bo on 
significance o f  data, with subsequent attention to refinements in technique to im- 
provo precision. T oo often the reverse method o f  attack has been the case.

I  believe that the sound suggestion o f  tho authors for the prototype ongine deserves 
broad general support, but the inseparability o f  prototype engines and tho basic 
field-performanco data required for correlation must be recognized if effective utiliza
tion is to be made.”
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OBITUARY.
MR. J. H. C. d e  BREY.

It is with deep regret that we have to announce the death, in Holland, 
of Mr. J. H. C. de Brey, on the 7th of October last, at the age of 63.

He was a man of outstanding ability and character. Not only did he 
contribute to the fundamental development of technical problems of the oil 
industry, but he also built up within the Royal Dutch Shell Group, from 
humble beginnings, a department through which he put his mark on 
the design of installations and plants throughout the world. Moreover, 
it was not only within the limits of the Shell organization that he was so 
well known, and there will surely be very many outside the Company who 
will have known him and appreciated his work.

It is not possible within the confines of this short notice to give a detailed 
description of his work, nor of the very wide scope of his accomplishments, 
but after a short outline of his life, we should like to mention some of 
the outstanding events in a rich and varied career.

De Brey was born in Rotterdam on the 18tli November, 1880, and went 
to the elementary and secondary schools in that town. He then proceeded 
to Delft, where he obtained his degree as mechanical engineer in 1901 
and electrical engineer in 1902.

From 1902 to 1906 he worked in the Caucasus on behalf of Messrs. 
Schuckert (as it was then) on the erection of electric power plants.

From 1906 to 1908 he worked in the Engineering Section of the Depart
ment of Public Works in Holland.

In 1908 he entered the service of the Royal Dutch Shell Group, and that 
same year went out to the Netherlands East Indies, where he acted as 
advisory engineer to the head office in Batavia. In this position ho spent 
a great deal of his time on the oil-fields and in the refineries, and there 
acquired the basis of his experience for his later work.

In 1913 he returned to Europe, and after studying at first hand the oil
fields in Roumania, he went to Russia, where he was appointed Manager of 
the Group Company at Grozny.

In 1915 he returned to The Hague as Technical Advisor to the Board of 
Directors, and in the ensuing years built up the large organization which 
became known as the Technical Department, of which he became the head.

Whilst he spent the rest of his working days in this position, he made 
many trips to various places throughout the world.

Mr. de Brey was a member of various sections of the Netherlands 
Standardization Committee and an Honorary Vice-President of the second 
World Petroleum Congress, Paris, 1937. He was the founder of the 
Petroleum Division of the Royal Netherlands Institute of Engineers, of 
which division he also was the first president. Also for many years he 
was a member of the Institute of Petroleum.

Under the age limit imposed within the Group, he retired at the end of 
1940, at the age of 60.

Owing to the occupation of the Low Countries, news since then of de
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Brey has been scanty, but it is known that he suffered severely up to the 
time of his death.

During the five years of his stay in the N.E.I., de Brey was responsible 
for much original development work in connection with the recovery of 
natural gasoline from petroleum gases. In those days such compressor 
plants as were installed were used for air-lift purposes only. De Brey 
soon became aware of the possibilities of the benzine which could be 
obtained from such plants when operated on gas instead of air, and also 
installed field absorption plants for this purpose. The product obtained 
was, however, very wild and this must have directed de Brey’s attention 
to the importance of conserving light fractions and to the necessity of 
stabilizing natural gasoline.

Another noteworthy achievement of his during his sojourn in the East 
was the development of a series of formulae for the calculation of friction 
losses in oil pipe-lines. These formulae were based on a large number of 
personally conducted practical experiments, and have been used in the 
Shell Group for a great many years. It is worthy of note that when, 
many years later, a new series of formulae was developed, which took 
into consideration all the experimental data then available in literature, 
the deviation from de Brey’s formulae was remarkably small, indicating the 
excellence of his original experiments and their mathematical interpretation.

One of the many problems that came his way in 1917 was the design 
of a large pipe-line for a crude of very high viscosity. As no precedent 
of a mathematical treatment of the problem was known at the time, de Brey 
developed a method for the calculation of heated oil-lines, embodying the 
relation between quantity pumped, pipe diameter, and heat convection 
of the soil which, together with the earlier-mentioned friction formulas, 
enabled him to predict friction losses with complete success.

His contact in the N.E.I. with gas recovery led him to search for a method 
for freeing natural gasoline from its most volatile unstable fractions— in 
other words, to stabilize it.

De Brey took out a patent on a pressure rectification apparatus, the 
stabilizer. Although in the U.S.A. the patent was not upheld, it is certain 
that de Brey’s work gave a strong impetus to the general acceptance of the 
principle of stabilization, without which no refinery or gas-plant could now 
be imagined. The first pressure stabilizer in the Shell Group— and possibly 
in the world— was taken into operation in the N.E.I. around 1922.

A further development in the treatment of gases was the deep cooling 
of compressed gases, by expander engines, introduced in 1925, and by 
ammonia cooling.

Another innovation was the introduction of silica gel as a drying agent 
for natural gas, in conjunction with the above-mentioned installations.

The calculation and application of stabilizers gave rise to a more intensive 
study of close fractionation in general, which wras influential in introducing 
better fractionation throughout the various refining centres in the Shell 
Group.

The keen realization of the importance of conserving the products—  
once produced— led de Brey to the study of the storage of light hydro
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carbons, and the development of pressure storage, in order to reduce 
breathing losses of tanks, combined with gasometers and compressor plants 
for the recovery of tank gases.

Another field in which de Brey did pioneering work was that of electrical 
dehydration. His assistance was invited during 1923, in connection with a 
field producing large quantities of a very stubborn crude-oil emulsion of 
high salt content, which had withstood all attempts at electrical or other 
treatment.

By means of á non-sinusoidal alternating current with a high peak- 
voltage relative to the mean voltage, developed specially for the purpose, 
de Brey successfully solved the problem and made the continuance of the 
oil-field in question possible as a commercial proposition.

He extended his work, in so far that he succeeded in reducing the residual 
salt content of the crude in question by a process embodying re-emulsifica- 
tion with fresh water and re-separation by electrical treatment. This 
principle, which was applied for the first time in 1926, had several years 
later gained much prominence in various parts of the world.

De Brey always had a clear vision of the manifold problems which 
presented themselves in the petroleum industry, and even in fields outside 
his own he possessed a remarkable gift for penetrating to the root of the 
question. Allied to this, his keen awareness of the necessity for research 
and of the importance of science in connection with a young industry 
like the petroleum industry, has, among others, borne fruit in the establish
ing of a special physical section of his department and of the “ Proefstation 
Delft,” a laboratory set up for the study of the practical application of 
oil products in engines, burners, etc.

Through his enthusiasm and clear conception of the meaning of research 
he was able to attract the right men to assist him in his task, and one need 
only mention names like those of Prof. Dr. W . J. D. van Dijck, the late 
G. D. Boerlage, and J. J. Broezc, to indicate the type of collaborator who, 
under de Brey’s inspiring guidance, became known far outside their own 
organizations.

Besides his considerable technical abilities, de Brey also possessed the gift 
of conveying his ideas to others, which, together with his excellent mastery 
of languages, made him a valuable contributor at meetings and discussions 
in this country as well as others.

His numerous friends and acquaintances will be sorry to hear of his death, 
which occurred so soon after he severed his active connection with the Shell 
Group at the end of 1940, and which was certainly hastened by the con
ditions imposed by the occupation of his country.

His closer collaborators, and all those who have worked under his 
direction, will most vividly remember his energetic mentality and his 
remarkable ability for inspiring enthusiasm for the scientific development 
of our industry, which, combined with his gift for infusing a spirit of collabora
tion and team-work, made working with de Brey an experience not easily 
forgotten.

A. E. D.
J. K.
H. H. R.
M. L. K.
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Geology and Development.

307.* Our Future Oil Supply. J. E . Brantly. Petrol. Engr, October 1943, 15 (1), 
71.— It  is essential to preserve and conserve the U.S.A. oil resources, for the annual 
consumption is 1,500,000,000 brl., and the known reserve is o f tho ordor of
20.000.000.000 brl.

Tho Drake woll was drilled in 1859, and until thon the oil supply availablo had hoen 
insufficient to warrant tho creation of an industry around it. In  1903 100,000,000 brl. 
was produced for tho first timo. Tho production was trebled by  1916, a few years 
after the gasolino ongino became widoly availablo. In  1916 tho rosorvo was estimated 
to be 4,000,000,000 brl. 1,000,000,000 brl. was produced in 1929, the reserves being 
ostimatod at 10,000,000,000 brl. During tho ensuing depression tho oil output fell. 
I t  again exceeded 1,000,000,000 brl. in 1936. In 1940 1,350,000,000 brl. was drawn 
from reserves estimated at 18,500,000,000 brl.

Since 1859 28,000,000,000 brl. of oil is estimated to liavo been produced. About
1,075,000 wells have been drilled, 740,000 producing oil, 100,000 producing gas, anti 
the rest being dry. A bout 400,000 wolls aro still producing.

Tho present production of nearly 4,400,000 brl./day is within 200,000 brl./day  of 
the maximum production possible without damaging the producing potentialities of 
tho fields. I t  is likely that within a few yoars’ timo tho U.S.A. oil requirements 
will be 6,000,000 brl./day.

Tho greatost potential oil-bearing region of North America remaining to be fully 
explored and devoloped is tho belt o f country embracing the western part o f tho 
Central Continental Valley, running from tho Arctic Ocoan o ff the Mackenzie R iver 
Basin south-east to Mexico. Pormian to Cretacoous, as woll as older Palaeozoic 
formations produce oil in this bolt, and many oil-fields aro known from  Fort Norman 
to Poza Rica. There are other areas with possibilities, such as Alaska, British 
Columbia, Washington, Oregon, Northern California, tho St. Lawrence Basin, tho 
Atlantic and Gulf Coast plains. In  spite of tho probable potentialities o f those and 
of the developed regions, it is by  no means certain that the U.S.A. needs can be mot 
for a considerable number of yoars.

Before tho oil industry is driven to use tho costlier synthetics, oil will bo drawn from 
foreign sources as far as possible. A t present tho world consumption is over
2.000.000.000 brl./yoar, and after tho war ends it m ay soon attain 3,000,000,000 
brl./yoar. Even if tho rest o f the world has reserves greater than those of North 
America, much time and effort will bo needed to dovelop them, and much of the burden 
will fall on Americans. E xcept for Russia and U .S.A., tho oil-producing countries 
have not developed industrial and manufacturing economies, and they must trade 
their oil, other minerals, or agricultural products for manufactured goods. The 
development o f tho oil and its distribution must go on under equitable conditions.

Mexico and many of the countries o f Central and South America havo excellent 
fields and also considerable undeveloped oil possibilities, and it is towards theso 
that U.S.A. must look to meet the deficiencies which may soon develop in its own 
productive capacity. G. D . H .
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308.* Drilling Activity in South Dakota. Anon. Petrol. Engr, Octobor 1043, 15 (1), 
134.— A  gas-flow o f 86,000 cu. ft./day  accompanied b y  1700 brl./day of water has 
been obtained in a doop test in Potter County, South Dakota. The well proves tho 
existence of a structure of considerable size, and was drilled to tho Dakota sands.

The Harding County wildcat is intended to go to a depth of 7900 ft., but drilling 
is temporarily suspended at 6466 ft. A  second oil-tost is being drillod slowly in 
Aurora County, while a third is under way in Fall River County, near Ardmoro.

A  gas-woll is being drilled at Piorro.
Sovoral million acres of land aro under leaso in North and South Dakota. This 

year heavy leasing has boon reported in Harding County. New leasing terms have 
recontly boon established in South Dakota. G. D. H.

309.* Current Status of Mexico’s Petroleum Industry. J. J . March. Petrol. Engr, 
Octobor 1943, 15 (1), 198.— Since nationalization hi March 1938, the Mexican oil 
industry has boon oporatod by  Petroloos Moxicanos, employing an almost ontirely 
Moxican porsonnel. Tho production rose from 1938 to 1940, and declinod afterwards, 
largoly because of the loss of foreign markots. The decline does not signify a declino 
in productivo capacity. Development in tho last fivo years and a comprehensive 
survey of tho reserves point to a total reserve of 750,000,000 brl., about twenty times 
tho avorago production since 1938.

Efforts have been mado to conserve the known reservos and to exploit them in 
accordance with tho best technical practices. Special studies havo been made at 
Poza Rica, tho most important field, and tliore it seems advisable to limit the production 
in order to conserve gas and to prolong tho life o f the field.

In  tho last fivo years 54 producers have boon com pleted out of tho 91 wells drilled 
in tho various fields. 54 wolls aro planned for 1943, in tho known fiolds, and in now 
areas such as to tho west o f “  Faja de Oro,”  Chicontopec and south of Poza R ica, to 
tho Siorra Madre Oriental mountain range, and in T abasco; on tho Pacific side, 
in Lower California, Sonora, and Sinaloa, and in tho north-east of Mexico in the states 
of Nuovo Leon and Tamaulipas.

Improvements, replacements, and additions of new equipment have been made 
to tho sevoral refinerios in Mexico, incroasing their efficiency and capacity. Tho 
pipe-line from  Poza Rica to Atzcapotzalco has been increased in capacity from
15,000 brl. to 22,500 brl./day, and that from Poza R ica to Tam pico from 40,000 brl. 
to 63,000 brl./day. The number of rail tank-cars has beon nearly doubled since 1938 
and there has beon a substantial increaso in the number of m otor tank-cars. In 
spite of losses, tho tanker capacity has risen from 17,500 tons to 84,000 tons, and a 
further 53,250 tons is operated exclusively by  tho oil industry.

The total storage capacity of bulk plants has been ineroased from 58,952,000 
to 72,493,000 gal., and a largo now distributing terminal has recently been erected 
at Salina Cruz to supply the W est Coast neods.

Tho annual volumo of domostic sales of Mexican potroloum products has risen 
continuously in tho last fivo years, tho prices being at pre-nationalization levels in most 
easos. Export sales have fluctuated, and have fallen substantially since 1940.

In  1942 tho federal taxes paid by  Potroleos Moxicanos amounted to 80,000,000 
pesos, 27,000,000 posos more than was paid in any yoar b y  companies operating 
before 1938. Tho salaries and wages o f the personnel have been raised, making them 
tho best-paid of any labour group in Mexico. Personnel have also received other 
benefits. G. D . H .

310.* Drilling Increases Sharply in September; Wildcatting Off. Anon. Oil Gas J
21.10.43, 42 (24), 106.— 1827 wells were com pleted in U.S.A. in September, a greater 
number than in any m onth since January 1942. 958 gave oil, a number last exceeded 
in February 1942. Tho 675 dry holes were the highest number recorded in any month 
since July 1941, when 3165 wells were completed.

Tho ratio of dry holes to producers was abnorm ally high, and in order to com plete 
tho normal number o f oil-wells an 80%  increase in drilling would be necessary.

The average initial production o f tho wells com pleted in the middle of 1941 was 
about 330 brl./day, whereas now it is about 190 brl./day.

In  September 129 more oil-wells were completed than in August, and of tho in- 
'creaso 93 were in Texas. During the first nine months of 1943, 289 wildcats found
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oil, and 117 found gas or distillato. H owever, the total new oil found was loss than 
in previous years. Tho most important discoveries in 1943 have beon in the Lower 
Cretaceous o f East Texas and W yoming, while tho most important new pay found lias 
been in the Ellenburgor of W inkler County, Toxas.

In the third quarter of 1943, 1012 wildcats wore drilled, an averago of 337 per month, 
com pared with an averago of 225 per month in tho first half o f the year.

A  tablo summarizes b y  States and districts tho rosults of drilling in Soptomber
1943, while a socond table analyses tho wildcat completions by  months in tho poriod 
July-Soptom bor. G. D . H .

311.* Wildcats and Discoveries. Anon. Oil Gas J ., 21.10.43, 42 (24), 132.— In  the 
weok onded 16th October, 1943, 76 wildcats woro com pleted in U .S.A., seven fewer 
than in tho previous weok. Tho discovery well o f tho Chitwood pool, Pratt County, 
Kansas, was completod in tho Simpson sand. I t  lies on a woll-defincd trend oxtending 
into tho Dodge City Basin. A long the same trend are tho Cairo gas-field, and tho 
Cunningham, Lerado, and Bear Crook pools.

In  Illinois extensions wore made to tho Albion, East Albion, and Mount Carmol 
pools in tho Wabash R ivor aroa. Noar Epworth hi W hito County, a 7-brl. well was 
com pleted in the McClosky. The two gas discoveries in Oklahoma m ay prove to bo 
extensions, ono boing in tho nowly-discoverod Elgin area in Comanche County, and tho 
othor north-west of tho Cruce pool in Stephens County. Both produce from  shallow 
Pennsylvanian sands. The Hildreth pool o f Montaguo County, North Texas, has beon 
extended, and an outpost of tho Eliasville field of Stephens County has found Mississippi 
limo production. A  10-brl. shallow pumpor was brought in in Pecos County, W est 
Texas.

The results of wildcatting aro summarized b y  States and districts for the wook 
ended 16th October, with cumulative totals for 1943 up to that date. G. D . H.

312.* Availability of W orld Oil Supply. E . O. Thompson. Oil Gas J., 28.10.43, 
42 (25), 39.— It  is estim ated'by the P.I.W .C . that oven with strict rationing there will 
be a shortage of oil in U.S.A. amounting to 500,000 brl./day in tho third quartor of
1944. Tho present producing rate of 4,600,000 brl./day is a record, yet the above
ground stocks o f oil and products havo gradually fallon to tho absolute minimum for 
safoty. In  ordor to maintain this high rato of production, a now 30,000,000-brl. 
fiold should bo brought in every six days.

A  fair oil price has beon denied, and this has kopt down exploration and drilling. 
An 8-4% increase in  price, as allowed in othor industries, would permit a 35-cent-a- 
barrel rise in price, and it is believed that this would immediately lead to a 50%  
increase in drilling. A  52%  riso occurred in California when tho oil price was in
creased b y  35 cents per barrel.

Tho low  price affects the stripper-woll operator most seriously. Ho cannot afford 
to spend money on secondary recovery methods in order to incroaso his production.

I t  is farther from Houston to Now Y ork than from Aruba to Now York.
In  Bahrein, Egypt, India, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Trinidad, and the United 

Kingdom tho potential is about 845,000 brl./day, while tho curront production is 
only 423,000 brl./day.

In  1942 the world oil reserves were estimated to bo 54,882,600,000 brl., U.S.A. 
possessing 20,000,000,000 brl.

Efforts aro being made to produce and rofino oil nearer to tho placos where it is 
being used by  tho fighting forces. G. D. H.

313.* Oil-Zones of the United States: Miocene-Pliocene. Anon. Oil Gas J ., 28.10.43, 
42 (25), 63-C.— Tho lowest pay in tho eastern half o f the San Joaquin Valloy is tho 
Vedder sand o f the Vaqueros (Lower Miocene), which produces at a depth o f ovor
10,000 ft. in some fields. Tho Tem blor of the Middle Miocene is the principal pay at 
Kettleman Hills and in some o f tho newly discovered fields north of Coalinga. In  the 
central part o f tho basin the Stovens zone (Upper Miocene) is productive. Pliocene 
production is limited to the edges of the basin, oil com ing from  tho Charnac zones 
o f the Etchegoin, the Jacalitos, and the Kern R iver zones of tho San Joaquin clay.

Tho Monterey is tho principal producing zone in the Santa Maria district, and to-
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gethor with the Pliocene producos in the Santa Barbara district o f tho coastal sector. 
A ll production in tho Ventura district is from tho Pico and Repotto (Pliocono). The 
Modelo (Uppor Miocene) is the main producing horizon in tho Ventura—Nowhall district, 
in which tho Pico and Ropotto also produce. Tho Pliocene and Uppor Miocene pro- 
duco in tho Los Angolos Basin, and a small amount of oil is obtained from tho top of 
tho schist.

Many lonsing pays occur in the Mioceno of tho Gulf Coast, and a few fields produco 
from the Pliocono. In  tho Miocono thero is a gonoral rise in the ago of tho uppermost 
pays from  west to east.

Deepor drilling in tho San Joaquin Valley and tho coastal district o f California is 
oxpoctod to givo additional Miocene and Pliocono pays. Sineo production in South
east Louisiana does not oxtond much north of Lake Pontchartrain, tho best chancos 
of Mioceno and Pliocono production farthor east aro offshoro along the coastal sholf.

From  the Uppor Crotacoous to tho Pliocene tho formations aro valley and basin 
fill, tho geological history o f tho areas consisting of a series of sea advances and retreats 
with numerous small unconformitios and somo continental doposits. Those increase 
in volume in the uppor part o f tho section in any district. Thus tho areas contain 
m any wodgo-edges and orosional traps.

A  map shows tho M iocene-Pliocene outcrops, and tho oil-producing, favourable 
and unfavourable areas. G. D. H.

314.* Oil Discovery in South-western Florida Starts Lease Play of Major Proportions.
Anon. Oil Gas J ., 28.10.43, 42 (25), 86.— Oil production has been found at a depth 
of 11,700 ft. in a woll near Sunniland, Collier County, Florida. I t  is over 500 ml. 
from tho nearest producing fiold. 500-600 brl. o f 20° A .P .I. oil has been swabbed 
from  tho woll, and a fair volume of gas is present. The salt-water encountorod is 
believed to come from behind tho casing.

Tho first 6000 ft. o f hole was drilled through highly porous dolomitic limostono in 
which tho maintenance o f circulation was difficult. Tho woll probably cost $300,000. 
Considerable acreages have boon leased around the well and elsewhere in Florida.

G. D . H .

315.* Wildcats and Discoveries. Anon. Oil Gas J ., 28.10.43, 42 (25), 100.— In  the 
week endod 23rd Octobor, nine wildcats gave oil and one gas in U.S.A. There were 
52 dry wildcats. Tho most interesting discovery is the Helis well south-east of Devers 
and north of tho Hamkamer field, Liberty County, Texas. The Yegua is productive, 
although it is dry at Hamkamer. 4 ml. from Hull-Silk, Archer County, North Toxas, 
a now Ellonburger producing aroa has beon opened. Five small discoveries have been 
made in Illinois, two boing extensions to the Plainview and Rinard pools. A  Dovonian 
pool was opened in Madison County, a McClosky woll south-east of tho K ell pool in 
Jefferson County, and a small pumper in northern Clay County. A  discovery was 
made in Union County, K entucky, and a small pumper was com pleted in Enterprise 
Township, Missaukee County, Michigan. East of the old Ingalls field a gas well 
was com plotod in Payne County, Oklahoma.

Tho wildcat completions in tho week endod 23rd October, 1943, aro summarized 
by  States and districts. G. D . H.

316. Deeper Drilling Prospects in the Mid-Continent. A . R . Denison. Petrol. Tech., 
November 1943, 6 (6), A.I.M .M .E. Tech. Pub. No. 1650, 1-8.— Examination of tho 
Northern Mid-Continent aroa, Seminolo District, East Texas Basin, Texas Gulf Coast 
region and tho Permian Basin of W est Texas and New Mexico shows that there is 
5000-10,000 ft. o f sedimonts underlying several hundred square miles of oil-producing 
structural traps. Hence on many o f tho best structures some hundreds o f cubic miles 
o f sediments await exploration b y  drilling, and in many places the thickness of sedi
ments to be explored is greater than the thickness already exploited. The recent 
outstanding succoss of deeper prospecting in W est Texas shows the merits of deeper 
drilling on known structures.

In  the above structures there is no neod for geological or geophysical effort, since 
structural control is availablo from tho wolls already drilled. On many structures the 
test wells noed not exceed 10,000 ft. in depth, and on none 15,000 ft. They all have
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the great advantago, in these times of matorial shortages, o f having pipo-lino and 
transportation facilities already available, and in many places thoro is no need for 
much additional man-powor.

AVith these factors in its favour it appoars that tho quickest and m ost certain m ethod 
o f alleviating the present danger of a shortago of “  capacity to produce ”  is doopor 
drilling on known, proven, productive, structural traps. G. D . H .

317.* Hildreth Field’ s Performance Raises Appraisals on Caddo Conglomerate Pay.
H . F . Simons, Oil OasJ., 18.11.43, 42 (28), 18.— Tho Hildreth pool o f Montaguo County, 
Toxas, produces from  the Caddo (Bond) conglomerate. Tho first woll was completed 
in tho Ellenburger at 7170-7201 ft., and gave 329 brl./day initially. Recently this 
well was perforated opposite the Caddo conglomerate, drill-stom tests during tho 
drilling having shown somo free oil. In  tho socond well this pay was tested at 5990- 
5990 ft. and 6065-6109 ft., and gave a potential o f 4515 brl./day. Five conglomerate 
producors have been completed, and a recent complotion has shown four pay-zonos 
in tho conglomorato, each zone giving a potential of well over 1000 brl./day on tost.

Tho averago position o f tho top of the Caddo is at —4969 ft. (sub-soa-levol), with 
the pay-zones somo distanco below  tho top of tho formation.

The Ellenburger has not been adequately tested in any but tho discovery woll, 
although all tho wells are suitable for deepening to this horizon if required.

G. D. H.

318.* Wildcats and Discoveries. Anon. Off Gas J ., 18.11.43,42 (28), 83.— In th ew ook  
ended 13th Novombor, 1943, 81 wildcats wore com pleted in U .S.A. Nino gave oil 
and four gave gas. In  McPherson County, Kansas, Mississippian chat production 
was extended about 3 ml. south of tho R oxbury and Crowthor pools, b y  a 400-brl. 
woll, which has dry holes within J ml. to tho east and west. A  150-brl. well has 
extended tho Dubuque pool south-west in Russell County, Kansas.

An opon-flow tost gavo 50,000,000 cu. ft./day  in a gas discovery in tho Travis Peak 
at 5876-5896 ft. in Lincoln Parish, North Louisiana. Tho well lies 2 ml. north-west 
o f tho old Ruston gas-pool.

Tho results of wildcat completions in the week ended 13th Novem ber aro sum
marized b y  States and districts. G. D . H .

319.* More Wildcats Drilled in October but Results Far Below Requirements to Main
tain Reserves. D . L . Carroll. Oil Wkly, 22.11.43, 111 (12), 36.— 324 wildcats were 
com pleted in U.S.A. in October 1943, com pared with 276 in Soptembor, but tho rosults 
continued to bo poor generally. Illinois had 17 successes out of 45 wildcats, Texas 
17 out of 73, California 4 out o f 25, and Oklahoma 5 out o f 40.

2754 wildcats have been com pleted in U.S.A. in tho first ton months of 1943, 104 
more than in the same period of 1942. Tho total is well bolow  tho 3700 wildcats 
scheduled b y  P .A .W . for the period.

The Illinois discoveries in October comprised 13 oil-field extensions, 4 now pays, 
and 2 new pools, and the California discoveries 1 extension, 2 now pays, and 1 now 
p o o l ; 1 new distillate field, 1 new distillate pay, and 4 new gas-fields were found in 
October.

The Little Kontucky field 1| ml. south-oast of tho Mauritz field, Jackson County, 
Texas, came in at 139 brl./day from the Frio at 5700 ft. Tho reservo may bo
4,000,000 brl. The Bateman Ranch field of K ing County, Toxas, topped tho Pennsyl
vanian at 3688 ft., and flowed 361 brl./day. I t  lies 6 J ml. east o f Guthrie, and may be 
followed by  other discoveries on tho east-wost trending anticline. Tho nearost pro
duction is 24 ml. away.

Tho now South Dovers field of Liberty County, Uppor Toxas Gulf Coast, produces 
from tho Frio below 7704 ft. Georgetown production has boon found below the 
W oodbine at Hawkins.

The Divide pool o f Jefferson County, Illinois, was opened b y  a 264-brl. pumpor in 
the McClosky at 2733 ft. The Schnell pool, Richland County, has beon extonded 
J ml. b y  a w ell which is within 1 ml. o f tho prolific N oble pool.

Huron, the new Californian field, is of doubtful value, for the area has given only 
spotted production from thin lenticular pay sin the Miocene. A  now shallow pay has 
been found in the Tulare at Midway-Sunset.
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In  Pratt County, Kansas, a now field has been opened by  a 2672-brl. well. I t  is on a 
southward branch from tho Central Kansas Uplift. Tho pay is said to bo a strati- 
graphic trap in the Simpson at 4399 ft. Tho Rangoly field of R io  Blanco County, 
Colorado, wa3 discovored in 1933, tho discovery well being closed in. The woll has 
now boon opened. I t  produces from tho W obor quartzite (Pennsylvanian), tho 668-ft. 
pay being below 5657 ft. Other wells produce from tho shallower Mancos shalo. 
The structure covers nearly 100 sq. ml.

A  tablo gives a summary of wildcatting results by  States in October, with Sep
tember totals for comparison.

Tho Octobor discovery wells are listed, with tho location, dopth, producing horizon, 
and other information. G. D. H.

320.* New Programme of Federal Geological Survey is Streamlined to Needs of Oil 
Industry. H . D. Miser. Oil Wklg, 22.11.43, 111 (12), 40.— Tho U.S. Geological 
Survey is determined to try to obtain goological data that can bo oxpoetod to load to 
tho oxploration o f now areas. Tho intention is to acquire and publish immediately 
information on tho stratigraphy, palaeontology, structure, changes hi facies, porosity 
and thickness of producing zones, and the relations and extent of lenticular sands—  
from tho point of viow o f a moro com plete understanding of regional goology. The 
geological data will be assomblod in tho form o f maps, cross-sections, or notes. Tho 
determination of local foaturos, whothor by surface, subsurfaco, or geophysical methods, 
will in gonoral roceivo littlo consideration. Congress has appropriated 8300,000 to 
initiato tho investigations and to finance them until 1st July, 1944. Parties have been 
organizod and supervisors socurod for projocts under way in California, the R ocky 
Mountains, and Mid-Continent regions, the Gulf Coast Plain, and tho Appalachian 
region.

In  California the east edge of tho Los Angolos Basin is being oxamined from the 
point of view of overlap possibilities in the Miocene and Pliocene. Similar studies aro 
under way in the Miocene of tho east Salinas Valley and adjoining areas, and in much 
o f the Tertiary of tho Santa Maria Basin.

In  tho R ocky Mountain region maps and strntigraphic sections aro being prepared 
of tho marino sediments of the Pennsylvanian near Pecos and Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, North-west Now Mexico and North-east Arizona, North-west Colorado, 
East Colorado, and somo of the structural basins of W yoming.

Tho projects in the Mid-Continont and Ozark region doal with tho Forest City and 
Salina Basins, tho Arbucklo of Oklahoma and Kansas, and the Ellonburger possibilities 
o f North Toxas. In  tho Appalachian region the gas-producing possibilities in the 
Mississippian in East Ohio, Pennsylvania, and W est Virginia are to bo studiod first. 
Tho Devonian and older rocks aro to be studied at dopth in Michigan.

Many of tho largo oil companies will release data to speed the projocts and to avoid 
duplication o f  effort. G. D. H.

321.* Search for Oil and Gas Active in West Canada. Anon. Oil W Uy, 22.11.43, 
111 (12), 49.— In  October there wero 9 new well locations at Vermilion, 2 at Viking, 
2 at Tabor, and 1 each at Lloydminster, Wrcntham, Pinhorn, Pinchor Creek, Grassy 
Lake, and Erickson Coulee. Turner Valloy had 4. The test 3 ml. south of Wrentham 
and 35 ml. south-east of Lethbridge is in new territory, somo 10 ml. from Skiff, whore 
several wells in 1927 and 1930 found non-commorcial production o f heavy oil. The 
Pinhorn well is to the south-east. In tho Taber-Chin field the Imporial-Clancoy 
No. 2 woll on tho south-oast extension of tho Tabor field is to be taken to tho Madison 
after finding a mixture of oil and water in the so-called Taber sand.

Tho Grassy Lake test is 6 ml. wost of the Bow Island gas-field. About twelve yoars 
ago a strong gas-flow was obtained in tho Erickson Couloo area; now an oil test is to be 
drilled. This area is north-east of Kevin-Sunburst. In  tho same general aroa the 
Rogers-Imperial well had a flush gas production of 50,000,000 cu. ft./day. The old 
Dead House Coulee woll had good oil and gas-shows.

The R ed Couleo wells are still producing steadily, and at D el Bonita a well is coring 
porous Madison limestone at 5052 ft., and finding excellent oil and gas saturation.

A  new Kinsolla—Viking test is to be drilled 3  ̂ml. south and 4 ml. west o f tho dry 
Anglo-Kinsella test, and 9 ml. oast and 10 ml. south of Imperial—Viking 2. In  the 
Athabaska district, Deca 3 is being drilled 800 ft. east o f Decal, which had a good
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oil sand, but was abandoned. The well is oxpectod to find oil saturation at about 
1650 ft. G. D. H.

322.* Fort Norman Production Up Sharply This Year. Anon. Oil Wkly, 22.11.43, 
111 (12), 49.— In  the first half of 1943 tho Fort Norman field produced 89,929 brl. of 
oil, compared with 9764 brl, in tho corresponding poriod of 1942. The abovo figure 
does not include tlio output of wolls drilled and then cappod during the construction 
of tho pipo-lino to Whitehorse. G. D. H.

323.* Development W ork Spreads in Black-Oil Horizons of Big Horn Basin, Wyoming.
N. Williams. Oil Gas J., 25.11.43, 42 (29), 24.— Exploration and development of the 
“  black ”  oil-producing horizons of tho Big Horn Basin structuros are spreading. 
Tho oil is typically 20-22° Bo., asphaltic base crude, coming from tho Ernbar, Tensleep, 
Amsdon, and Madison. Early work was in the shallower horizons which produce 
on somo of tho structures, and when tho deeper “  black ”  oil was encountered it was 
rarely devoloped extonsively. The structures now being developed aro around the 
rim o f tho basin and aro cloarly shown at tho surface. Thore m ay be important 
resorvos in buried structures within the basin.

During 1943 prolific Tonsleep production lias beon doveloped in tho Elk Basin fiold. 
A bout 6000 acres have been provod on a structure which has 1600-1700 ft. o f closure. 
The reserve is estimated at 300,000,000 brl. 18 wolls give 15,000-18,000 brl./day from 
dopths of 4400-5300 ft. Tho shallow sand production covers only 1200 acros. Tho 
oil is about 30° B6.

Embar and possibly Tonsloop production havo boon found on tho Gobo structure 
in the south of tho Big Horn Basin. Tho Em bar was topped at a dopth o f 4735 ft. 
Tho Little Buffalo Basin structure in tho western part of the Big Horn Basin is largo 
and pronounced, and has given shallow gas for many years. Two deep tests are now 
being drilled.

The large-scale development of tho Big H orn Basin is handicapped by  tho lack 
o f  pipe-line outlets. Consequently a substantial volume of oil production is already 
shut in. Several pipe-lines are being planned.

Excluding Gobo, thirty oil- and gas-producing structures have boon found in the 
B ig Horn Basin. They have given over 82,500,000 brl. o f oil, about half o f it “  black ”  
oil. 17 structures givo “  black ”  oil, but only 10 aro producing regularly. 47,500 
brl./day o f “  black ”  oil is being produced, and it is estimated that the rate can bo 
doubled in several months. Tho light oil production is about 2200 brl./day, 1575 
brl./day coming from Grass Creek.

A  table gives tho producing fields of tho Big Horn Basin, with tho discovery yoar, 
cumulativo production, and current production of light and black oil. G. D. H.

324.* Monthly W ildcat Completion Record, August-October, 1943. Anon. Oil 
G asJ., 25.11.43, 42 (29), 100.— During October there was a slight increase in tho total 
number of now oil discoveries in U.S.A., Texas having 13 compared with 6 in Sep
tember. Tho totals for August, September, and October were respectively 56, 33, 
and 37 oil discoveries, 1, 5, and 1 gas discoveries, and 299, 225, and 238 dry wildcats.

In  October the Chitwood pool o f Pratt County, Kansas, was probably the most 
important discovery. Tho main pay is the Simpson at 4550 ft. Efforts aro being 
made to mako the wells three-zone producers. The othor discoverios were extensions.

A  tablo gives b y  States and districts tho different types o f wildcat com pletions for 
August, September, and October. G. D. H .

325. Wildcat Completions and Discoveries. Anon. Oil Gas J ., 25.11.43, 42 (29),
106.— In tho week ended 20th November, 1943, 8 now discoverios were made in U.S.A. 
The best was a Viola discovery in Pottawatomie County, Oklahoma, somo 2 ml. west 
of the Asher pools, which produce from tho Viola, Simpson, and shallower sands. 
The well was completed for 629 brl./day through a fr-in . choke. The top of tho pay is 
at 4140 ft.

A  215-brl. well was com pleted at a dopth of 10,009 ft. to open the Rosodale field in 
Iborville Parish, South Louisiana. The Gibson pool o f Torrobonne Parish has boon 
extended 1 ml. by a 215-brl. well. A  large gas-distillato well was com pleted in Panola
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County, East Texas. I t  gave 191,000,000 cu. ft. from the uppor and lower Pettit 
lime zones.

Tho wildcat completions in tho week ended 20th Novembor, 1943, are tabulated by 
States and districts. G. D. H .

326.* Summary of October Drilling Operations. Anon. Oil Gas J., 25.11.43, 42 (29),
107.— 1350 development wells and 286 wildcats wore completed in U.S.A. in Octobor 
1943. The four-week poriod gave a slightly higher completion rate than for Sep
tember, and a considerably greater ratio of wildcat to development wolls. Drilling 
activity declined a little in tho Gulf Coast aroa and rose in W est Toxas and North 
Texas. California maintained its incroasod rate of completions. 25 10,000-ft. wells 
were complotod, compared with 13 in Soptomber.

A  table summarizes tho Octobor com pletions b y  States and districts, subdividing 
them according to typo and depth, and giving totals for September. G. D. H.

327.* Wildcat Completions and Discoveries. Anon. Oil GasJ., 2.12.43, 42 (30), 91.—  
In  tho week ondod 27th Novombor, 1943, 13 wildcats were com pleted as oil-wells in 
U.S.A. Tho wildcat completions totalled 82, and included 1 distillate woll and 1 gas- 
well. A  new Ellenburgor pool was opened 7 ml. south-west o f tho Muons ter pool in 
Cooko County, North Texas. Tho discovery well had an initial potential o f 828 brl./ 
day. Tho Murray pool o f South-western Y oung County, North Toxas, was extondod 
2 ml. b y  a Marblo Falls producer, after plugging back from the Ellenburgor at 4657 ft. 
5 ml. west of tho South Unico field tho San Simon field was opened in Lea County, 
South-oast Now Mexico. Production is from limostone at 4025-4125 ft., tho approxi
mate lovol of the Unice production.

Of the oil discoverios 6 wero in Illinois.
A  table summarizes b y  Statos and districts the results of wildcat completions in 

U.S.A. in tho wook endod 27th November, 1943. G. D . H.

328.* 12,056-foot Wildcat is Deepest Canadian Test. Anon. Oil Wkly, 6.12.43, 
42 (31).— On tho Jumping Pound structure, 20 ml. west o f Calgary, Shell-Norman 
No. 1 has stopped drilling at a depth o f 12,056 ft., having penetrated 468 ft. o f Madison 
limestone. I t  is in tho black lime below the Lower Porous Limostone. G. D . H.

329.* Frio Discovery in Old Salt Dome Field is Major Strike. D . L. Carroll. Oil 
Wkly, 6.12.43,112 (1), 12.— Tho Vinton field in Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana, was opened 
commercially in 1910, although small amounts o f oil had been obtained from 40-50-ft. 
wells for many years previously. This shallow oil had probably reached sand-lonsos 
in tho Boaumont clay through faults, or becauso of the permeability o f the underlying 
Fayette beds. Up to Novem ber 1942 the doeper Mioeono beds were tho producing 
horizons, and thon the first Frio woll was completed, opening up a series of Oligoceno 
pays which soomed to  promise reserves o f the magnitude of the previous production 
of about 46,000,000 brl.

The Mioceno produces on the east flank, and is apparently barren elsewhere, except 
for a small aroa on the north. The Frio also pinches out on tho flank and is absent 
oxcept on tho north and possibly on tho south-east.

Tho Frio discovery well came in at 140 brl./day from  a sand with 36 ft. o f oil-sand 
and 263 ft. o f gas-sand. 14 Frio producers have been com pleted, and many show 
5 separate pays. Tho pays aro 4875-5781 ft. deep. This north flank production is 
exceptionally wido for tho flank o f a domo. 3 small producers have beon completed 
on the south-oast in a pay which is difficult to identify, but which may be Frio.

G. D. H .

330.* Lake Erie’ s Best Gas Well to be Connected. Anon. Oil Wkly, 6 .12.43 ,112 (1), 
48.— The W est Petroleum Lake Erie well has an open flow estimated at 750,000-
1,000,000 cu. ft./day  o f gas, after being shot. I t  is 1285 ft. deep. G. D . H .

331.* Production Drops to 4,400,871 brl. Anon. Oil Wkly, 6.12.43, 112 (1), 48.—  
In the week ended 4th December, tho U.S.A. oil production was 4,400,871 brl./day, 
27,219 brl./day less than in the previous week. Declines of 20,900 brl. and 10,300
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brl./day, in Toxas and California, respectively, were mainly responsible for this 
docroase. 7 States Showed increases of 1000-3000 brl./day. G. D. H.

332.* Taber Best Canadian Field Outside Turner Valley. Anon. Oil Wkly, 6.12.43, 
112 (1), 52.— In  the first nine months of 1943, Taber, the largest producing field in 
Alborta outside Tum or Valley, gave 64,086 brl. o f oil. Vormilion produced 47,425 
brl. in tho same period, and tlio total production outsido Turner Valloy was 141,989 
brl. Rod Coulee gave 6611 brl., and Wainwright 13,575 brl. G. D. H.

333.* Mexico’s Production Continues Upward. Anon. Oil Oas J., 9.12.43, 42 (31), 
41.—-The daily average production was 105,726 brl. in Soptembor and 110,299, brl. 
in October, tho highest rates for 18 months. Tho most important increases wore in 
tho North Tam pico district, whore the avorago was 19,293 brl./day in Octobor. The 
Poza Rica production was 57,377 brl./day in Octobor.

Tables give the monthly totals and daily avorages each month for 1942 and 1943.
G. D. H .

334.* Wildcat Completions and Discoveries. Anon. Oil Gas J ., 9.12.43, 42 (31), 
106.— Only 2 oil-wells, 2 condensate wells, and 3 gas-wells wore brought in in tho 
64 wildcat completions in U.S.A. in the weok ended 4th Decombor, 1943.

In  Evangeline Parish, Louisiana Gulf Coast, the second condonsato woll was com pleted 
in the now Reddoll pool. This well lies l j  ml- east of tho discovory well, and found 
Tate sand production at 9881 ft., and W ilcox production of 358 brl./day of 58-gravity 
condensate at 10,494 ft.

A  condensate woll and a small gassor were com pleted in Colorado County, Toxas 
Gulf Coast, a shallow gas-well was com plotod in Greor County, Oklahoma, and a Dakota 
gas-well in South Baxter Basin, Sweetwater County, W yoming. This last well was 
plugged back from the Tonsleep at 7172 ft., to give 5,000,000 cu. ft./day  o f gas from 
2850 ft. A  95-brl. oil-woll was brought in in Archer County, North Texas.

Tables summarize by  States and districts the results of wildcat completions in tho 
week ended 4th December, 1943. G. D . H.

Geophysics.
335.* Use of Fluorescent Surface Surveys and Subsurface Logs to Find Oil. T. L.
Turner. Oil IVkly, 29.11.43, 111 (13), 22.— Since all hydrocarbon compounds are 
strongly fluorescent, it is possiblo, b y  suitable means, to detect their presenco in soil. 
I t  is claimed that by measuring tho amount of fixed hydrocarbons in tho colloidal 
portions of the surface soil or subsurface well-cuttings productive areas can bo de
lineated, showing faults and other subsurface data, and that b y  the same m ethod with 
well-cuttings the possibility of production below tho bit may bo determined.

Soil samples are collected from a grid of points at depths of 4 ft. for preference, 
and sent to tho laboratory, whore they are dried, crushed, and do-mineralized. The 
residue is examined b y  tho fiuorograpli, and the fluorescence is measured on a sensitive 
film b y  a densitometer, which will detect fluorescenco 300 times less than the eye can 
see. The fluorescence values aro plotted on a map. Tho surface sample nood not 
exceed 1 oz. in weight.

In  a well, if tho highly pormeable beds show positive concentration and the im 
permeable bods show negativo concentration, the presence o f an oil o r  gas deposit 
in the general area is indicated. Tho positive values are some clue to tho distance of tho 
deposit from  the well.

Fluorologs cost about S0-03 per foot if the samples are delivered to the laboratory, 
while fluorographic field surveys are S3-50 for each sample, and $1-0 for each sample 
taken by  the fiold crews.

Several fluorologs and a fluorographic field survey are discussed in some detail.
G. D . H .

Drilling.
336.* Life of ‘ Walking Beam Rockers Extended by Hard-Facing Technique. E.
Sterrett. Oil Wkly, 8.11.43, 111 (10), 79-80.— A procedure is described for recondition-
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m g -walking boam rockors. The cast stool, of usual foundry grade without special 
alloying to oxtond wearing qualities, was known to bo readily woldablo, and was built 
up on tho low  sections with mild or high-carbon stool until the original outlines wero 
restored. Over tho surfaces thus formod a singlo layer of hard-facing metal was 
applied electrically, the beads being doposited parallel to tho arc of curvature in the 
concave boaring surfaco, tho beads following the curve of tho rockor section instead of 
being laid as straight linos longthwise of tho bearing aroa. On tho cap or upper half 
of tho rockor pair tho beads woro placed as straight linos across tho curve of tho member, 
so that as tho unit rocked in service oach bead would in turn boar tho boam load. This 
sotting of tho beads at 90°, so that no high spots or grooves would tond to match, and 
thus to causo cramping of tho rocking surfaces, insurod uniform distribution of loading 
across tho entire rebuilt faces o f tho units, and also made for longer life, by  preventing 
channelling as tho parts woro down to widor boaring surfaces. Details o f incidental 
oporations aro given. A . H . N.

337.* Mud Acid Treatment Effective in Reworking and Completing Wells. D . L .
Carroll. Oil Wkly, 22.11.43, 111 (12), 15-10.— Well-servieo experience over a poriod 
of years has demonstrated that the mudding-off o f oil-pays may result from  a number 
of different causes, but that whatever tho cause, this type of oil-flow obstruction can 
usually be overcomo b y  proper use of spocial acid mixtures. Cases of mudding during 
drilling, cleaning, or production from wolls aro given. It is emphasized that tho mud 
in those cases cannot bo rem oved moroly by  wator or hydrochloric acid. Correct 
treatment calls for tho use of special chemical fluids that can actually break down or 
dissolve those clay minerals comprising most of tho bulk of drilling mud solids or 
clays present in oil-bearing strata. In  field practice this tboory has beon applied with 
success, using hydrochloric acid solutions, to which havo boon added other chomicals 
or chemical agents which possess do-emulsifying and do-colloidizing properties, that 
also reduce tho surfaco tension of fluid mixtures, and actually dissolve such ordinary 
inort clay minorals as montmorillonite, boidellite, illite, kaolin, and muscovite.

I t  has been proved that standard, bontonito-typo drilling mud clay which has been 
treated for only a fow minutes with an appropriate mud acid solution will filtor water 
with comparative ease, evon though only a small proportion of the clay mass has 
been dissolved. The effect is that o f creating pormoability in an impermeable sub
stance, by  taking away its colloidal or swelling properties. The samo effect is pro
duced by  similarly treating actual mud-cake specimens. The acid will increase tho 
permeability of the cake from  nothing at all to a high degree, without any apparent 
change in the appoarance of tho specimen. On tho basis of laboratory tosts it is bo- 
liovod that 1 gal. o f the acid mixture will break down approximately lb. o f obstruct
ing clay material. The reaction rate and the results are affected by  tho temporaturo 
factor, but not b y  pressure. A t bottom-hole temperatures of around 200° tho re
action timo is perhaps 50%  shorter than at a surfaco tomperaturo o f 70°. I t  should 
bo notod, however, that the acid will spend itself most quickly when tho ratio of clay 
to acid is high. In  normal drilling mud treatment tho mud-acid solubility is pro
portional to tho boidellite content of tho matorial, as shown b y  X -ray  analyses before 
and after treatment. Records of treatments are given. A . H . N.

338.* Horizontal Wells May Revolutionize Secondary Recovery. C. O. Fairbank.
011 Wkly, 29.11.43, 111 (13), 11-14.— A n account is given of oarly work by  Rannoy 
on horizontal wells for water. Horizontal wells have been drilled on the continent 
of Europe, in England, America, and, at present drilling, in Australia. Tho Ranney 
woll installation at Franklin, Pennsylvania, has proved that horizontal holes can bo 
drilled 2000 or 3000 ft, or even farther, and, knowing their elevation at any point, they 
can bo turned up or down at will. Tho first pair o f wells in tho Franklin installation 
of tho Venango Development Corporation are approxim ately level with the m outh at 
1500 ft., and from  there on slant slightly upward. A t 2000 ft. oach well is about
12 in. above tho starting point. Tho 8-ft.-diameter Franklin shaft is 429 ft. deep, 
ending in a 27-ft. circular work-chamber in the oil-sand. From a level 1 ft. above the 
bottom  of tho sand stratum to bo worked 24 wells are to bo drilled, like spokes of a 
wheel, out to property lines. A ll wells will flow by  gravity to an enclosed tank, and 
one big pump will lift tho fluid to tho surface. The results of shooting a long hori
zontal shaft are awaited with interest by  the American oil industry. A . H . X .
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339.* Field Reconditioning of Milling Cutters Speeds Side-Tracking Jobs. E . Storrett. 
Oil Wkly, 29.11.43, 111 (13), 28.— The alloy-steel cutters aro almost without exception 
heat-treated to normalize strossos after w orking; the fiold technique involving pro
heating before and during tho reforming oporations. Tho worn cutters, aftor inspection 
to dotormino the possibility of doep fractures which might result in a second fishing 
job , are heated in a specially designed gas-fired furnace, and tho hard-facing motal 
applied whilo tho body of tho tool is at tho proper temporaturo for best working. 
The fum aco is in the form of a sheet-motal muffle, with a number of gas-burners in tho 
base, and with a screw-jack at the outor or shank ond to permit accurate adjustment 
o f tho level o f tho cutter betwoon tho supporting yokes. The furnace is described 
in detail.

Uso of tho combination proheating fum aco and wolding jig  enables all welding to bo 
done downhand, in the flat position. Tho adjustable copper alignment plate, fitting 
snugly against tho milling cutter, also retains tho heat in that portion of tho tool 
next to be reconditioned, making for most desirablo wolding conditions. B y  fitting a 
hood over tho furnace top, and by slowly rotating the cuttor in its supporting yokes, 
somo operators also secure a satisfactory normalizing action which com pletely re
lieves tho cutting edges of localized stresses. Tho time required for fiold rebuilding 
with a competent weldor is no longor than that required for a shop job , and the outtor, 
as soon as reconditioned, is again ready to resumo milling in tho hole. A . H . N.

340.* Reducing Rotary Drilling Hazards in Rocky Mountain Operations. N. Williams. 
Oil Gas J., 9.12.43, 42 (31), 43—45.— Hard, abrasive, and steeply dipping formations 
have created many problems for rotary drilling in tho R ocky Mountain area. In  
general, those problems have to do with excessive wear on bits, tool-joints, and drill- 
pipo ; slow drilling, and the hazards of crooked hole, sticking of drill-pipe, and twist- 
offs. A ll are closely interrelated, and combino to contributo to tho exceptionally high 
drilling costs which characterize operations in this area. R ock  bits aro necessary for all 
drilling in tho area, and formations are so hard that few wolls going to depths of 
4000-5000 ft. can get along with fewer than 50-60 bits. In  many wells the number 
is much greater than that. B it footage is ofton measured in inches rather than foot. 
Typical o f this was a section of 100 ft. in a recent well in which 100 bits were required, 
an average of 1 per ft. Another recent well drilled to 9200 ft. used more than 400 bits. 
The technique used to reduce hazards and expenso is described.

Drilling o f straight liolo has been facilitated in m ost operations by  tho use of com 
paratively long drill-collars. Usually as much as 90 ft. is run on tho string. This 
tends to concentrate the woight on the bottom  and prevont flexing at that point. 
Most drilling contracts in tho R ock y  Mountain area provide for a maximum hole 
deviation of from 4° to 5°. However, as a result o f practices followed and the control 
maintained, many o f tho holes aro kept woll within that rango. Only backing up 
and use of whipstock can straighton a crooked hole in this area, as tho formations 
are very hard. Tool-joint wear is severe. Of particular significance is tho fact that 
in most instances the wear on tool-joints and pipe is only on one side, usually about 
a third of the diameter. So far no satisfactory explanation has boon made of this 
peculiarity. Life of tool-joints and pipo-strings is being greatly prolonged b y  modorn 
developments in rebuilding of tool-joints. A . H . N.

Production.
341.* Gravity Drainage in Oil Fields. J. O. Lewis. Petrol Tech., September 1943, 
6 (5), A.I.M .M .E. Tech. Pub. No. 1611, 1-22.— It has long beon recognized that gravity 
is one of tho three important natural forces for expelling oil from tho reservoir rock. 
Each o f tho three forces acts physically to overcom e the surface energies that hold tho 
oil within the pores, and mechanically to overcome viscous resistance and to propel 
oil through tho reservoir rock to the wells. Tho ability to perform tho first function 
is most important, for this sets a limit to oil recovery. Gravity and water aro relatively 
good displacing agents, whereas it takes a great expenditure of gas to remove a high 
percentage o f the oil. Gravity is always present, but it is usually the feeblest o f tho 
three agents in terms o f mechanical energy. Generally tho three agents interfere, 
and only one can be used effectively at a given time and place. The dominant agent 
may differ in different parts o f the reservoir, and it may chango with time.
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In  gravity drainage there is an uppor zono of low saturation with flow controlled by 
capillarity, and a lower zono which is fully saturated, with flow obeying hydraulic 
laws.

In  the pendular zone and the thinner funicular zone developed in gravity drainage 
o f  a sand there remains in a uniform sand 5 -2 5 %  of oil which is irrecoverable. Tho 
figure m ay bo oven highor in fine-pored sands. In  sands of low dip and fine pores, 
and having low- vertical permeability, tho rates of drainage may bo uneconomically low. 
In  irregular sands the retention in tho pendular region is ofton higher than in uniform 
sand. When tho froo surface is being lowered rapidly tho funicular zono may become 
drawn out. Tho more deplotod the pores tho slower is tho rate of drainage from them, 
and tho rato of flow in the saturated zono is alone largely capable of control.

Under high pressure tho increased amount o f gas in solution will favour gravity 
drainago.

W hon gas comes out of solution there w ill bo a critical rate of gas flow and gas-oil 
ratio for a given sand below- which oil can flow downward under gravity and displace 
the gas, causing tho gas to flow at highor levels. A bove this velocity, dissolvod gas- 
drive conditions will obtain. Segregation and gravity drainage may bo going on in 
part of a reservoir while gas drive is going on in other parts not far distant. 
Transient gas caps may form.

W hen tho gas is largely doplotod and its rato o f flow can no longer prevent oil 
draining downwards, an extonsivo funicular zono will gradually collapso with tho 
downward drainago of oil, leaving a pendular uppor region, and creating a saturatod 
lowor region. Such a transition has been recognized in tho Oklahoma City and other 
pools.

Gravity drainage requires that a gas cap be formed and spread, but tho more spread
ing of a gas cap does not necessarily moan that gravity drainage is working effectively. 
Gravity drainage in tho capillary zono sets a pace which must not bo exceeded if dis
persed gas-drivo conditions aro to be provonted. I t  would appoar that tho nearer 
pressures can bo kept to solution pressures, the less will evolved gas interfere with tho 
desirablo functions of gravity, and tho faster can oil be taken from below the gas-oil 
contact without causing dispersed gas-drive conditions.

Caroful gas injection and production control may make it possiblo to change gas- 
drive to effective gravity drive in somo pools.

Gravity drainage m ay be put into effect in one o f four ways : 1. Maintain a pressure 
oqual to or greater than tho original solution pressure. 2. Restore or partly restore 
gas pressure after partial pressure depletion. 3. Reduco pressuro sufficiently slowly 
to permit gas and oil segregation. 4. Produce tho fiold first by  gas-drive until most 
of the gas is rem oved, and then by  gravity drainago. The last two methods cannot 
bo applied whon edgewator encroaches rapidly. On the whole it seems that the bost 
results can be expected by  maintaining pressures and controlling production rates.

Gas-oil ratios can bo used to givo somo idea o f whether gravity drainage is operating, 
and if so, whether it is operating effectively. Generally only tho wells with the lowost 
gas-oil ratios should be used. I t  appears that gas-drive does not develop until about 
10%  of tho pores aro filled with gas from solution ; until that point tho oil moves under 
fluid expansion and hydraulic flow.

W hon the gas-oil ratios increase suddenly from com paratively low values (tho 
drainage being under high pressure), there is reason to believe that there is an expand
ing gas cap, and that the sand is under gravity drive and a gas-oil front has reached 
tho well. In  non-uniform sands there will bo several gas-oil fronts, and it becomes 
more difficult to toll whother a front has reached tho well or whether tho increase 
donotos gas-drivo.

Four examples of gravity drainago are described. In  three of tho fields the gas 
was blown off in a gas-drive stage, and then the oil drained down-dip under low 
pressure; in the fourth field, gravity drainage took  place under partly maintained 
pressures.

Fiold evidence shows that in somo reservoirs gravity drainage has resulted in 
recoveries equal to or perhops exceeding that which could be expected from water 
displacement. I t  is genorally admitted that under fiold conditions, dissolved and dis
persed gas drive almost always result in the lowest economic recovery, and should 
only be usod where other agents are not effective, or where their use is justified by somo 
economic advantages. G. D . H .
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342.* Selective Adsorption o£ Hydrocarbon and Water Vapour on Alumina at Atmospheric 
Pressure. C. C. Ku, It. L. Huntingdon, and L. S. Roid. Petrol. Tech., November 
1913, 6 (6), A .I.M .M .E. Tech. Pub. No. 1028, 1-13.— It becomes increasingly important 
to doliydrato natural gas whon tho operating pressures om ployod in gas processing and 
transmission aro increased above 500 lb./in .s. W ithout dehydration, gas tomperatures 
must be hold at relatively high levels to prevent solidification of natural-gas hydrates, 
thus creating conditions which aro unfavourable for tho processing of the gas for its 
gasolino content at high pressuros.

Tho simultaneous adsorption o f water and hydrocarbon vapour from natural gas 
by  threo grados of alumina has been studied at atmospheric pressure and temperature. 
Tho apparatus and methods aro described, and the results of this investigation show 
that tho presence of water vapour in tho gas inhibits tho adsorption of hydrocarbon 
vapour, although tho presence of the latter does not have a pronounced effect on tho 
adsorption of water vapour. Adsorption of water-hydrocarbon mixturos from  gas 
shows threo successive phases. In  tho first, both  water and hydrocarbon vapour are 
adsorbed; in tho second, adsorption of wator vapour proceeds while desorption of 
hydrocarbon takos p la co ; in the third phase, the adsorbent approaches completo 
saturation with respect to both water and hydrocarbon vapour.

The ratio of hydrocarbon to wator adsorbed can be varied either by  changing the 
length of tho cycle or by  varying tho quantity of solid adsorbent.

An example is givon of tho application of the experimental data and tho theory to 
the design and oporation o f commercial dehydration plants. G. 11. H.

343. Vapour-Liquid Equilibria of Natural Gas-Crude Oil Systems. M. B. Standing 
and D. L. Katz. Petrol. Tech., Novem ber 1943, 6 (0), A.I.M .M .E. Tech. Pub. No. 
1651, 1-14.— Data on tho com position and densities of co-existing vapour and liquid 
phases have been obtained for four different systems of natural gas and crude oil o f 
constant composition, over a range o f pressures from  1000 to 8220 lb ./sq. in., and 
temperatures from 35° to 250° F . Tho compositions of tho hydrocarbon systems 
wore such that the critical tomperatures of the mixtures were lower than the range of 
the investigation. The apparatus and tho .experimental tochniquo aro describod, 
and the experimental data and com puted results are presented in tabular and graphical 
form. Tho system o f crude oil and natural gas having a gas-oil ratio of 3660 cu. ft./brl. 
has a critical tomporaturo less than 35° F . Ill tho retrograde region tho density 
of the equilibrium liquid phase passes through a minimum value with increasing 
pressure. Tho over-all composition of the systom has a marked effect upon tho values 
of the equilibrium constants at pressures above 1000 lb ./sq. in. For tho constant 
composition systems studied, tho equilibrium constants of the components other than 
methane and hoptanes-and-heavier, whon plotted against pressure, tend to converge 
to K  =  1, at a decreasing rato. In  tho retrograde region tho boliaviour of the hoptunes- 
and-heavior equilibrium constant with pressure differs from that of the pure components 
in tho systom, becauso of the decrease in volatility of tho hoptanes-and-heavier fraction 
in both the vapour and liquid phases with increase in pressure on tho system.

G. D . H.

344.* Repressuring “  Aired-Out ”  Sands. F. R . Cozzens. Oil Wkly, 1.11.43, 111 (9), 
15-16.— Many areas exist which have boon subjected to faulty air-drivo production 
technique and have been abandoned. A  very necessary initial step in bringing an 
“  aired-out ”  sand back into production is to obtain a good working knowledge of its 
structure, and somo reliable evidence as to how the former pressuring m ethod was 
applied. Operators who have been most successful with the venture drill their input 
or induction wells first. Those wells are carefully logged from tho moment the pay- 
sand is tapped until tho bit reached tho bottom , b y  drilling tw o-foot screws. Sand 
samples are thus taken from tho various zones and analysed. I t  is gonerally learned 
from  thoso samplos that the tighter and more restricted sand zones aro rich in oil 
content. The most fertile zones are then measured with a steel lino to ascertain the 
length o f sand-faco, and aro later shot with as much nitro-glycerine as tho bore will 
hold. In  m ost cases, 41-in. shells are used, which allows 3-4 quarts o f nitro-glyeerino 
to each foot o f sand. The purpose of this typo of shooting is thoroughly to fracture 
the tight stretches of sand, and to secure better effects the sholl is generally held down 
and anchored with 6-10 brl. o f water. After tho blast, tho well is immediately cleaned
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of residue, and made ready for the setting of packors. Tho soft sand zones are raroly 
shot, but aro measured carefully as to length of sand-faco, tlion comontod off. The 
measuring procedure is important bocauso those soft zones play an offoctive part in 
the final stages o f oil recovery. Packors aro usually o f the commercial rubber or 
expanding typo, sot in cement immediately abovo and below the fractured sand zonos 
and air is inducted, in most cases through 1 -in. tubing.

Producing wells, while of no lessor importance, aro genorally comploted with loss 
labour and timo. Tight sand zonos aro moasured off, shot with quantities of nitro
glycerine sufficient to fracture them thoroughly, and cleaned of residue. Soft sand 
portions, unloss water saturation is oxcossive, aro loft opon. W ell arrangements and 
methods for reviving and bringing in of those wells aro given in brief. A . H . N.

345.* Surface-Tension Effects in Secondary Recovery. P. D. Torroy. Oil Gas J .,
11.11.43, 42 (27), 210. Paper Presented before American Petroleum Institute.— W ork 
performed principally with a view to studying natural drives is reviewod in the belief 
that it is applicable to artificial drives. Tho adhesion-tonsion relationships under 
conditions where wator and oil are brought in contact with the surfaco of a solid havo 
been illustrated by  Benner, Riches, and Bartell. Sso, Ssw, and Sow roprosont tho 
intorfacial tonsions at the solid-oil, solid-water, and water-oil interfaces, respectively. 
(The subscripts s, o, and w, indieato solid, oil, and wator phases, respectively.) If 
Sso is groator than Sow +  Ssw, tho wator will spread over the surface of tho solid, 
displacing the oil thorofrom. I f  Sso should be less than Sow +  Ssw, the system will 
come to equilibrium at somo definite contact angle 9 ow, as measured through the wator 
phase. Thus at equilibrium :

Sso — Ssw ---■ Sow cos 9
and

Sso — Ssw =  Asw — Aso — Sow cos 0,

where A  is tho adhesion tension.
Tho magnitude of Asw  and Aso, the adhesion tonsions of water and oil, respectively, 

against a solid, determine whether a given solid will bo wet to a greater oxtont by 
water or oil. I f  Asw  is greater than Aso for a given solid, that solid is preferentially 
wot b y  wator. As determined b y  Bartell and Miller, no oil investigated had an 
adhesion tension greator than that of water, although there is considerable variation 
in tho dogree of wetting of silica in crudes from different sourco3. Therefore, it would 
follow, in artificial water-flooding, that tho more the adhesion tension (A w )  between 
tho solid and wator exceeds tho adhosion tension (Aso) betwoen tho solid and oil, the 
more offoetivo will be tho displacement of tho oil by tho introduced wator. In  like 
manner, if the valuo of Aso approaches that of Asw, tho amount of spontaneous dis
placement will bo small, as indicatod by  tho height that water might rise in an oil- 
coatod capillary. I f  Aso  should equal Asw, or if Aso  should bo groator than Asw, 
no spontaneous displacement will take placo. Therefore, it can bo deduced that an 
oil having a low adhosion tonsion to tho reservoir rock should react more favourably to 
wator-flooding than ono having an adhesion tension approaching that of tho injected 
water. Furthermore, the pressures required to force water into a sand containing a 
crude possessing a low adhesion tension should be less than for crudes having highor 
adhesion tensions. Only work on pure silica and calcite is reported ; further work on 
solids containing clay particles is needed.

From the foregoing it is evidont that measurements of tho anglo of contact formed 
between the solid-rock material and tho parts of reservoir liquids should be an indica
tion of tho degree of wetting of tho reservoir. I f  tho angle of contact botween the 
solid, water, and oil (® swo), as measured through tho aquoous phase, is less than 90°, it 
is believed that the wator preferentially wots tho rock, and will displace tho oil there
from. However, if the angle is greater than 90°, the rock would be wet preferentially 
by oil, and the oil would displace water. I f  the anglo should be exactly 90*, tho 
system would be in equilibrium, with no displacement action. A. H . N.

346.* A  New Application of Water Injection for Maintaining Reservoir Pressure and 
Increasing Natural Drive. W . L. Horner and D. R . Snow. Oil Gas J ., 11.11.43, 42 
(27), 260. Paper Presented before American Petroleum Institute.— See Abstract 
No. 351. A . H . N.
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347.* Standardization of Electrical-Log Headings. W . L. Jarvis. Oil Qas J ., 11.11.43, 
42 (27), 238. Paper Presented before American Petroleum Institute.— This recom 
mended eloctrical log hoading lias boon designed to include, as much of tho portinent 
available data as is feasiblo to record. I t  represents, as nearly as can bo reached, a 
broad consensus of the Californian industry as to what a desirable hoading should 
contain. A. H . N.

348.* Influence of Fluid Saturation on Secondary Recovery of Oil. P. A . Dickey. 
Oil GasJ., 11.11.43, 42 (27), 274. Paper Presented before American Petroleum Institute. 
— Perhaps the most important single fact that determines tho success of secondary- 
recovory operation is tho amount of oil recoverable. This amount is determined by 
tho amount of oil in tho sand. Possibly tho noxt m ost important fact is tho injocted 
gas-oil or injectod w ater-oil ratio necossary to rocovor this amount of oil. Theso 
ratios are determined by tho gas and wator saturations of the sand. I t  is cloar that if 
theso quantities were dotorminable by  cores in advance of tho heavy development 
expense incident to either gas or water drivos, much of tho hazard would bo romoved 
from secondary-recovory operations. Tho importance o f further work on the fluid 
relationships in oil-sands as they affect productivity indices, and on methods of 
obtaining representative cores, cannot bo over-emphasized.

The greater the remaining oil saturation of a sand, the larger tho fraction of that oil 
that can be recovered b y  socondary-recovory methods. Tho cost o f producing oil 
increases as tho production/woll decreases. For theso reasons it is economically 
important to start pressure-control operations as early as possible in tho life of a pool. 
In  tho case of old pools tho longer secondary-recovory operations are postponed, tho 
higher will bo the cost/barrel o f recovering the oil. A . H . N.

349.* Permeability as Related to Productivity Index. N. Johnston and J. E . Sher
borne. Oil Oas J ., 11.11.43, 42 (27), 290. Paper Presented before American Petroleum 
Institute.— Tho fundamentals o f calculating flow from a reservoir by  tho ordinary 
formula are discussed, taking each factor separately and studying its offocts on tho 
flow. Tho importance of reservoir viscosity of oil is shown to bo equal to that o f sand 
permeability itself in determining flow. A  modified specific productivity-indox 
function is developed which bears a simple thoorotical relationship to sand per
meability. Portinent data are tabulated on 141 California oil-wells on which, through 
core analysis and productivity indox, data wore available. The modified specific 
productivity-index function is studied graphically for theso wells. Tho conclusion is 
reached that, although the well behaviour for high-permeability sands approximates 
tho theoretical, there is an increasing deviation botween actual porformanco and 
theoretical with docroasing permeability. A . H . N.

350.* Factors Governing Selection of Prime Movers for Oil-Well Pumping. J. Zaba. 
Oil Gas J ., 18.11.43, 42 (28), 50.— From the standpoint of tho primo m over itsolf, 
the cost o f investment and maintenance, tho efficiency o f converting tho energy into 
developed power, the availability of field personnel familiar with given types of primo 
movors, availability of repair facilities, all have to be weighed against each other. 
Analysis of costs and loads includos many factors. I f  gas engines are under considera
tion, a study must bo made of typo of gas available, whether it is swoot or sour. Possible 
futuro cost o f gas must bo considered. Available gas reserves aro important. In  
a new field, gas is usually1 abundant. During tho later stages of the producing life 
o f the field, however, gas m ay not be available, and later conversion to tho electric 
power, representing second capital investment in cost o f production, m ay prove 
uneconomical. Cost o f gas-gathering and distributing sy-stem must bo included in 
calculations of tho investment, and cost o f maintenance of the system in  tho oporating 
expense. In  many- cases the type of available water may havo a bearing on the 
problem. I f  a circulating cooling system is to be used, the possibility o f cost o f treat
ment of water must not bo disregarded. Similar considerations must bo applied to 
decision on selection of oil-engines. That means tho type o f oil available, cost of 
transportation, and market value of oil, and question of water supply. In  caso of 
electric power the initial cost o f distribution syTstom, the torms of contract and cost of 
power, maintenance cost o f the system, types of loads encountered, all havo to be
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analysed. Oneo oloctric power has boon docidod upon, further selection must bo mado 
botwoon uso of utility powor and of privato gonerating plant. To arrivo at such 
decision the original cost of privato generating plant and its oporating cost, par
ticularly that of fuol, havo to bo compared with cost of bringing the utility powor to 
the loaso and actual cost o f utility power. Quostions of future increaso in powor 
demand, bocause of increaso in water contont of the produced fluid, probable lifo of 
tho flold, spacing of wolls arc also important factors.

After summarizing tho factors involved, the papor discusses intornal-combustion 
engines, both  liquid and gaseous fuol types, and oloctric motors characteristics in 
general torms. A . H . N.

351.* A  New Application of Water Injection for Maintaining Reservoir Pressure and 
Increasing Natural Water Drive. W . L. Hornor and D. R. Snow. Oil Wkly, 22.11.43, 
111 (12), 17. Paper Presented before American Petroleum Institute.— The most 
important objectives sought for any field aro : (1) maximum ultimate y io ld ; (2) 
maximum production rato/well at minimum cost/barrel. To attain those objectives, 
control o f reservoir prossuro is a factor of groatost importanco. For this purpose a 
method for maintaining original reservoir pressure by  increasing tho natural water 
drivo was dovisod and is boing practised in tho Midway Field, Arkansas. So far as 
known, this is tho first instance in which injection of oxtraneous wator has been 
applied to an entire pool— and in tho vory oarly stages of its productive lifo. This 
method should bo applicable to many other newly discovered or partly depleted oil- 
pools where a dofieioncy of natural water drive can be recognized or where resorvoir 
conditions aro such that artificial wator drivo could bo applied. Data from Midway 
Field, Arkansas, are presented which domonstrato a certain degree of control over 
pressure behaviour in a largo part o f tho reservoir by  means of fresh-water injection. 
Reservoir pressures woro incroasod in an area 1 mile in diamotor during a period whon 
withdrawals from tho pool as a whole were considerably increased. Over tho fivo- 
month poriod following initial injection, tho averago reservoir pressure for tho entire 
field declined at a negligible rate, whereas until that time the averago reservoir prossuro 
had fallen at tho rato of approximately J lb./sq. in./day.

It  is concluded that tho results obtained at Midway will invite tho adoption of this 
practice in othor pools. Careful study and caution aro appropriate when different 
conditions are met. Under certain conditions other socondary means of control would 
bo found preferable. In  many similar reservoirs, however, there is ovcry likelihood 
of its successful and profitable application. A. H . N.

352.* The Criteria for Determining an Oil-Field’ s Susceptibility to Secondary Recovery 
Methods. Anon. Oil Wkly, 22.11.43, 111 (12), 23. Submitted by the Standing Sub
committee on Secondary-Recovery Methods of the Topical Committee on Production 
Practice, Division o f Production, American Petroleum Institute.— Tho fact that socond
ary-recovery operations m ay yiold vory satisfactory results in one certain field is no 
definite criterion that tho same degree of success will bo attained in others, ovon though 
they m ay bo located in close proxim ity and produce from the same oil-bearing form a
tion. Unfortunately, in the past elaborate plants, involving vory considerable invest
ments, have been installed without proper investigation of reservoir conditions, just 
bocause secondary-rocovory operations in noarby aroas have been successful. By 
accident, somo o f the projects so commenced have produced a satisfactory recovery, 
but in othor instances the increase in production has not been sufficient to return tho 
development expenses. Part I  o f this paper gives in scheduled soquence the informa
tion required for a study of secondary-recovery possibilities o f an oil-field. This 
schodule is most detailed. A . H . N.

353.* Determining Probability o f Success of Secondary Recovery Operations. Part I. 
J. H . Cable. Oil Wkly, 29.11.43, 111 (13), 17. See also Oil Gas J ., 11.11.43, 42 (27), 
199. Paper Presented before American Petroleum Institute.— The paper deals with the 
two problems, gas-mjection and water-flooding. For gas injection : a proposed gas- 
injeetion project must necessarily' include facilities for the injection of gas or air into 
the producing horizon. Designing suitable equipment requires a general knowledge 
of the installed producing facilities and an accurate evaluation of the volumes and

K
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pressures necessary for a successful and profitable venture. Preliminary fiold tests 
and tho assembling o f comprehensive data are necessary. Tho fiold tosts necessary 
for tho design of a gas-injection project include tho determination of reservoir character
istics as they pertain to the amount of displacement necessary for profitablo results, 
tho required volumes of injectod gas to obtain this displacement, and tho availability 
of tho necessary injection medium.

For water-flooding a preliminary examination of tho project may or may not justify 
tho expenditures necessary for a detailed analysis o f tho probable increase in recovery 
and the equipment required to com plote tho installation. I f  tho survey is justified, 
it is important that ono or more strategically located wolls bo corod through tho pro
ducing horizon. A fter thooretical calculations have boon made, possibly after a pilot- 
plant operation has been studied, tho project’s maximum volumes and pressures have 
boon detorminod, and analyses of the available water supplies have indicated tho 
proper treating method, then the dosign of the plant is simple. Tho advisability and 
design of a water-flooding project should bo basod on a proper analysis o f the informa
tion acquired in tho field and laboratory. A . H . N.

354.* Determining Probability of Success of Secondary-Recovery Operations. Part 2.
C. R . Fettko, P. A . Dickey, D . Rogers, R . P. Torrey, and C. J. W ilholm. Oil Wkltj,
6.12.43, 112 (1), 24. Paper Presented before American Petroleum Institute.— In order 
to analyse tho influence that geologic factors havo on tho secondary-recovory possi
bilities o f a particular pool, the availablo subsurface geological information and pro
duction data should be assomblod in graphic form  on a structure map on top of tho 
oil-sand and on an isopach map of tho sand. A  number of sections parallol to tho 
long axis of tho pool, and at right anglos to it, should be constructed. In  connection 
with the study of data, tho effects of primary reservoir performance on socondary- 
recovory possibilities should be taken into consideration. I f  tho preliminary investiga
tion indicates that the pool or tract has secondary-recovery possibilities, a coro-tosting 
programme should bo laid out to chock and supplement tho geological data on tho 
sand body and to obtain information in regard to tho porosity, oil and water saturation, 
and permeability of tho sand.

The amount of oil recoverable by  secondary-recovory methods is a dociding factor 
in determining the feasibility of such an oporation. The procedure for its determina
tion is outlined. Sand uniformity in relation to secondary recovery is analysed. 
Texture and mineralogical com position of tho sand aro considered. Tho influences 
that shale partings in tho sand, tho shape and geological patter o f reservoir, structure, 
and depth of tho sand havo on secondary-recovory operations aro discussed. Tho 
goological factors that have to bo takon into consideration in selecting the method of 
secondary recovery best suited to moot certain conditions aro pointed out. Limostono 
reservoirs are briefly discussed. Many pools possess geological features that permit 
most efficiont exploitation by  secondary-recovory methods only when some form of 
unitization is adopted. A . H . N.

355.* Factors in Selection of Surface Pumping Equipment. J. Zaba. Oil Gas J.,
9.12.43, 42 (31), 50.— The selection o f a pumping unit resolves itself into a considera
tion of several interrelated factors. In  addition to the necessity for determining 
expected peak loads and calculation of peak torquo, questions of counterbalance, 
length of stroke, minimum downstroko loads, and speed of oporation have also to bo 
considered. Theso are briefly studied. The A .P .I. standards of rating are given 
with a short discussion. The formulas given in the specifications assume existence of 
certain specified conditions, such as proper counterbalancing, absence o f torsional 
vibration, good repair of surface pumping equipment, proper foundations and others. 
Under these assumptions standards aro given for dosign_of goars, housing, shafts, and 
bearings, and formulas for calculations of peak torque ratings of goars and roller chain 
drives.

The standards also include suggested method for computing of woll loads for the 
purpose of calculating the peak torquo when other data are not availablo. Slonneger’s 
formula is recommended for this purpose. Cognizance is given to tho fact that tho 
formula does not give close agrooment under all conditions, with actually measured 
loads. W ork is being done on correlation of available data in order to determine if 
any other of tho available well-load formulae should bo substituted, but for tho time
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being, as in tho past, Slonneger’s formula is still recommended. Denoting by  P  the 
peak polished-rod load as calculated from tho load formula, tho A .P .I. specifications 
recommend the following method for arriving at the resulting peak torque to be used 
for rating of roducer :

N L  =  0-4P or N L  — P  — C B  — whichever is larger

whore N L  =  not poak polished-rod load, lb., CB  =  actual effective counterbalance 
force, lb.

A fter tho not peak polished-rod load is determined, tho peak torque is arrived at 
from tho formula :

T  — N L  X

whore T =  poak torque, inch-pounds, S — polished-rod stroke, inches.
A . H . N.

356. Drilling and Production Patents. T . B. W ayne. U.S.P. 2,331,279, 12.10.43. 
A ppl. 31.3.39. Troatmont of mud-laden drilling fluids.

T . B. W ayne. U.S.P. 2,331,280, 12.10.43. Appl. 31.3.39. Treatment o f mud- 
laden drilling fluids.

T . B. W ayne. U.S.P. 2,331,281, 12.10.43. Appl. 31.3.39. Treatment of mud
laden drilling fluids.

T . B. W ayne. U .S.P. 2,331,282, 12.10.43. Appl. 5.6.39. Treatment of drilling 
fluids.

H . W . Ballad. U.S.P. 2,331,293, 12.10.43. Appl. 5.11.41. W hipstock.
G. F. Nicolson. U.S.P. 2,331,341, 12.10.43. Appl. 9.1.42. Drilling hook.
L. W . Stahl and R . L. Foster. U .S.P. 2,331,513, 12.10.43. Appl. 18.12.37.

Flush pump.
R . Bassinger. U.S.P. 2,331,532, 12.10.43. Appl. 4.8.40. A  woll-packing device

and plug.
H . C. Glitsch. U.S.P. 2,331,550, 12.10.43. Appl. 11.3.40. Means for controlling 

flowing wells.
J . E . H offoss and J. C. Stokos. U.S.P. 2,331,553, 12.10.43. Appl. 1.6.42. Coring 

apparatus.
J. McEwon and J. P. Solborg. U.S.P. 2,331,558, 12.10.43. Appl. 14.2.41.

Portable dorrick.
J. McEwon. U.S.P. 2,331,559, 12.10.43. Appl. 26.7.41. Portable derrick.
C. M. Blair. U.S.P. 2,331,594, 12.10.43. Appl. 23.1.42. Process for increasing

production of petroleum oil from silicoous strata and tho treating agent therefor.
M. F. Rogers and L. T . Mann. U.S.P. 2,331,631, 12.10.43. Appl. 18.7.41. Sand 

bailer.
P . H . Jones. U .S.P. 2,331,696, 12.10.43. Appl. 16.2.42. Coment-cut drilling 

mud treatment.
D. llanos. U .S.P. 2,332,114, 19.10.43. Appl. 21.9.40. Pump-out equalizing valvo 

for formation testers.
M. Schlumberger. U.S.P. 2,332,348, 19.10.43. Appl. 20.8.38. Method and device 

for referring a lovol in a borehole to tho bottom  of said borehole.
R . X. Gardner. U.S.P. 2,332,567, 26.10.43. Appl. 26.2.41. Apparatus for deter

mining leaks in drill-pipo.
D . W . A uld and O. B. Andorson. U.S.P. 2,332,685, 26.10.43. Appl. 25.4.41. 

Tubing make-up device.
- W . A . Dickson. U.S.P. 2,332,700, 26.10.43. Appl. 17.11.41. Cooling means for 

catheads.
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H. E. Freoman. U.S.P. 2,332,708, 26.10.43. Appl. 22.10.41. Eloctric heater for 
oil-wells.

J . S. Page. U.S.P. 2,332,748, 25.10.43. Appl. 18.11.41. Combination-rod safoty 
join t and tubing drain.

J. S. Page. U.S.P. 2,332,749, 26.10.43. Appl. 11.7.42. Tubing anchor.
J. E . Flaming. U.S.P. 2,332,787, 26.10.43. Appl. 25.6.40. Valvo for oil-wells.
M. Williams. U.S.P. 2,332,882, 26.10.43. Appl. 21.10.39. Plugging o ff water- 

sands.
D. Silverman. U .S.P. 2,332,873, 26.10.43. Appl. 25.5.42. Differential radio

activity logging.
A. H . N.

Transport and Storage.

357.* Calculating Fractional Contents of Horizontal Cylindrical Tank. R . G. Lovell. 
Petrol. Engr, Nov. 1943, 15 (2), 87-92.— A mothod is describod for proparing tables to 
show the contents of cylindrical tanks placod in a horizontal position, from  a deter
mination o f tho dip. Such tables aro intended for uso whero tho cost o f accurate 
strapping is not justified, but whero a reasonable dogree of accuracy is still required, 
such as in refinery oporating tanks. As illustration, tablos aro devolopod for a 
cylindrical tank 8 f t . l j  in. in diamoter by  18 ft. 10£ in. long, and having bumped ends 
o f radius equal to that o f tho cylindrical soction. R . A . E.

358.* Internal Insulation for Pipes Under High Pressure. W . H . H ill. Petrol. Engr, 
N ov. 1943, 15 (2), 165-166.— Tho limited availability o f high-alloy stools for uso in 
processes involving high temperatures and pressuros has resulted in the development 
of internal insulation of pressure pipes which permits tho uso of carbon steel for their 
construction. Insidlino construction, developed b y  the Baldwin-Hill Co., consists of 
a layer of insulating material placed against tho innor surfaco of the pressure piping 
and retained and protected by  metal liners suitably arranged. Tho insulating material 
is a felted b lock  with a diatomaceous earth baso reinforced with amosite asbestos 
fibres. The inner liner is not required to resist pressure, and is therefore not made 
pressure tight. Tho composition and thicknoss o f tho liner can be varied to suit 
conditions o f tomperature, corrosion, erosion, and velocity.

The primary objective of tho systom is to hold tho temperature of tho pressure piping 
to 650° F. or lower to permit the use of carbon steel pressure piping. The secondary 
objective is heat conservation.

Methods of construction used for varying sizes of pipe, for olbows, and for oxpansion 
joints are described. Temperature distribution in pipes having internal insulation 
undor varying conditions o f air temperature and wind velocity aro illustrated. Applica
tions for a variety of purposes have boon made for pressures up to 300 p.s.i., tompora- 
tures up to 1500° F. and velocities up to 500 ft. per sec. R . A. E.

359.* Water Film Most Apparent Cause of Corrosion in Susquehana Pipe-Line. J. M.
Pearson. Oil Gas J ., 11.11.43, 42 (27), 254—258.— The Susquohana pipo-lino was one 
o f  the first designed for products distribution, and in tho first section constructed no 
provision for line cloaring was made, since internal corrosion was not anticipated. 
Friction measurements, corrected to standard conditions, were taken over a number 
o f years, and tho results presented show tho increase in friction with time and tho 
improvem ent achieved when arrangements for scraping at regular intervals wore 
installed. There is no evidence yot that serious internal pitting or reduction of wall 
thickness has occurred or that intornal corrosion exceeds 0 1 %  of pipe wall por annum. 
Tho uso o f small tost specimons in the lino has been discontinued, as results bore no 
relation to sorvico experience. The causo of intorior corrosion appears to be the water 
film which adheres to tho inner pipe wall. In  tho presence o f light products the wall 
is preferentially wetted by  water, but when heavier products aro pumped, some waxy 
constituents appear better able to  wet the walls than water, and hence tend to cover 
and protect it. Tho presence of the water film and availability of oxygen in tho 
gasoline stream enable corrosion to proceed, and in an untreated unscraped line the 
form  taken is similar to that of corrosion in moist air. The amount of water adhering
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to the walls in a 6-in. line is estimated at 1J-2 brl. per milo. Tho amount of oxygen 
required to oxidize the iron romovod as scale is about one-tenth of that required to 
saturato tho gasolino stroam at atmospheric prossuro.

Sinco intornal corrosion is small and distribution oven, the main problom to solve 
was maintenance of line capacity, for which scraping was found effective. Tho type 
of scraper used is described.

W ith rogular scraping, pairs spaced 15-30 mins. aro run, but where conditions pre
clude regularity it is usually hotter to run moro than 2, or to run pairs at moro frequent 
intervals to rostoro lino capacity. In  genoral, the corrosion and the scrapers used to 
maintain capacity have had no bad effect on the products pumpod, tho segregated 
material, after removal of debris, being suitable for dolivery. R . A. E.

360.* Sodium Nitrite as Corrosion Inhibitor in Gasoline Lines. S. S. Smith and R . K . 
Schulze. Oil Qas J., 25.11.43, 42 (29), 62.— In  a paper presented bofore tho A .P .I. 
mooting, Chicago, Illinois, in November 1943 as contribution to tho “  Symposium on 
Combating Intornal Corrosion of Products Pipo-linos”  a review is givon of develop
ments in tho use of sodium nitrite solution for inhibiting corrosion in pipo-lines carry
ing gasolino. Tho solution is injected at each pump station, caustic soda being added 
to give tho effluent wator a p n value o f 7 or higher. Tho W ood  R iver-East Chicago 
lino has boon treated sinco Soptombor 1939, tho rate being increased to 4 lb ./day  in 
Septomber 1940, and in September 1942 tho running of scrapers was found to be 
unnecessary. Sevoral othor lines have beon similarly treated, it being found necessary 
to maintain over-inhibition and tho use of scrapers whon converting crude lines into 
products service, in order to remove tho protective coatings formed during crude 
service. W hon scalo romoval is reduced to a low level, the amount of inhibitor used 
can be reduced, it being advisable to maintain 1 -2 %  inhibitor concentration in tho 
effluent water and to keep the amount of water in the lino as low as possible.

C. L. G.

Crude Petroleum.
361.* An Investigation of U.S.S.R. Crude Oils. (Translated from Zhurnal Prikladnoi 
Khimii, 1939, 12 (4), 563.) G. D . Gal’pern and G. A . Musaov. Petrol Engr, October 
1943, 15 (1), 98-104.— The investigation was undertaken with tho ob ject o f accumulat
ing experimental data which will aid the creation o f a genetic classification of crude 
oils. I t  will throw some light on tho rolation between the components o f crudes 
(hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon), their history, sources, and conversions during 
geologic time. Samples of 10 different crudes, 4 Plioconic, 2 Miocenic, 2 Oligoconic, 
and 2 Carbonaceous have been partly examined, and work is still proceeding.

Tables presontod show (1) location of wells and ago of oil-bearing sands, (2) yields 
of cuts obtained at various tomporaturos during distillation of up to 250° C. in a 
W idmar-Dobryanski towor, (3) refractive indices of fractions and gravities of crude 
oils, (4) results of determination of the free and combined bases, strong acids, phenols 
and weak acids, carbenos, asphaltenes, and silica gol resins.

Methods employed for tho isolation and determination of tho contents o f these 
matorials aro doscribed and doparturos from normal analytical procedure clearly 
indicated.

Tho preliminary results indicate some relation between the content of bases, strong 
acids, and properties o f tho light fractions, particularly for crude oils o f about the same 
geological age. A  high phenol content was noted in the case of Old Grozny and Nefte- 
dag crudes and merits furthor investigation. R . A. E.

Gas.
362.* Normal Butane. R . C. Alden. Oil Gas J ., 29.4.43, 41 (51), 59. Seo Refiner, 
May 1943, 22 (5), 145 (J. Inst. Petrol., 1943, 29 (239), 412 a ,  Abstract No. 1072).

C. G. G.

363.* Reforming Refinery Still Gases for Market Consumption. R . L. Bevan. Oil 
Gas J., 19.8.43, 42 (14), 52.— Since October 1943 tho Union Gas Co. o f Canada has 
operated a reforming unit in which surplus cracking still gas from  tho Sarnia Refinery
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of tho Imperial Oil Co. is processed to make it interchangeable with tho Union Co.’s 
natural gas, which is widoly distributed throughout this district for uso as fuel.

From 2-6 to 6 million cu. ft. of refinery gas is passed daily to tho adjacent premises 
o f the Union Co., its calorific value being determined. This varies from 1200 to 
1800 B.T.U . per cu. ft. Before reforming, H 2S is removed b y  the Burrell-Dayton 
lime slurry procoss.

Tho gas is thon passod to tho reforming oquipmont, whero a proportion (approxi
m ately ono-quarter) is reformed by  tho Faber procoss to yield a 400 B .T.U . gas. Tho 
reformed portion is cooled and washed by  a wator spray, and passod to an oil scrubber 
for naphthalene removal. Tar and condensable impurities aro soparatod in Cottrell 
electrical precipitators. Tho clean reformed gas is thon reblonded with the untreated 
still gas to produce a mixture of 1000 B .T.U ., which passos to storage. Before dis
tribution tho gas is compressed and passed through high-prossuro oil-scrubbers to 
remove the last traces of naphthalono.

Tho total ovorall thermal conversion efficiency is 96-15%.
Tho following equipment is briefly described : (a) limo-slurry sulphur removal 

equipm ent; (5) reforming generators (six units each of 1 million cu. ft. per day 
cap acity ); (c) oil-scrubbers; (ci) Cottrell precipitators; (e) gas-holders; ( / )  steam 
boilers for heating ; (g) wator-pumps ; (h ) gas-engine compressors. C. G. G.

Cracking.
364.* Octane Number of Catalytic Gasoline Varied by Operating Methods. E . V.
Murphree, C. L . Brown, H . G. M. Fisher, E . J. Gohr, and W . J. Sweeney. Oil Gas J .,
3.6.43, 42 (4), 51. Soo Industr. Engng Chem., 1943, 35, 768 (J . Inst. Petrol., 1943, 29 
(238), 386 a ,  Abstract 990). C. G. G.

365.* Sunray Makes Codimer and Polymer Gasoline in Tandem Units. Anon. Oil 
Gas J ., 4.11.43, 42 (26), 32.— In  order to obtain and retain tho maximum amount of 
the non-selectivo high-octano-value polymor, and to raiso the gasoline yiold and reduce 
T.E .L . costs, a system was designed in which, by  a selective polymerization of tho total 
gases from a Dubbs unit, a codimor could bo produced; and a polym or gasoline from 
a non-selective reforming unit, using tho overhead gases from tho codimor unit. Tho 
pressure distillate from tho Dubbs plant is passod to a stobilizor operating at 345° C., 
tho overhead temperature being 130° C., and is reduced to 6 p.s.i. Reid pressure, 
with a I.B .P . o f 106° C., and E .P. o f 400° C. Tho overhead gases, containing about 
27%  olefins and 0 04%  sulphur, are desulphurized in a Girbotol unit. Tho H aS-froo 
gases are compressed to 500 p.s.i. in one stage and the temperature reduced from 220° 
to 120° F . and the water from the vapours soparatod. Tho vapours are heated to 
335° F. and pass to tho first o f two catalyst chambers at a rate of 750,000 c/f/h ou r 
with 1,250,000 c /f/h ou r o f dry gas as make-up to maintain the required gas volumo. 
As the polymerization reaction is exothermic, some of tho product stream is injected 
into the lower parts o f tho catalyst towers at 90-100° F. to offsot the riso due to the 
reaction. The tomperaturo is maintained steady at 335° F. to assist tho polymeriza
tion of the butenes and limit the reaction of other olefins present. Tho yiold o f codimer 
in the effluont gasos is 1-22%. The stream from tho catalyst chamber passos to tho 
codimer stabilizer, whero it is strippod at 310° F . at 260 p.s.i., tho top temperature 
being 130° F. The codimor flows from the bottom  to storage, it has an A .P .I. gravity 
of 65, and a boiling range o f 120-370° F. after a final stripping to a 5 p.s.i. R eid pressure 
and an octano value of about 8 2 ; and does not need any treatment. The ovorhoad 
light gases from  the stabilizer is divided, part for recycling, to tho codimor unit, the 
balance boing compressed to  550 p.s.i. and heated to 460° F. passing to another pair 
of catalyst towers for polymerization. In  this unit no attempt is made to hold down 
the tomperaturo, which rises to 490° F. at tho catalyst tower exit. A bout 0-5%  of 
wator is added to prevent tho catalyst drying and seriously reducing its activity. 
A fter passing out o f the tower the vapours enter the polym er stabilizer, from  which 
the overhead gases m ay flow for recycling, or for use as fuel. Tho polym er gasolino is 
taken from the bottom  of tho stabilizer. I t  has an A .P .I. gravity of 85, with an I.B .P . 
o f 60° F., and E .P . o f 374° F ., with 50%  temperature of 338° F „  indicating a scarcity 
o f light products, 45% , or more, distils between 338° and 374° F. Tho octano value 
is 72, the yiold being 1-36%.
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Tho com bined system is capablo of a wide rango of operation. A simplo flow shoot 
is shown. Tables I  and I I  referred to in tho text as allowing tho composition of the 
P .D . vapours and the distillation characteristics of tho codimor, aro missing.

W . H. C.

366.* Cracking Technology. Part 8. Calculations for Reforming Operations. C. R .
Wagner. Oil Gas J ., 4.11.43, 42 (26), 40.— In  determining tho best returns that aro 
possiblo in the reforming o f straight-run gasolinos, a useful guide is provided by the 
“  octano-barrel-improvemont ”  figure, which is calculated from tho rosults of reform 
ing tests on selected naphtha fractions. I t  is computed in the following way :—

Multiply the barrels of reformed gasoline made per 100 brl. o f total straight-run 
gasoline in the crude, by  the octane number of the reformed gasolino, and subtract 
tho product of tho brl. o f reformer chargo per 100 brl. o f total straight-run, by  the 
octane number o f the reformer charge. The results of reforming tests on three 
naphtha fractions from an Illinois straight-run gasoline aro given, whon com puted 
as doscribod tho “  octano-barrel-improvements ”  are :—

250-400° : 55-7 (0-8 X 65-3 -  33-7) =  1032-7 
300-400° : 36-5 (0-8 X  62 -  28-2) =  781-1 
325-420° : 21-3 (0-8 X 56-7 -  20-5) =  529-5.

The lead susceptibility of the total gasolino produced, and the cost, per barrel, of 
reforming tho naphtha are not considered in tho computation. Tho T.E .L . require
ments for the threo blonds of reformed naphtha, straight-run, and crackod gasoline, 
for 80, 81, and 82 octane ratings, in relation to per cont. yiold of total gasoline, are 
shown in graphs. Graphs are given showing : (1) tho rates o f decomposition of 
n-paraffins in relation to boiling points, and (2) per cent, yields of dobutanized naphtha 
(when yiold of product is 80% ) in relation to coil temperature. From  the rosults it 
is possible to ascertain : (1) tho best reforming temporature for a naphtha fraction,
(2) tho loss incurred in the reforming process, and tho most suitable naphtha fraction 
selected to obtain the maximum yield by  reforming, so that the finished blend may 
conform to a given specification. I t  is observed that tho best returns are obtained 
b y  the reforming of a naphtha cut having as wide a temperature range as possiblo, 
as demonstrated b y  tho “  octano-barrel-improvement ”  number. W . II. C.

367.* Cracking with Catalysts. C. L . Thomas, N. K . Anderson, H . A . Becker, and 
J. McAfoo. Oil Gas J ., 11.11.43, 42 (27), 131-142.— Certain fundamental principles 
to bo observed in the manufacture of synthetic catalysts, particularly tho silica- 
alumina type used in fluid catalytic units, aro given. The superiority o f synthetic 
over natural catalysts in regard to stability at high temperaturo is illustrated, and 
methods adopted to control quality of tho commercially produced synthetic catalyst 
aro doscribed. For a given gas-oil consumption, natural catalysts produce more 
gasoline and less gas than synthetic silica-alumina, but the gasoline is moro olefinio 
and loss aromatic undor comparable conditions. Although more oxpensive, tho 
synthetic catalyst is thus much tho superior for production of aviation base stock.

W hen oil vapours are contactod with catalysts, the extont o f conversion into othor 
products is dependont on oporating conditions. A n increase in conversion can bo 
obtained b y  (1) a higher tomperature, (2) a higher pressure, (3) a lower space velocity, 
and (4) a higher catalyst/oil ratio. In fluid catalytic cracking, space velocity is defined 
as the weight of oil charged per hour per weight of catalyst in tho reaction zone, and 
catalyst /oil ratio as tho ratio of weight of catalyst entering the reactor per hour to tho 
weight of oil charged per hour.

The most important factors controlling product distribution aro the type of catalyst, 
conversion level, and quality of charging stock. Tho subsequent discussion is limited 
to the use of U .O.P. type “  A  ”  catalyst. Using the conversion to mean tho degree 
to which cracking reactions have taken place, increased conversion rosults in (1) 
increases, at accelerating rate, in dry gas and coke formation, (2) increaso in a more 
linear manner in C4 and C5 fractions, with increase in saturation, resulting in a m axi
mum for butylone yield at a given temporature, (3) increaso in yiold of gasoline up 
to a maximum followed by  a decrease. I f  conversion is held constant, increase in 
temperature results in increaso in yield of dry gas and docreases in yields of 0 ., gaso
lino, and coke. Typical rosults obtained b y  once-through operations under varying
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conditions with properties and yields of products are tabulated. Increase in con 
version in a given tomperaturo range tonds to reduce olofin content of all products, 
and in the gasoline range is accompanied b y  increase in aromatics, leading to superior 
leaded anti-knock ratings.

Incroaso in U.O.P. characterization factor o f charging stock at given conversion 
and tomperaturo rosults in increasesjunsaturation of all products and docreosos in iso- 
paraffin content of C, and C5 fractions and aromatics in aviatibn gasolino.

Tho foregoing discussion has boon limited to typical gas-oils boiling 400-750° F . ; 
stocks of appreciably lower avorago boiling point roquiro more sovoro processing 
conditions for a given conversion level and tho products aro loss olefinic, gasoous 
products contain more isoparaffins and liquid products more aromatic. Conversely, 
heavier stocks crack more easily and tho products aro more unsaturated. Through
puts, yields, and product qualitios for once-through and recycle operations on tho samo 
stock aro compared.

Normally, aviation base stocks produced by  fluid catalyst plants require treatment 
to reduce olefin contont. This may be accomplished b y  (It) furthor catalytic treatment 
resulting in improved product quality but reducing potontial capacity of tho plant for 
cracking gas-oil, (5) acid treatment, which givos a loss markod improvement in quality 
and involves loss o f hydrocarbons and approciablo acid consumption, (c) liquid phase 
treatment in prosonco of U .O.P. solid catalyst which gives an improvement in quality 
comparable with acid treating, but onables the high-boiling matorial produced to be 
recracked. Catalyst regeneration and the operations involved in single-stage and two- 
stago plants aro described. R . A. E.

368.* Recent Developments in T.C.C. Processing. T. P . Simpson, L. P. Evans, C. V. 
Hornborg, and J. W . Payne. Oil OasJ., 11.11.43, 42 (27), 262-268.— Tho most signifi
cant development is tho production of moro ruggod catalysts, particularly tho boad 
catalyst, which has enabled improvements in equipment and processing tocliniquo to 
be appliod. Tho main modifications aro : (1) elimination of internal baffling in 
reactors, originally installed to onsuro efficient contact between vapours and catalyst. 
This permits increased capacity and widor flexibility with respect to space voloeity. 
An added featuro is that reactors can be adapted to countercurront or concurrent flow.
(2) Improvements in tho kiln used for reactivating catalyst and simplification of opera
tion. Control o f regeneration temperature is achieved without re-circulation of fluo 
gas or catalyst, and surplus heat is used to produce high-prossuro steam. (3) W ith 
bead catalyst, larger throughput or substantial increase in product quality can bo 
achieved in a given plant conventionally operated, and with selected stocks it is 
possible to produco aviation base stock by one-stop processing. (4) Tho range of 
suitable charging stocks has been extended from gas-oils only to includo others, notably 
light and heavy virgin naphthas. Theso naphthas can bo catalytically reformed to 
yield aviation baso stocks having loaded octano ratings (A FD -1C ) of 98-100 using 
bead catalyst. Products obtained from thermal reforming, polyforming, and hydro- 
forming of virgin naphthas may also bo employed.

Tho application o f tho process to tho manufacture of m otor gasoline is also discussed.
R . A. E.

369. Patents on Cracking. W . L. Benedict. U .S.P. 2,319,199, 18.5.43. Appl. 
16.5.41. In a conversion procoss a hydrocarbon oil in admixture with a metal halide 
catalyst is cracked in a vertical reaction zone. On removal from the lower portion 
of the reaction zone, a relatively cloan oil and a liquid containing susponded catalyst 
aro separated from the mixture. Charging oil is added to the relatively clean oil, 
and tho mixed oils aro heated to cracking temperature and introduced into the reaction 
zone at an intermediate point. Fresh metal halide catalyst is added to the liquid 
containing suspended catalyst, and tho resultant mixture is introduced into tho upper 
portion of tho reaction zono. Vapours aro rem oved from the upper portion o f the 
reaction zone and subjected to fractionation and condensation.

C. H. Angell. U .S.P. 2,319,301, IS.5.43. Appl. 9.5.40. In  a conversion process 
hydrocarbon oil is cracked in admixture with a powdered cracking catalyst. The 
resultant products aro separated into vapours and a residual liquid containing tho 
powdered catalyst. The vapours aro fractionated to condense the heavier fractions. 
Tho resultant reflux condensate is thermally cracked, and the products thus formed
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are contacted with tho catalyst-containing residual liquid in a vaporizing zone which 
is maintained under catalytic conversion conditions.

A . Woorner. U.S.P. 2,319,836, 25.5.43. Appl. 1.11.39. In a process for catalytic- 
ally cracking hydrocarbon oils in tho vapour phase, oils within tho boiling range 
250-380° C. are contacted at about 455° C. with a pulverulent cracking catalyst pre
heated to about tho same temperature. Contact is maintained only for a limited 
time, which precludes substantial cracking in this zono. Catalyst and oil vapours 
aro tlion passed to a second zono in which there is a greater volum e of catalyst than 
hydrocarbon vapours. In  this way deposition of coke on the catalyst is minimized, 
also diminution of activity of catalyst.

W . T . H ancock. U.S.P. 2,319,926, 25.5.43. Appl. 27.11.39. Petroleum oil sub
stantially within the kerosene distillato-gas oil range is rofincd in the following way. 
A  stroam o f the oil is passod through a cracking zono and there heated to cracking 
temporature. Cracked hydrocarbons are passod into a reaction zono containing a 
body of divided adsorptivo material, and aro subjected to cracking and polymeriza
tion. A  body of tho hydrocarbons in liquid phase is maintained within tho lower part 
o f tho divided adsorptive material. Mixed liquid and vapour fractions are subjected 
to intimate contact and agitation within an extondod height of the material above tho 
liquid hydrocarbons. This is achieved b y  introducing the hydrocarbons from tho 
cracking zono diroctly into tho body  o f liquid hydrocarbons, so that tho liquid fractions 
are upwardly displaced by  the vapours. Tho matorial is thus constantly washed in 
tho presence of vapours undergoing conversion. Polymers being formed are con 
stantly removed. Finally, vapours aro removed from  the reaction zono and condensod 
to produco gasolino. Unvaporizod rosidual oil and its contained polymers are w ith
drawn from tho body o f liquid hydrocarbons. H. B. M.

Hydrogenation.
370. Patents on Hydrogenation. A . V. Grosso and IV. J. Mattox. U.S.P. 2,319,452,
18.5.43. Appl. 24.2.39. In  the dehydrogenation of naphtheno hydrocarbons, vapours 
o f thoso hydrocarbons are contacted under dehydrogenating conditions with y  alumina 
supporting a com pound of a metal selected from those in tho loft-hand column of 
Group V  o f tho Periodic table, consisting of vanadium, columbium, and tantalum.

H. B. M.

Polymerization and Alkylation.
371. Patent on Polymerization and Alkylation. V . N. Ipatieff and H . Pinos. U.S.P. 
2,318,781, 11.5.43. Appl. 8.6.40. In  a process for synthesizing hydrocarbons, an 
tsoparaffin is alkylated with an olefin in tho presence of a solid composite resulting 
from tho heating of a mixture of aluminium chlorido and a refractory porous matorial 
undor suporatmospheric prossuro and at a temporaturo above tho normal sublimation 
point of aluminium chlorido.

D. G. Blaker. U .S.P. 2,320,118, 25.5.43. Appl. 22.4.40. In  a process for tho 
conversion of hydrocarbons a granular aluminium oxide catalyst is used. Tho 
catalyst consists of alumina which has boon subjected to the action of an aqueous 
solution containing as tho sole active com ponent not more than 6%  by weight of an 
alkalizing material, which on heating to a high temperature yields a non-volatilo 
residue containing an element selected from the alkali metals and tho alkaline-earth 
metals.

B. Sellmoyer. U.S.P. 2,320,199, 25.5.43. Appl. 30.11.40. In a procoss for 
alkylating low-molocular-weight paraffinic hydrocarbons with low-molccular-weight 
olefinic hydrocarbons to form paraffinic hydrocarbons, sulphuric acid alkylation 
catalyst, together %vith tho hydrocarbons to bo converted, aro introduced into a 
reaction zone. Tho zono is maintained at conditions designed to vaporize unroactod 
hydrocarbons, including the lower-boiling hydrocarbons. Vaporized hydrocarbons 
aro withdrawn and cooled to condense at least part o f them. Some of the cooled 
hydrocarbons are reintroducod into the reaction zone, and some are passed to a 
fractionating zone. Cooled hydrocarbons in tho latter zono are separated into a 
condensate fraction containing constituents suitable as reactants in the alkylation
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reaction, and a vapour fraction containing lower-boiling hydrocarbons unsuitable for 
this purpose. The condensate fraction is passed to the reaction zone and the vapour 
fraction is withdrawn.

F. H . Branor and W . E. Skolton. U.S.P. 2,320,336, 1.6.43. Appl. 15.9.39. In  tho 
manufacture of higli-anti-knock gasoline hydrocarbons b y  alkylation of an isoparaffin 
with C3 and C4 olefins in the presonce of a liquid alkylation catalyst which normally 
causes substantial hydropolymorization o f C4 olefins, the following operations aro 
included. A  hydrocarbon fraction comprising a C4 olefin is contacted with the liquid 
alkylation catalyst containing absorbed propylene, so that the C4 olefin is absorbed 
under conditions avoiding substantial hydropolymorization. Afterwards absorbed 
olefins are contacted with an isoparaffin in tho presonce o f liquid alkylation catalyst to 
produce desired gasolino hydrocarbons. H . B. M.

Refining and Refinery Plant.
372. Use of Chlorates in Refining High Sulphur Gasolines. N. E. Vishnevskii. Petrol. 
Engr, May 1943, 14 (8), 157.— Translated from the Russian journal Vostochnaya Neft, 
this article deals chiefly with a laboratory investigation into tho use o f strong oxidizing 
agents in tho treatmont of high sulphur gasolines. Difficulties aroso with the gasolines 
obtained from tho crudes of the “  Second Baku ”  (oil-fields in Eastern European Russia 
brought into production during tho socond Fivo-Yoar Plan), and calcium hypochlorito 
was found much more effective than sulphuric acid and caustic soda, whilst chloratos, 
available choaply in large quantities in Russia, were still hotter.

The respective merits of tho chloratos o f calcium, sodium, and potassium aro dis
cussed. The experiments were carried out in a laboratory propollor-type agitator, 
modelled on commercial apparatus, and aro described in detail. Tho reagent was an 
acid solution of potassium chlorate. Conclusions woro th a t :—

(1) Tho application of aqueous or slightly acidic solutions of chlorates is not 
accompanied b y  fire or explosion hazards.

(2) The use o f chlorates in tho refining of gasolines, insofar os their cost and 
effectiveness aro concorned, is preferable to almost all existent methods, including 
the hypochlorite, aluminium chlorido, and catalytic hydrogonation at medium 
pressures.

(3) Chlorate refining is inferior in effectiveness to tho catalytic hydrogonation 
process at high pressures but is considerably cheaper and simplor.

(4) Good results aro obtainod with straight-run gasoline and satisfactory results 
with cracked gasoline. J. C.

373.* First Integrated Refinery-Cycling Plant Unit. C. C. Pryor. Petrol. Engr, 
October 1943, 15 (1), 122-130.— Plants specially designed to implement this scheme 
in South Texas are nearing completion. Four largo cycling plants aro installing addi
tional equipment to enable recovery of fsobutano, n-butane, and propano, and goneral 
descriptions o f tho equipmont and mothod of operation aro given. Production of tho 
cycling plants is transported to tho refinery of the Great Southorn Co. near Corpus 
Christi, from a tank farm and pumping station operated by  tho Stratten Pipe Lino Co., 
which has installed tho necessary Hortonsphere tanks.

Tho refinery has installed an H .F. alkylation unit, a catalytic dohydrogenation 
unit, and a Dubbs thermo-reforming unit. isoButane and n-butano are piped to tho 
rofinory separately from  the gasolino, naphtha, etc. «-Butane outers the dehydro- 
gonation unit for conversion into butylene, which, with tho tsobutane, constitutes the 
feed for the alkylation unit.

Debutanized distillate is de-isopentanized, and tho isopentane blondod with alkylate 
and straight-run aviation base stock to produco aviation gasoline.

The remainder o f the distillate is split into two parts, the light fractions boing used 
for 87 octane aviation gasoline production, and tho heavier fractions aro charged to 
the Dubbs thermo reformer for production of m otor spirit. R . A. E.

374. Desulphurization of Petroleum Distillates with Zinc Hydroxide. (Translation 
from Vostochnaya Neft, 1940, 7-8.) K . A . Musatov and L . G. Krym ova. Petrol. 
Engr, Octobor 1943, 15 (1), 157-160.— Some preliminary experiments in connection 
with tho zinc chlorido process indicated that zinc hydroxide was responsible for the
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desulphurization noted. Furthor tests wore carried out by  contacting tho vapours 
of products obtained from Ishimbaovo erudo with pulverized and compressed hydroxide 
in a reactor at tomperatures ranging from 200° C. to 500° C. A ll the untreated pro
ducts possess considerable sulphur content, and the treatment -effected a marked 
reduction in all cases.

On tho laboratory scale continuous dosulphurization of naphtha was achievod by 
contacting tho vapour with an atomized solution of zinc oxido in concentrated aqueous 
ammonia in a reactor hold at 200° C.

Tho expelled ammonia was recovorod for ro-uso from a gas separator after condensa
tion of treated naphtha. The hydroxide reacted with tho sulphur compounds to 
yiold zinc sulphide, which can bo convortod into oxido again by  burning.

High sulphur crudes usually contain solutions of chlorides in water emulsions, and 
during processing much corrosion o f equipment occurs, duo to HC1 and II2S.

Possibilities which therefore exist in connection with tho use of solid hydroxide for 
mitigating corrosion of equipment, reducing tho sulphur content of distillate products 
and freoing exit gases of I I2S, aro discussed, and experimental data provided. From 
the particular crudo investigated, substantially sulphur-free gasolino and naphtha can 
bo obtained, but korosino and gas-oils aro only partly desulphurized by  tho zinc 
hydroxide treatment. K . A . E.

375.* Continental’s 100 Octane Gasoline Plant. Anon. Petrol. Engr, November 
1943, 15 (2), 110.— Tho plant at Ponca City, Oklahoma, is designed to produce 5000 
brl./day of high-octane aviation gasolino, and cost approximately 12 million dollars.

A  T.C.C. unit for tho production of base gasoline and an alkylation plant are includod 
in tho schemo, and some of the constructional details and requirements aro given.

R . A . E.

376.* W yoming Refinery for Production of Aviation Gasoline. Anon. Petrol. Engr, 
November 1943, 15 (2), 168.— Tho Frontier Rofining Co. is installing now facilities 
which will more than double its crudo capacity and pormit the manufacture of 100 
octano aviation fuel from R ocky Mountain crude.

Tho facilities include tho following U .O.P. units : fluid catalytic cracking, H .F. 
alkylation, butane isomerization and thermal reforming, and provision is mado for 
processing raw materials from noarby refineries. R . A . E.

377.* Rebuilding Tubes and Tube Headers. Anon. Oil Q asJ., 4.11.43, 42 (26), 53.—  
A procedure for rebuilding worn furnace tubes and headers b y  electric or oxy-acetylene 
welding is described. The welding should be done with a metal or alloy of tho samo, 
or better, composition. W . H . C.

378.* Baltimore Refinery Rebuilt to Produce 100 Octane Gasoline. J. P. O ’Donnell. 
Oil QasJ., 25.11.43, 42 (29), 41.— Tho Baltimore Refinery of the Standard Oil Company 
of Now Jersoy has boon modernized, at a cost of 814,000,000, in order to produce large 
quantities o f 100 octano gasoline. Tho now units include a fluid catalytic cracking 
unit, an alkylation unit, an atmospheric pipo-still, light ends plant, gas compression 
plant, and laboratory with auxiliary equipment, such as piping tankage, etc. Tho 
pipe-still produces a wide-cut gas-oil for the catalytic cracking unit, as well as naphtha 
for a reforming unit and residue for a vis-breaker. The catalytic cracking unit pro
duces mainly aviation gasoline, products for the alkylation unit, light and heavy 
naphtha, refined oil and pitch bottoms. The compressed overhead stream con
stitutes the charge for the light ends unit, from which tho feed for the alkylation unit 
is recovered. The latter uses the cold sulphuric acid process, part of the feed-stock 
being derivod also from other cracking units. A  Girbotol hydrogen sulphide scrubber 
and caustic washing systom is also available for gas treatment. C. L. G.

379.* The Absorption Factor in Controlling the Absorption Process. R . Maas. Oil 
Qas J ., 25.11.43, 42 (29), 50.— The absorption equation derivod b y  Alois Kremsor is 
based on the treatment of a relatively loan gas, in which the shrinkage of volume 
through the absorbers, and hence tho change in temperature, can be neglected. The 
fraction absorbed is a function of tho number of equilibrium plates and of the absorp
tion factor L/VK, where L  represents mols. of oil, V mols. o f gas, and K  the equilibrium 
constant. In  a specific plant tho only variables which havo to bo taken into account,
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for computations of tho fraction absorbed, are tho oil to gas ratio and the temperature. 
To maintain consistent absorption, it is thus necessary to m odify the oil /gas ratio 
with changes in absorber temperature. I t  is suggested that tablos showing tho formor 
ratio, for the products handled, should bo available to tho operators. In  actual 
practice the gas is seldom sufficiently lean enough for changes in oil and gas volumes 
and absorbor temperatures to bo negligible. In  such cases the absorption factor re
quires recalculation, taking into account tho shrinkage. I t  is suggested that a good 
enough approximation of tho oil-to-gas ratio is given by  tho average of tho lean oil 
to dry gas ratio and tho rich oil to the moan of the top and bottom  plato tomporatures. 
In view, however, o f tho difficulty in metering rich gases, and tho com plexity of the 
computations involved in the more accurate m ethod doseribed, the lean oil to dry gas 
ratio can bo used to give a sufficiently accurate indication of tho absorption factor.

C. L . G.

380.* Industrial Control Instrument Settings. L. H . Allen. Industr. Engng Chcm., 
1943, 35 (12), 1223.— A  scientific approach to methods o f  setting industrial control 
instruments for optimum sonsitivity is discussed, and it is shown that such methods 
result in the moro rapid attainment o f  the optimum than by the trial and error adjust
ments com m only used. The em ploym ent o f  these scientific methods is demonstrated 
by a detailed discussion on the setting o f  a Foxboro Model 30 Stabilog temperature 
controller fitted to an acetono recovery column to  regulate tho steam flow. It is shown 
that the Ziegler.Nichols procedure has greater value in tho establishment o f  optimum 
settings for Taylor instruments, since those are calibrated in terms o f  the units pre
sented in tho Zicglor-Nicliols paper (Trans. Amer. Soc. Mcch. Engrs., 64 (8), 759-68).

Tho suggestion is put forward that the use o f  a universal system o f  units for tho 
calibration o f  various control effects should be standardized b y  all instrument manu
facturers. J. W . H.

381. Patents on Refining and Refinery Plant. J. A . Chenicok. U.S.P. 2,318,196,
4.5.43. Appl. 28.7.41. Hydrocarbon distillates normally tending to form gum aro 
stabilized b y  tho addition of a gum inhibitor and a small amount of an amino-pyridine. 
Tho amino-pyridine increases the potency of tho gum inhibitor.

W . IV. Johnstono. U.S.P. 2,318,495, 4.5.43. Appl. 26.7.41. A  hydrocarbon oil 
is treated with an alkali metal hydroxido solution containing a nitro-paraffin to reduce 
its sulphur content.

C. W . Borgor. U.S.P. 2,318,582, 11.5.43. Appl. 28.1.42. In  a refining process a 
hydrocarbon oil is contacted with an alkali motal hydroxide solution which has dis
solved in it an alkali metal salt of a thio acid of phosphorus.

R . Lee and H. K . Holm . U .S.P. 2,319,694, 18.5.43. Appl. 6.2.41. To separate 
toluene from a mixture containing toluene and non-aromatic hydrocarbons o f sub
stantially similar boiling point, the hydrocarbon mixture is heated and fed to a 
fractionating column at a point between tho ends thereof. A  heated wator-mothanol 
mixture is fed to the column at a point adjacent to and below tho hydrocarbon feed. 
A second water-methanol mixture is withdrawn as a sido stream from  the column at a 
point below tho wator-mothanol feed. This side stream is distilled to separate methanol 
vapour, which is returned to tho column at a point below tho mixed hydrocarbon feed. 
Toluene is withdrawn from  the colum n at tho bottom  of tho exhausting section and 
a constant-boiling mixture of methanol and non-aromatic hydrocarbons is withdrawn 
from the top o f the column. This mixture is condensed and water is added to extract 
methanol. Tho aqueous methanol is returned to the fractionating column as the total 
water-methanol feed.

J. P. IValkor. U .S.P. 2,319,962, 25.5.43. Appl. 24.6.40. During tho treatment of 
oil emulsion fluids such as flow from oil-wells, water and emulsified oil aro primarily 
separated and a stratum o f water is provided above a hoated body of washing water 
on which a body  of hot oil is collected in heat-exchange relation with the stratum of 
water. The process includes flowing the hot oil in a segregated path through tho water 
stratum to cool the oil and condense liquefiable fractions in it.

E. M . Nygaard and O. M. Reiff. U .S.P. 2,320,047,25.5.43. Appl.24.2.41. Sulphur 
is rem oved from gasoline b y  reacting tho sulphur compounds in the oil with a wax- 
substituted metal phenate and separating out the resultant reaction products.
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C. A. Cohon. U.S.P. 2,320,206, 25.5.43. Appl. 27.12.39. To reduce tho colour 
and corrosivo properties o f acid-treated oils, they are treated in tho neutral state with 
tho anhydrous reaction products of metallic magnesium and an organic compound 
possessing a roplacoablo liydrogon selected from tho group consisting of an alcohol 
and a ketone.

C. A. Cohon. U.S.P. 2,320,267, 25.5.43. Appl. 29.12.39. T o  reduce tho colour 
and corrosivo properties o f acid-treatod oils, they aro treated in the neutral state first 
with strong alkali, thon with a compound having tho formula M e(X )n , whore jlfe is 
a motal solected from tho group consisting of aluminium, tin, and zinc ; X  is a radical 
selected from the group consisting of alkyl, alkoxy, and alkylhalido radicals, n  is a 
numbor equal to the valonce of tho motal radical selocted.

M. C. K . Jones and R . C. Brandon. U.S.P. 2,320,277, 25.5.43. Appl. 29.10.41. 
During a procoss o f swoetoning hydrocarbon oils containing mercaptans which involves 
tho dispersion of motal sulphides in the sweotoned distillate product, motal sulphides 
are separated from tho oils with the help o f  an aqueous dispersion o f  a small amount 
o f  a polysaccharide.

M. P. Matuszak. U.S.P. 2,320,629, 1.6.43. Appl. 26.5.41. To remove organic 
fluorino compounds from predominantly saturated hydrocarbon materials, tho latter 
aro contacted with liquid hydrofluoric acid. Tho resulting hydrofluoric acid extract 
is separated from the hydrocarbon material. The extracted hydrocarbon material 
is freed from  a small proportion of dissolved hydrofluoric acid.

W . B. Chenault and A . E. Miller. U.S.P. 2,321,459, 8.6.43. Appl. 15.1.40. To 
decolorize a mineral oil, it is heatod with 2 -1 2 %  by weight of a decolorizing earth and 
5 -60%  o f naphtha to a temperature between 350° and 450° F. Tho naphtha is stripped 
from tho heatod mixture, and afterwards the earth is separated from the decolorized 
oil. Tho soparated earth is reactivated by  successive washings, first writh naphtha, 
thon with a colour solvont, and again with naphtha. Reactivated earth wet with 
naphtha from tho washing treatmont is used again. H . B. M.

Metering.

382. Note on the Energy and Momentum Correction Factors for Flow in Circular Pipes.
K . F. Tupper. Canad. J . Res., 1942, 20, Sec. A , 195-202.— Tho energy and momontum 
correction factors are expressed as functions of two integrals depending on tho velocity 
distribution. General relations for any stream cross-soction are given for the sign 
and relative size o f tho integrals. Using tho Karman-Prandtl volocity distribution 
laws for circular pipes, the integrals aro ovaluatcd numerically and given as functions 
of tho bulk Reynolds number, tho pipo friction factor, and othor useful quantities 
likely to be known in practice. C. F. M.

Chemistry and Physics of Petroleum.

383. Heat Capacities at Higher Temperatures of Ethane and Propane. B. P. Dailey 
and W . A . Felsing. J. Amer. chcm. Soc., 1943, 65, 42-44.— Tho determinations of tho 
heat capacities of air, othano, and propane from 340-700° K . are described. Tho 
results compare favourably with calculated valuos and with results o f other 
investigators.

Tho Bonnewitz and Schulze typo of adiabatic flow calorimeter used was modified 
to facilitate manipulation and to increaso the accuracy of tho results. E . H . W .

384. Heat Capacities of and Hindered Rotation in n-Butane and isoButane. B . P.
Dailey with W . A . Felsing. J. Amer chcm. Soc., 1943, 65, 44-46.— Gaseous heat 
capacities o f n-butane and isobutane have been measured over a range of 340-700° K . 
and have been presented tabularly and graphically. The structure of theso two 
molecules wero discussed with rospect to these results. E. H . W .

385. Heats of Vaporization of some Hexanes. J. F. Lemons with W . A . Felsing. 
J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 46-48.— Rosults are given for densities from 0° C. to the
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normal boiling points and heats o f vaporization from  20° C. to tho normal boiling 
points of liquid n-hoxano, 2-methylpentano, and 2 : 3-dimothylbutane. I t  was noted 
that tho greater the branching of the chain, tho smaller the heat of vaporization.

E. H . W .

386. Polyalkylbenzenes. X X X II. The Reaction between Dimethylacrylic Acid and 
m -Xylene. L. I . Smith and L. J. Spillano. J. Amer. chcm. Soc., 1943, 65, 202-208.—  
In order to determine the limits of tho rearrangement reaction previously reported in 
J. Amer. chcm. Soc., 1940, 62, 2639, a detailed investigation of the action of various 
alkylated hydrocarbons upon /3/3-dimethylacrylic acid is to bo undertaken.

This paper reports tho results obtained with »»-xylene. Many new compounds 
incidental to this work are described. E. H . W .

387. Ionization and Dissociation by Electron Impact : Butene-1. D . P. Stovenson. 
J. Amer. diem. Soc., 1943, 65, 209-212.— Tho mass spectrum of butene-1 and tho 
appearance potentials o f various ions in it aro tabulated. Previous results on 
isobutylono and the butanos are briofly compared with those now given. Tho ioniza
tion potontial of buteno-1 was found to be 9-65 ± 0 - 1  o.v., and that of the vinyl radical
9-8, ±  0-2 o.v. Tho heat of dissociation o f the C2H 5—C2H S bond was deduced to bo 
3-3„ ±  0-2 o.v. E . H. W .

388. Ionization Constants of A ci- and Nitro-forms of some Nitroparafflns. D. Turnbull 
and S. H . Maron. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 212-218.— Nitro-ionization constants 
o f nitromethane, nitroethane, and nitroisopropano, together with aci-ionization 
constants o f nitroethano and nitroisopropane, have been doterminod at sovoral 
temperatures. The effect o f substitution on tho constants is discussod.

E. H . W .

389. Co-ordination of Silver Ion with Unsaturated Compounds, n .  cis- and trans-2- 
Pentene. H . J. Lucas, R . S. Moore, and D. Pressman. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 
65, 227-229.— The distribution constants K w (between carbon tetrachloride and wator) 
and K d (botween carbon tetrachloride and lAT-potassium nitrate) o f cis-, and lrans-2- 
pentone and a mixture containing 75%  of the latter isomor, together with the argenta- 
tion constants ICD and K s , aro tabulated. Tho cis isomor is more solublo in water and 
co-ordinates hotter with silver ion. From tho results evidence is deduced confirming 
previously proposed rosonanco structures for these com plexes. Observed and calcu
lated valuos of K w and K D for tho mixture of isomers agreed well, but' there were 
discrepancies with the values o f K a and K x . E . H . W .

390. Co-ordination of Silver Ion with Unsaturated Compounds, m .  Mixtures of Tri- 
methylethylene and ct/cfoHexene. H . J. Lucas, F. W . Billmeyer, Jr., and O. Pressman. 
J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 230-231.— Continuing the work reported in tho previous 
abstract, tho distribution constants K w and K D and the argontation constants K D and 
K e  o f mixtures of trimothylethylene and cyclohexcno, are tabulated. (K w, K D, K 0, 
and K s  have tho samo meanings as before.) Calculated values of K ir and K 0 again 
agreed with tho observed values, but tho calculated valuos of K D and K s  wore low er; 
this was suggested to be duo to tho fact that in aqueous salt solutions one olefin in
creases the solubility of another. Compositions o f unknown mixtures o f theso two 
olefins, or possibly o f any two olefins, may bo ovaluatod directly from  the constants 
XCn. or K 0, or empirically from K D or K E o f  tho mixture. E . H . W .

391. Addition of Metals to some Phenylated Olefins in Liquid Ammonia Solution. H .
Gilman and J. C. Bailie. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943,65,267-268.— W hen 1 : 1-diphenyl- 
othylene in ether is added to solutions of lithium, calcium, barium, or strontium in 
liquid ammonia, the metals add on to the olefino link and form  tho corresponding 
coloured organometallic compounds. On ammonolysis tho products all gave 1 : 1-di- 
phonylethane and 1 : 1 : 4 :  4-totraphenylbutane. Similarly, calcium, barium, or 
strontium added on to 1 : 1 : 2-triphenylethyleno giving 1 : 1 :  2-triphenylethano. 
The significance o f theso experiments on the addition o f tho corresponding RM  com 
pounds to an olefinic link is pointed out. E . H . W .
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392. Reaction of Glutarimides with Phosphorus Pentachloride. A New Pyridene 
Synthesis. W . W . Crouch and W . L. Lochto. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 270- 
272.— In  studios of nitrogen bases from potroleum distillates earlier workers have 
reported tho isolation of certain compounds which appear to be ^-substituted py ridenes. 
Attem pts are now being made to find a general m ethod for proparing those com 
pounds. This paper reports a new synthesis of pyridene from glutarimido and 
phosphorus pentachloride. Pyridene homologuos with halogens substituted in tho 
nucleus were prepared similarly, starting from tho corresponding glutarimides.

E . H . W .

393. Synthesis of 1-Methylnaphthalene. Note by  O. Grummit and A. C. Buck. 
J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 295-296.— Tho synthesis with good yields, of 1-methyl- 
naphthalene, via naphthalene, 1-chloromethylnaphtlialene, and l-naphthylcarbinyl- 
chlorido is described. The density and refractive index of the product obtained are 
reported. E. H . W .

394. Polyisopropylbenzenes. I. Preparation and Properties of Two Di-, Two Tri-, and 
One Tetra-i'sopropylbenzene. A . Newton, J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 329-323.—  
Tho preparation is doscribod of relatively large quantities of isopropylbenzonos by  tho 
reaction of propone and benzono ha tho presence of either 96%  sulphuric acid or 
anhydrous aluminium chlorido. Tho products wore separated by  careful fractiona
tion. Yields and constants obtained on tho following aro tabulated : 1 : 3- and 1 : 4- 
di-isopropylbenzeno, 1 : 2 : 4 - ,  1 : 3 :  5-tri-isopropylbenzono, and 1 : 2 : 4 : 5-tetra-
Mopropylbenzene.

1 : 2 :  4-Tri-fsopropylbonzono was isomerised to 1 : 3 : 5-tri-isoprepylbenzeno in the 
presenco of aluminium chlorido, some tetraisopropylbenzeno being formed at the same 
time. E . H . W .

395. Heat Capacity and Entropy, Heats of Transition, Fusion and Vaporization and the 
Vapour Pressures of q/cfoPentane. Evidence for a Non-planar Structure. J. G.
Aston, H . L. Fink, and S. C. Schumann. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 341-346.—  
Heat capacity measurements of solid and liquid cyciopontano from 11-8° to 293-82° K . 
are tabulated and plotted. Equilibrium tomporatures during the upper and lower 
transitions and the fusion are also tabulated. Tho two transition temperatures and 
tho molting point aro given, togethor with tho heats of the transitions and of fusion. 
Vapour pressures aro reported from 225-91° to 287-40° K . and values of the heat of 
vaporization wore calculated.

The comparison of tho entropies of gaseous and liquid ci/cZopentane calculated from 
calorimotric and spectroscopic data was taken to indicate a symmetry number o f one, 
and that the cycfopontano moleculo is non-planar, one carbon atom  being out of the 
plane. This effect was attributed to hydrogen interactions of the type hindering 
intornal rotation which must therefore be repulsions. E . H . W .

396. Application of Palladium- and Platinum-Polyvinyl Alcohol-Vanadium Catalysts.
L. D. Rampino and F. F . Nord. J . Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 429-431.— The pre
paration is described of palladium- and platinum-polyvinyl alcohol catalysts with the 
noblo motal reduced b y  divalent vanadium. Experiments on the reduction b y  theso 
catalysts o f bonzaldehyde, cinnamic aldehyde, maleic acid, and quinone are reported, 
and from tho results it is deduced that those hydrogenations can be carried out in tho 
absence of oxygon. Previous work on these catalysts is reported in J . Amer. chem. 
Soc., 1941, 63, 2745 and 3268. E . H . W .

397. Reactions of Group IV R4M Compounds with Silver and Copper Salts. H . Gilman 
and L. A . W oods. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 435-437.— Contrary to previous 
beliefs, these authors have shown that R tM compounds of tin and lead— e.g., tetra- 
phenyl-tin and tetraphenyl-lead— are cleaved b y  reaction with either silver or copper 
nitrates. Tho products vary with the R 41I com pound and the inorganic salt. In  the 
reaction botween tetramothyl-lead and copper nitrate, the highly unstable methyl- 
copper was shown to be an intermediate. Under corresponding conditions, totra- 
phenyl-silicon and tetraphenyl-germanium were not cleaved by silvor nitrate.

E. H . W .
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398. Dialkylation of Naphthalene, n .  Synthesis o£ 2 : 6-Diphenylnaphthalene. C. C.
Prico and A . J. Tomisok. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 439—141.— The synthesis is 
doscribed o f 2 : 6-diphonylnnphthalene, and it has boon shown to be identical with 
the diphenylnaphthalono previously obtained b y  Pokrovskaya and Stopontseva 
(./. Gen. Chem. ( U .S.S.li.), 1939, 9, 1953). E . H . W .

399. Aromatic Cyclodehydration. X . 9-A lkyl- and 9 Aryl-10-phenylanthracenes.
C. K . Bradslier and E. S. Smith. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 451—152.— The 
syntheses are doscribed of 9 : 10-diphenyl-, 9-phenyl-10-methyl-, and 9-phenyl-10- 
othylanthraceno, bv  tho cyclodoliydration of tho corresponding o-bonzhydrylphonones.

E . H . W .

400. Preparation o ! Derivatives of Chrysene by means of the Robinson-Mannich base 
Synthesis of Unsaturated Ketones. A . L . W ilds and C. H. Shunlc. J. Amer. chem. 
Soc., 1943, 65, 469-475.— Starting with 2-carbom ethoxy-l-koto-l : 2 : 3 : 4-tetra- 
hydrophenanthrone, tho authors have adaptod the mothod of Robinson ct al. (J. Amer. 
chem. Soc., 1937, 53, and 1941, 586) to preparo tho following derivatives of chrysene : 
3-ketohexahydrochrysono, 2-, and 3-methylchrysono, 3-hydroxychryseno and 3- 
hydroxy-2-mothylchryseno. Various improvomonts on tho original mothod gavo 
better over-all yields. E . H . W .

401. Addition of Triphenylmethyl to 2-M ethyl-buten-l-yne-3. Note b y  A. F. Thom p
son, Jr., and D. M. Surgenor. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 486-487.— A n addition 
com pound has been isolated from 2-m othyl-buten-l-yno-3 and triphonylmethyl. 
From its reactions tho com pound appeared to bo 4-m othyl-l : 1 : 1 : 6 : 6 : 6-hoxa- 
phenyl-hexadieno-2 : 3. E . H . W .

402. Sulphonation of Methallyl Chloride, Mobility of the Olefinic Linkage in Un
saturated Sulphonic Acids. C. M. Suter and F. G. Bordwoll. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 
1943, 65, 507-517.— Methallyl chloride has been sulphonated b y  dioxane sulphotri- 
oxido in ethylene chloride solution at 0° C. 40%  of tho sulphur trióxido added to 
tho olefin link forming a cyclic anhydride of tho carbyl sulphate typo, tho remainder 
acts b y  substitution forming three isomeric chlorotsobutylenosulphonic acids. W ith a 
solution o f sulphur trioxide in ethylene chloride, methallyl chlorido sulphonated 
mainly to tho carbyl sulphate typo of compound, but sulphonation with sodium ehloro- 
sulphonato gavo a mixturo of unsaturatod sulplionio acids. In  the profeenee of alkali, 
tho olefinic link in a variety of unsaturated sulphonic acids was shown to bo mobilo.

E , H . W .

403. Polymerization of Styrene in the Presence of 3 : 4  : 5-Tribromobenzoyl Peroxide.
C. C. Price and B. E . Tato. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 517-520.— Polystyrene 
prepared with 3 : 4 :  5-tribromobenzoyl peroxide as catalyst was found to contain 
bromine corresponding to about one tribromophonyl radical por polym or molecule. 
I t  was shown that these tribromophonyl groups wero acquired during the course of 
polymerization. E . H . W .

404. Synthesis of Olefin Hydrocarbons by Catalytic Condensation and Dehydration of 
Aliphatic Aldehydes. V . I. Komarewsky and T . H . Kritchevsky. J. Amer. chem. 
Soc., 1943, 65, 547-548.— Propionaldehyde, n-butyraldchydo, n-amy¡aldehyde, and 
?i-hexaldehydo wore reacted at high pressure and temperatures between 385° and 
410° C. in tho presence of a chromium oxide catalyst producing pentone-2, hoptono-3, 
nonene-4, and undecene-5, respectively.

Between 330° and 385° C. unsaturated aldohydes woro formed. E. H. W .

405. Trivalent Carbon. H. Unsymmctrical Hexa-aryldimethylperoxides. E. L.
Buhle, M. L. W halen, and F. Y . W iselogle. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 584-586.—  
Tho action of oxygon on mixtures of triarylmethyl radicals generally gives pre
dominantly the unsymmetrical hexa-aryldimethylperoxide R -O -O -R 1.

E. H . W .

406. Addition of Hydrogen Fluoride to Acetylenic Compounds. A . L. Honno and 
E . P. Plueddeman. J. Airier, chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 587-589.— The preparation of
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addition compounds of hydrogen fluoride and acotylone homologues is described. 
Sufficient quantities were produced to allow for adequate purification. (Yields of 
70-80%  o f the difluorides expected from Markownikow’s rule being obtained.) 
Physical properties of the difluoridos prepared are tabulated and compared with those 
of previous workers. E . H . W .

407. Thermal Decomposition of Hydrocarbons, Resonance, Stabilization, and Isomeriza
tion of Free Radicals. A . Kossiakoff and F. 0 . Rico. J. Ainer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 
590-595.— From a thoorotical consideration of the resonance energios of different 
radicals it is shown that secondary radicals aro stabilized by  twice, and tertiary by 
three times, the resonance energy of a primary radical. This is probably responsible 
for the observed difference in rates of removal of primary, secondary, and tertiary 
hydrogon atoms. The relative rates of decomposition of radicals from the decom 
position of paraffin hydrocarbons aro calculated and used to predict the products of 
decomposition of hexanes, heptanes, and octanes, giving agreement with observed 
results. E . H . W .

408. Carbides of'Magnesium. W . H . C. Rueggeberg. J  Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65,
602-607.— The preparation of magnesium carbide Mg2C3 is described, and X -ray 
powder photographs were obtained. On hydrolysis m ethyl acetylene was producod. 
From the results MgsC3 appears to be a pure substance. Magnesium acetylide, 
MgC2, was prepared from magnesium diethyl and acetylene. An explanation is 
proposed for the observed instability and reactivity of MgCa. E . H . W .

409. Utilization of Aliphatic Nitro Compounds. VHI. Nitrotriols (Nitroglycerols) Pre
pared from Simple Aldehydes. C. A . Sprang with E . F. Degoring. J. Amer. chem. 
Soc., 1943, 65, 628.— Nitrotriols are propared by  condensing two equivalents o f form 
aldehyde with ono equivalent of a higher aldehydo and ono of nitromethane. This 
preparation of nitrotriols is similar to that of nitrodiols, but the purification of the 
former is much simpler. E . H . YV.

410. Condensation of Unsaturated Amines with Aromatic Compounds. The Prepara
tion of ^-substituted Phenethylamines. A . W . W eston, A . W . Ruddy, and C. M. 
Suter. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 674-677.— A n ew  method of preparing ^-substi
tuted phenethylamines b y  condensing unsaturated amines with aromatic compounds 
in the presence o f Aluminium chloride is described. A  number of allylamino deriva
tives havo been preparod. E . H . W .

411. Normal Addition of Hydrogen Bromide to 3-Butenoic, 4-Pentenoic, and 5-Hexanoic 
Acids in Hexane. A . Michael and H . S. Mason. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 683- 
686.— H ydrogen bromide adds normally to 3-butenoic, 4-pontenoic, and 5-hoxanoic 
acids in hexane solution, oxygen being carefully excluded. E. H. W .

412. Studies of Sulphonates. VH. Conductances and Densities of Sodium Ethyl- 
n-Butyl-, «-O ctyl-, and Dodecylbenzene-p-sulphonate Solutions. R . G. Paquette, 
E. C. Lingafolter, and H . Y . Tarter. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 686-692.— The 
preparation and description is given of caprylyl chloride, n-heptyl-phenylketono, and 
tho new compounds, sodium n-octylbenzene-p-sulphonate, n-dodecylbonzene, sodium 
n-dodocylbenzeno-p-sulphonato, and aniline p-sulphobenzoate. A  method for deter
mining the position of the sulphonate group is outlined. Conductances and densities 
are tabulated for solutions of ethyl-, n-butyl-, n-octylbenzene p-sulphonates, and mixed 
ortho- and para-n-octylbonzene sulphonates at 25, 40, and 60° C., and at 60° C. only for 
dodecylbenzene-sulphonate. Tho benzene ring is shown to be equivalent to about 
three and one-half straight-chain carbon atoms in its effect on the critical concentration 
for micelle formation, but neither length nor number of carbon atoms in the aromatic 
com pound appear to control the effect which seems to bo specific to the benzene nucleus.

E . H . W .

413. Electrolytic Properties of Solutions of Paraffin-Chain Quaternary Ammonium 
Salts. A . B. Scott and H . V. Tarter. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 692-698.—  
Equivalent conductances and densities at 25°, 40°, and 60° C. are tabulated for aqueous

L
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solutions of decyl-, dodeoyl-, hexadecyl-, butyl-, hoxyl-, and octyl-trimothylammonium 
bromides. Tho four highest members of tho sories gave evidoneo of mioollo formation. 
In  a cell spocially developed for tho purpose, conductances of hexyltrimothylammonium 
bromide and sodium ethylbonzone-p-sulphonato were measured at very low  con 
centrations. Tho rosults aro discussed with regard to existing thoorios.

E . H . W .

414. Electrolytic Properties of Aqueous Solutions of Octyltrimethylammonium Octane- 
sulphonate and Decyltrimethylammonium Decanesulphonate. A . B. Scott, H . V. 
Tarter, and E. C. Lingafolter. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 698-701.— The prepara
tions of octyltrimothylammonium octanosulphonato and decyltrimethylammonium 
decanesulphonate are described, and the equivalent conductances measured at 25° C. 
These two salts form micelles (which appear to havo an electric charge o f 1-2), at con
centrations much below that for long-chain salts. E . H. W .

415. Kinetics of Polymerization Reactions. I. First Order Initiation Reaction. R.
Ginoll and R . Simha. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 706-715.— A critical discussion 
of the methods used in the treatmont o f polyreactions is given. A  theory of chain 
polymerization reactions is dovolopod which contains as parameters throe constants, 
the rate o f  creation of active nuclei, their velocity of growth, and tho rate of breaking 
o f tho growing chains. Tho last two stops aro assumed to bo socond-ordor reactions 
botween tho active chains and tho stable monomer. Limitations aro pointed out. 
The dependence of tho course of the reaction, o f the final avorago chain length, and of 
the chain length distribution on the rato constants, in particular on the rate of initia
tion and on tho initial concentration, aro shown. Tw o limiting cases can bo dis
tinguished. I f  the ratio botween tho rate o f cessation and that o f initiation is largo, 
and the ratio o f tho rate o f propagation and that o f cessation is also large, then the 
average molecular weight will be large at tho end and romain approximately constant 
during the last stages. I f  these ratios aro small, thon tho avorago molecular weight 
will increase continuously and roach a small final value. I t  is shown how the in
dividual rates m ay bo derived from a knowledgo o f thoso quantities. The theory of 
Schulz, and Norrish’s and Brookman’s results, appear os special casos. C. F . M.

416. Kinetics of Polymerization Reactions. II. Second and Combined First and Second 
Order Initiation Reactions. Mutual Stabilization of Growing Chains. R . Ginell and 
R . Simha. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 715-727.— Tho considerations of tho previous 
paper (see preceding abstract) are extended to socond-order initiation o f monomer. 
Again two limiting oases are found. A  comparison o f this caso with tho previous ono 
shows that second-order initiation gives rise to a product with a smaller final average 
molecular weight. Only if the rate o f initiation is vanishingly small do the results 
bocome identical. No dopondence o f the final moan chain length on the initial con 
centration is found. Tho offect o f the mutual termination of growing chains on tho 
final average molecular weight and the size distribution is considored in an approximate 
manner. Possible extensions of this theory are pointed out. C. F. M.

417. Condensation of Amino Alcohols with Benzene. C. M. Suter and A . W . Ruddy. 
J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 762-763.— Am ino alcohols containing a tertiary hydroxyl 
group condense with bonzone in tho presence of excess aluminium chloride to give 
j3/J-dialkylphenothylamino derivatives. T . C. G. T.

418. Petroleum Acids. V. Aliphatic Acids from Californian Petroleum. W . A.
Quebedeaux, G. Wash, W . O. Ney, W . W . Crouch, and H . L. Lochte. J. Amer. chem. 
Soc., 1943, 65, 767-770.— Californian petroleum acids have been fractionated by 
distillation and purified b y  esterification with methanol. The acids were then liberated, 
dried, and again osterified. This treatment removed all hydrocarbons and phenols.

A  study of the 720 fractions obtained, particularly boiling point and refractive 
index, has led to  the isolation and identification of tho following aliphatic a c id s : 
2- and 3-methylpentanoic ; n-hoxanoic ; 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-mothylhoxanoic, n-heptanoic, 
n-oetanoic, and n-nonanoic. T . C. G. T .
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419. Petroleum Acids. VI. Naphthonic Acids from Californian Petroleum. W . O.
Noy, W . W . Crouch, C. E. Rannefeld, and H . L . Lochte. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 
65, 770-777.— Refractivo indices on tho 720 motliyl esters roforrod to in an earlier 
paper (AbstractN o. 418) indicated the occurrence in certain fractions of naphthonic acid 
and five have boon isolated and identified for tho first timo from potroloum. They 
are, 2-mothylcycfopontanocarboxylic, 3-mothylcycZopentanocarboxyljc, 2 : 3-dimothyl- 
cyefopontanoacotic, cyciohoxaneearboxylic and c ii-2 : 2 : 6-trimothylcycZohoxanocar- 
boxylie acids. cycioPontanocarboxylic, cyc/opontaneacotic, and 3-mothylcycfo- 
pontaneacotic acids were also isolated, but thoso have already been reported in Europoan 
potroloum b y  Nonitzescu. T. C. G. T.

420. Geometric Isomers of Piperylene. D . Craig. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 1006- 
1013.— cis- and frana-Piperylene have been isolated from fractions of tho C5 out of a 
potroloum pyrolyzate by  the formation and subsequent decomposition of the cuprous 
chloride addition compounds. The cis-configuration wAs assigned to the higher- 
boiling isomor from its slow reactions with maloic anhydride and sulphur dioxide. 
1 : 2 : 3 :  4-Totrabromopontane formod from  eithor isomor, on dobromination gave a 
mixture of approximately oqual parts of tho two isomers. cycfoPonteno was shown 
to form a minimum boiling mixture with cis-piperylene. From tho rosults it is argued 
that tho most probablo structure for tho cis isomor is the “  chair ”  form, while trans- 
piperylono appears to react largely in the “  boat ”  form. E. H . W .

421. Catalytic Hydrogenation of Benzene over Metal Catalysts. P. H . Em mett and 
N. Skau. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 1029-1035.— Previous work on a series of 
iron-cobalt catalysts was confirmod, and it was shown that iron was inactive, although 
having a surface area as largo as very active cobalt catalysts. Coppor catalysts with 
traeos only of nickel were inactive below 200° C., tho surface aroas being many times 
largor than tho very activo cobalt catalysts. W ith small amounts of nickol the copper 
was slightly active at 200° C. Palladium-silvor alloys had activities which decreased 
markedly with a decreasing palladium content. Chemisorption of carbon monoxide 
and carbon dioxide on nickol and copper was studied in an attem pt to discover some
thing of tho mochanism of the promoter action of nickol in copper.

The authors deduce that a necessary but not sufficient requirement for a low- 
tomporature metal catalyst for hydrogenating bonzeno, is that the metal should have 
dimensions and configurations falling within the “  squaro of activity ”  o f Bolandin’s 
hypothesis (Z .p h ysik . Chom., 1929, B 2 , 289). E . H . W .

422. Synthesis and Rearrangement of Some Decahydro- and Tetrahydro-naphthalene- 
diols. .T. English, Jr., and G. Cavaglieri. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 1085-1089.—  
Tho preparation is describod of cis- and irans-methyldecahydronaphthol-1 from v'hich 
were dorivod, 1-m othyl-l : 2-irans-dihydroxy-frana-decahydronaphthalone trihydrate 
and tho corresponding 1 : 9-/ran.s-dihydroxy-compound, tho lattor being anhydrous. 
The structure of theso glycols was proved b y  cleavage with lead tetra-acotate, and 
their rearrangomonts were also studied. Similar experiments carried out in the totra- 
hydronaphthalene series showed that their reactions were unlike tho corresponding 
deeahydronaphthalono derivatives. E . H . W .

423. Catalytic Dehydrogenation of 2-Substituted-5 : 6 : 7 : 8-tetrahydronaphthaIene 
Derivatives. M. S. Newman and H . V. Zahm. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 1097- 
1101.— Tho preparation and dohydrogenation over a 20%  platinum on charcoal 
catalyst o f twelve 2-substitutod-5 : 6 : 7 : 8-tetrahydronaphthalene derivatives are 
described. From tho rosults three generalizations are postulated: (1) tho carbo- 
m ethoxy group is not affected by  hydrogen under the conditions of these experiments. 
Thus the methyl esters C ^ H j^ C H ^ C O O C H , where n =  0, 1, 2, and 3 wore converted 
in high yields to the corresponding naphthalene derivatives, the theoretical amount 
of hydrogen being evolved. (2) The ketonie carbonyl group adjacent to the aromatic 
nucleus is reduced to a methylene group. (3) A  carbon-oxygen single bond adjacent 
to the aromatic nucleus is hydrogenolyzed. E. H . W .

424. Raman Spectra of Four Pairs of m eso- and df-Disubstituted Butanes. H. F.
Taufen, M. J. Murray, and F. F . Cleveland. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 1130-
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1134.— Tho Raman spectra of the following diasteroomers aro reported : meso- and 
dl-2 : 3-butanediol, meso- and dl-2 : 3-diacotoxybutane, meso- and dl-2 : 3-dibromo- 
butano, and meso- and dl-2 : 3-dichlorobutano. Distinct difforonces, well above 
oxporimental error have boon observed in tho spectra of each pair. Whore possiblo 
tho purity of each isomer was estimatod from tho spoctra. The presence of rotational 
isomers in the halogonated butanos was indicated and a correlation of the rotational 
possibilities with tho spectra and dipolo moment data is pointed out. E . H . W .

425. Model Experiments on the Use of ci/cfoPentadiene in the Synthesis of Sterol
like Compounds. Note b y  C. F. Koolsch and F. J. Lucht. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 
1943, 65, 1240-1242.— cycZoPontadieno would not react, under any of tho conditions 
tried, with 3-mothylcycZohexanonc, but 1 : 1-addition products were readily obtained 
with either phenylquinone or 2-cycZohexyl-5-mothylquinono and cycZopontadieno.

E. H . W .

426. Catalytic Degradation of Heptaldehyde in Vapour Phase. Note by T. J . Suen and 
S. Fan. J. Amer. chem. Soc., 1943, 65, 1243-1245.— Hoptaldehydo has been pyrolyzed 
at 250° C. in the presenco of a nickel catalyst. Tho products contained n-hexano, a 
considerable amount of unsaturated hydrocarbons, some n-lieptyl alcohol and other 
higher boiling products. Reaction processes to account for tho products aro suggested. 
See Abstract No. 873, 1943. E. H . W .

427. Preliminary Examination of Some Turner Valley Crude Oils. W . G. May, K . A. 
Miners, and J. W . T. Spinks. Can. J. Res., 1943, 21 (4), 73-79.— Crudo oil from eight 
wells in Turner Valley havp been distilled through Stodman columns, and graphs are 
presented plotting b.pt./volum o distillod, rofractivo index/b.pt., and specific rofrac- 
tivity /b .pt. Tho rosults shown deal with the gasoline fractions and tho probablo 
hydrocarbon constituents aro suggested. T . C. G. T .

428. Mercury Photosensitized Decomposition of «-Butane. A . W . H ay and C. A.
Winkler. Canad. J. Res., 1943, 21 (8), 149-155.— The morcury photosensitized 
decomposition of »-butane at 100° C., 175° C., and 250° C. is describod and the results 
tabulated. The main products at all temperatures studied aro, hydrogen, octanes, 
and dodocanes, from which it was deduced that the primary stop was a C -H  bond 
split forming butyl radicals, followed by  radical combination reactions. The various 
mechanisms possible are discussed, and tho corresponding decomposition of propane 
is com pared with the one now reported. E. II. W .

429. The Physical States of Anhydrous Sodium Soaps. W . Gallay and I. E . Pudding- 
ton. Canad. J . Res., 1943, 21, Sec. B, 202-210.— Donsity measurements and differ
ential cooling curves have been carried out on sodium stearate and sodium oleate over 
a range o f temperatures. For sodium stoarate the genotypical or unidimensional 
molting point at 70° C. found b y  Thiesson ei al. has been corroborated. A  largo 
transition has been noted at about 100° C., and it is suggested that this phase transition 
is due to a melting in a second dimension at right angles to tho molecular axis. A  
further large transition has been found at 125-130° C. loading to a plastic state in tho 
Boap, and it is suggested that this transition point denotes the essential completion o f  
bidimensional melting of the lattice and probably accounts for the sudden change in 
viscosity o f suspensions o f sodium stearate in mineral oils at about 120° C. No 
further considerable phase change was found up to about 200° C., when disruption of 
the polar bonds probably occurs to effect com plete disruption of the lattice to tho 
liquid crystalline state. Only tho latter transition point was foim d for sodium, oleate 
at about 135° C. C. F. M.

430. The Effect o f Certain Addition Agents on the Physical States of Sodium Soaps.
W . Gallay and I. E . Puddington. Canad. J . Res., 1943, 21, Sec. B , 211-218.— The 
effect o f glycerol and o f polar and non-polar mineral oils on the donsity-temperature 
relations of sodium stearato and sodium oleate have been measured. A  non-polar 
solvent such as a high V .I. oil has no effect, and may bo regarded as an inert diluent.
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Glycerol and low  V .I. oils also have no offect up to tho unidimonsional melting point of 
the soap. A bovo this point, however, an increasing effect is obtained both with 
increase in temperature and with amount of solvent. The effect is particularly marked 
above the plasticity point, but m ay bo largo also in the region of the bidimonsional 
melting point of tho soap. Tho orionting offoct o f the non-polar hydrocarbon chain 
on tho polar grouping of tho soap in tho presence of a polar solvent is discussed. The 
influence o f oxcess acid and alkali in the soap is described. C. F. M.

431. Aromatics in Turner Valley Crudes. L . Hendrickson, A. T. Hutcheon, and 
J. W . T. Spinks. Canad.J. Res., 1942,20, Sec. B ., 231-239.— Using a specific dispersion 
m ethod tho authors have determined bonzeno, toluene, and xylenes in soven Tum or 
Valley crude oils. Benzono varios from 0-33%  wt. to 0 03%  w t., toluono from 1-30% 
to 2 1 8 % , and xylonos from 1'71%  to 2-71% . There does not appoar to bo any re
lationship botwoen aromatic content and tho position in the field. T. G. C. T.

432. Reaction of Hydrogen Atoms with t’soButane. W . H . W hite, C. A . Winkler, 
and B. J. ICenalty. Ccmad. J . Res., 1942, 20, Sec. B., 255-264.— Tho reaction of 
hydrogon atoms with isobutane has boon investigated b y  tho W ood-Bonlioeffer dis
charge tube mothod over a tomporature range 30-250° C. An activation energy of
10-5 ¿ 1 - 5  kg. eal. was obtained for the roaction.

The naturo of tho products at a given temperature depends on tho concentration 
o f hydrogon atoms present. W ith low atom  concentration (5 -9 % ) methane was tho 
main product at tomperaturos below 170° C. A t 250° C. ethane was formed to tho extent 
of approxim ately half tho amount of methane. W ith 14-24%  concentration ethane 
was formed in appreciable quantities at 140-170° C., and exceeded tho methano content 
at 250° C. Small amounts of propane wore formed at the higher temperatures.

T. C. G. T.

433.* Kinetics of Aromatic Halogénation. Part I. Bromination. P. W . Robortson, 
P. B. D. Do La Mare and W . T . G. Johnston. J. chem. Soc., 1943, 277.— Bromination 
o f acotanilide, acoto-p-toluidido, mesitylono, anisole, and p-tolyl methyl ether in acetic 
acid at 24° C., with concentrations in the region M /40, showed third-order kinetics. 
In the region M/1000 tho acetanilido reaction changed to one o f second order, with a 
corresponding increase in the heat of activation. Addition of water increased the rate 
and caused a gradual change to a bimolecular roaction. Chloroform or carbon 
tetrachloride additions decroased the rate at first, but with further additions tho re
action changed to an order greater than three and became light sensitive, which was 
taken to indicate the initiation o f chain reactions. Tho formal similarity betweon 
those aromatic brominations and tho addition of bromine to an olefinic com pound is 
pointed out. Possible mochanisms for the reactions are discussed. E. H . W .

434.* Kinetics of Aromatic Halogénation. Part H. The Chlorination • of Hydro
carbons. P. B . D . Do La Mero and P. W . Robertson. J. chem. Soc., 1943, 279- 
281.— Rates of chlorination of benzene and naphthalene, together with heats of 
activation, have been measured in acetic acid solution. In  the series, methyl-, 
ethyl-, wopropyl-, tertiary butyl benzeno the relative rates of chlorination wore in 
the order 100, 84, 51, 32, showing evidence of alkyl conjugation. The halogénation 
rates of a series of m ethyl benzenes from toluene to pentam ethyl benzene were ex
amined, the latter com pound had a rate of halogénation 4 x  10* that of bonzeno, per 
replaceable hydrogen atom. E. H . W .

435.* Catalytic Reduction by Formic Acid under Pressure. Part H. A  Comparison of 
Copper and Nickel as Catalysts. R . R- Davis and H . H . Hodgson. J. chem. Soc., 
1943, 281-282.— Using an apparatus previously described (J . chem. Soc., 1943, 85), 
benzaldehyde, benzoic acid, and nitrobenzene were reacted under pressure with 
formic acid in the presence o f a copper catalyst giving benzyl alcohol and toluene, 
benzene, and aniline respectively. Under similar conditions, but using a nickel 
catalyst, nitrobenzene and phenol were reduced to cyciohexylamine and cyctohexanol, 
respectively. Copper catalysts promoted non-nuclear reduction of aromatic compounds, 
but nickel promoted nuclear reduction. E. H . W.
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430.* Catalytic Dehydrogenation of Alcohols to Aldehydes in the Presence of Air.
R . R . Davis and H . H . Hodgson. J. chem. Soc., 1943, 282-284.— B utyl, dodocyl, 
and benzyl alochols wore dehydrogonated by  passing their vapours mixed with air 
over a catalyst. Of tho four catalysts tried, copper-silver on pumice was found to be 
the best. A  definite air/alcohol ratio for maximum yiold o f aldohydo appeared to be 
specific for oaeh alcohol, boing well below the theoretical amount of oxygon required 
in each case. Tho aldehyde produced was comparatively pure, tho main by-product 
(present in small quantities) being tho corresponding carboxylic acid. The mechanism 
suggostcd for tho reaction involves catalytic oxidation by  tho air alongside catalytic 
dehydrogenation of the alcohol to aldehydo and hydrogen. E . H . \V.

437.* Rubber, Polyisoprenes and Allied Compounds. Part V. The Chemical Linking 
of Rubber and of Other Olefins with Phenol-Formaldehyde Resins. J. I . Cunnoon, 
E . H . Farmor, and H . P. Koch. J. chem. Soc., 1943, 472—476.— Rubber, isopronic 
olefins, and doubtloss most olofinic substaneos combino in virtuo of thoir unsaturation 
with tho condensation products o f phonol and formaldohydo to give chroman derivatives. 
Tho detailed structure of the combination products, the relation o f chroman-formation 
to tho formation of phonol-formaldohyde resins, and the significance o f certain ancillary 
features of the reaction are discussed. C. F. M.

438. Plastics from Acetylene. J. I . Jones. Chem. and Ind., 1943, 62, 66-71.— A 
general review outlining tho production starting from acetylene, o f many basic raw 
materials for tho manufacture of plastics.

Am ong tho more important preparations mentioned aro : acetatdohydo, acetic acid, 
acetic anhydride, acotono, acrylic and mothacrylic acids, together with materials 
used in production of synthetic rubber and toxtilo fibres, synthotic drying oils and 
polymerizable polyvinyl compounds. E . H . W .

.4*1
439. Mechanism of Catalytic Hydrogenation. E . K . Ridoal. Chem. and Ind., 
1943, 62, 325-328.— Tho author gives a critical survey of tho knowledge accumulated on 
catalytic hydrogenation since the time o f Sabatier. Tho various motliods employed 
in deducing the nature of hydrogen layers on catalysts aVe outlined. Tho ortho
para hydrogen conversion was investigated and usod as an indicator for chomisorbed 
hydrogen atoms. Doutorium exchango reactions of ethyleno and propylene, and tho 
reaction between hydrogen and butone-1 were oxamined. Tho mechanism proposod 
to explain those reactions assumes that tho olefin is chemisorbed by tho opening up 
of tho double bond and attachment of the olofin to neighbouring nickel atoms. Similar 
reaction mechanisms are outlined for tho cyclization of »-heptane and n-octano, and 
tho Fischor-Tropsch synthesis o f hydrocarbons. Tho author states that whilst those 
mechanisms are not cortain, evidence so far obtained favours tho suggestion of two- 
point contact on tho catalyst and the addition of an undissociated moloculo of hydrogen 
in a singlo stop. Industrial implications of these thoorios aro also pointed out.

E. H . W .

440.* High-Pressure Absorption of Low-Boiling Hydrocarbons. C. G. Kirkbride and 
J . W . Bcrtetti. Industr. Engng Chem., 1943, 35 (12), 1242.— Equilibrium constants 
have boon determined for methane, ethane, propano, n-butane, and n-pentane in throe 
typos of absorption oil over the pressure range 125-3100 p.s.i. at a tomporaturo of 
85° F . Tho experimental procedure is doscribod, and the absorbing oils used wore of 
paraffinic, naphthonic, and aromatic type. Tho data aro presented in tho form 
of graphs showing tho variation in equilibrium constant with pressure for each type of 
absorption oil. I t  is shown that at low  pressures a paraffinic typo lean oil is preferable, 
since substantially loss volum e is required for the same amount of pentane absorption, 
and the methane absorption for the same pentane recovery is tho samo for each of the 
three types of lean oils. A t high pressures the aromatic and naphthonic lean oils have 
a substantial selectivity for pentane absorption with respect to methane, compared 
with that obtained for a paraffinic lean oil. A t pressures abovo 1500 p.s.i. tho naph- 
thenic lean oils absorb less methane than the paraffinic, and at pressures above 1750 
p.s.i. the aromatic type absorb less methane than the naphthonic. J . W . II.
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441.* Correlating Adsorption Data. D . F. Othmer and F. G. Sawyer. Industr. 
Engng Chem., 1943, 35 (12), 1269.— Methods o f plotting and using data for the design 
of adsorption systqpis are presonted which are of particular value when only a small 
amount of data is available. I t  is shown that the most useful p lot is that of the 
isoteres which ropresont a comparison of tho vapour pressure of the substance at 
different temporatures when the concentration of tho adsorbablo substance is kept 
constant. Full instructions aro given for the preparation of a plot o f this typo. 
Tho Freundlich isotherms aro not straight, but tho isoteres aro linear. From  tho slopo 
of the isoteres it is possible to calculato tho instantaneous heat of adsorption, and it is 
shown that tho relationship between tho hoats o f adsorption and concentration is 
linear oxcept at low adsorbato concentrations for a certain group of compounds, 
but that in other compounds a gradual change of tho heat of adsorption with con 
centration takes placo. A  comparison is made of tho calculated and experimentally 
determined integral heats of adsorption. From this correlation it is shown that tho 
■plot of the instantaneous hoats is corroot, since the calculated valuos aro in most casos 
in good agrooment with tho experimental rosults. J. W . H.

442.* Viscosity of n-Pontane. R . H. Hubbard and G. G. Brown. Industr. Engng 
Chem., 1943, 35 (12), 1276.— The viscosity of n-pontane has been determined with a 
rolling ball viscomoter at pressuros up to 1000 p.s.i. over the temperature range 
25-250° C. with an accuracy of 5 %  up to 150° C. and 10%  at higher tomporaturos. 
Tho data aro corrolatod in graphical form and a comparison is made of the prosont 
rosults with those previously published. A t normal temporatures good agreement 
with previously published determinations is shown, but at higher temporatures 
divergencies as high as 18% exist. Tho pressure coefficient for tho viscosity of pontano 
was found to bo 50 -70%  higher than that indicated by  Sage and Lacey. J. W . H .

/
443.* Heat Capacities of Hydrocarbon Gases (correspondence). D . R . Stull. Industr. 
Engng Chem., 1943, 35 (12), 1303.— In  a recent papor by  Stull and Mayfield (Industr. 
Engng Chem., 1943, 35, 639) tho heat capacities of a largo numbor of hydrocarbons at 
zero pressure wore presonted. Thoso data havo now boon convortod to boat capacities 
at 1 atmosphere prossuro by means of tho Borthelot equation of state, and the values 
at this pressure are presonted for the tomporaturo range 250-1500° K . J. W . H .

444.* Definitions For Waxes, etc., Derived From Petroleum. Anon. J. Inst. Petrol., 
December 1943, 29 (240), 361-363. Report by the Nomenclature Panel o f Standardiza
tion Sub-Committee No. 8.— Petroleum Waxes. Definitions for potroloum wax, slack 
wax, oil in wax, scale wax, refined paraffin wax, petrolatum wax, potroloum jolly or 
petrolatum, and petroloum ceresin group aro given. A. H. X .

Analysis and Testing.

445. New Technique for the Ultimate Micro-analysis of Organic Compounds. R.
Belcher and C. E. Spoonor. J. chem. Soc., 1943, 313-316.— The apparatus conforms 
to normal micro-combustion technique, but com bustion is effected at 800° C. by  a 
rnpid stroam of oxygon (50 mis. per min.) in a tube containing no catalyst or contact 
material. Carbon and hydrogen aro determined gravimotrically, and a silver gauze 
at the exit end of the tubo absorbs acid gases. W ater extraction of tho silver sulphato 
gives the sulphur. Tho copper spiral or the lead peroxido mothods for removing 
oxides of nitrogen havo been found unsuitable for this particular technique, and are 
roplacod b y  tho Elving and M cElroy absorbers (i.e., N /50 potassium permanganate 
in cone, sulphuric acid or a saturated solution o f potassium dichromate in sulphuric 
acid). Sulphur can also, of course, bo absorbed and determined titrimetrically in the 
same manner as halogons. T . C. G. T.

446. Liquid Flow at Small Constant Rates. R . O. K ing and R . R. Davidson. Canad. 
J. Res., 1943, 21, Sec. A , 65-67.— A  “  Microdosor ”  is doscribed by  means of which very 
small rates of flow o f liquid (of the order of 0-002 gm. per min.) can be obtained. The 
liquid is displaced from a reservoir by  the gas evolved from an electrolytic cell at a rate 
directly proportional to tho current flowing. C. F. M.
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447. Quantitative Analysis by Mass Spectrometry. O. L. Roberts. Petrol. Engng, 
May 1943, 14 (8), 109.— It is claimed that the mass spectromotor in uso in tho labora
tory of tho Atlantic Rofining Co. is the first commorcial instrument capable of quantita
tive analysis o f complicated mixtures. H ydrocarbon samples containing a dozen 
components have been satisfactorily analysed, but at present tho application of tho 
instrument is limited by  lack o f tho pure com pounds necessary to calibrate it. I t  is 
predicted that when the full range can bo utilizod, the mass spectromoter will bo the 
most useful analytical tool available for hydrocarbon analysis, and should bo suitable 
for plant-control purposes, whilst in some simple cases it could b e  made to operate 
plant adjustments automatically. Another important application is in tho elucidation 
of reactions— e.g., tho alkylation reaction can be investigated b y  using heavy hydrogen 
as a tracor element and determining its presence or absonce in the reaction products.

The theory o f tho mass spectromotor is explained and tho principles of construction 
of the commercial instruments outlinod. An eloctron cloud is produced by  moans of a 
metallic filament and attracted to a positively charged electrode. The electron stream 
is defined by  a slit in this electrode, and then moots tho gas under analysis, when 
collision of tho electrons with the gas molecules producos a variety of positively 
charged ions. Theso aro attracted towards two nogativo electrodes, which increase 
their velocity. Tho ions pass through slits in theso electrodes and entor the semi
circular analysor tube, whero thoy are deflectod by  an extornally appliod magnetic 
field. Ions of a given mass will undergo tho same deflection. B y suitably adjusting 
the magnetic field strength and the potential o f tho nogativoly charged accelerating 
electrodes, the stroam of ions will acquire tho proper radius o f curvature to impinge 
on tho collector plate, the changing potontial o f which is automatically recorded by  an 
amplifier and recording oscillograph. In  actual practice the magnetic field strength 
is kept constant and the potontial o f tho accelerating electrodes automatically 
adjusted to bring into focus in turn each stroam of ions of different mass. About 
one-tenth of 1 ml. o f gas sample is sufficient for analysis.

Tho interpretation of tho spectra obtained is discussed and typical analytical results 
aro quoted. J. C.

448.* Development in Analysis of Hydrocarbon Gases by Adsorption Fractionation.
Nelson C. Turner. Oil Gas J ., 29.4.43, 41 (51), 48. See Refiner, May 1943, 22 (5), 
140 (J . Inst. Petrol., 1943, 29 (239), 415 a ,  Abstract No. 1084). C. G. G.

449.* Correlation of I.P. Lovibond and Saybolt Chroinometer Colour Measurements 
on Motor Fuels and Refined Petroleum. Anon. J. Inst. Petrol., Decem ber 1943, 
29 (240), 357-360. Report by the Colour Panel o f Standardization Sub-Committee 3.—  
Liquefied Petroleum Gases, Gasoline, Kerosene, and Light Distillates. ^Correlation of 
tho two tests are presented, together with a curve. A. H. N.

Synthetic Products.

450.* Chloro-Hydrocarbon Solvents. E . W . McGovern. Industr. Engng Chem., 
1943, 35 (12), 1230.— A  comprehensive correlation o f the physical properties of the 
more important chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbon solvents, including methylene 
chloride, chloroform, carbontetrachloride, trichlorethyleno, perchlorothylene, ethylene 
dichloride and propylene dichloride is presented, and in addition q  discussion is given 
on tho inflammability, stability, toxicity, selective solvent action, and effect on common 
engineering metals. J. W . H.

451.* Synthetics for the Petroleum Industry. E . A . Evans. J. Inst. Petrol., D e
cember 1943, 29 (240), 333-356.— A detailed compilation o f tho patent literature on 
the subject, with 140 references, is presented, followed b y  a discussion. A. H . N.

452.* New Synthetic Oil Processes in Germany. Anon. Petrol. Times, 8.1.44, 48, 
28.— Such information as is available of the work of Professor Fischer and tho Kaiser 
W ilhelm Institute indicates that (1) gas for the synthetic process can be advantageously 
produced from methane b y  treatment with stoam and/or carbonic acid. (2) Much
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attention has boon given to tho development of now catalysts for tho Fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis and to the effects of variation of catalyst and operating conditions on the 
yield and nature o f products obtainable. Some dotails aro given for nickol, cobalt 
iron and ruthenium catalysts. (3) A  method of direct synthesis, known as “  Iso- 
synthosis ”  has been developed with a viow to producing fuols of high antiknock value. 
A  fuol whoso Cj fraction contains 90%  of isobutano has boon obtained. (4) Isomoriza- 
tion of n-paraliins available from synthotic oil fractions has been dovolopod.

Future possibilities of tho synthotic processes aro discussed. R . A. E.

453. Patent on Synthetic Products. J. A . South. U.S.P. 2,320,106, 25.5.43. Appl.
7.8.40.— Used oil is purified by  contacting it with a treating agont containing a sub
stance of tho group consisting of oloo-resins and gum resins. »After troatmont, sludge, 
other contaminants, and the special agent aro separated from the oil. H . B. M.

Motor Fuels.

454. Patents on Motor Fuels. G .E gloff. U.S.P. 2,318,765, 11.5.43. Appl. 10.6.40. 
In the production of anti-knock m otor fuel, hydrocarbons aro subjected to conversion 
to produco isobutane. Tho rosultant products are fractionated and a liquid isobutane 
fraction is obtainod. Simultaneously, normally gaseous paraffins are dehydrogonated 
to convert a substantial portion o f them into normally gaseous olefins. Gaseous 
products of tho dehydrogenation process are fractionated in counter-current contact 
with tho liquid isobutane fraction under conditions designed to form  a liquid mixture. 
Finally this mixturo is alkylated to react normally gaseous olefins with isobutano.

C. C. Sperling. U.S.P. 2,319,354, 18.5.43. Appl. 31.10.40. In  a vapour-phase 
cracking system in which a gaseous hydrocarbon heat carrier is mixed with and utilized 
for the cracking of a stream o f heated sulphy r-bearing hydrocarbon vapours, the sulphur 
content of the end product is kept low in the following way. A  high ratio of gaseous 
hoat carrier to hydrocarbon vapours is maintained during cracking. Cracked products 
aro cooled and fractionated, and both liquid and gaseous constituents o f the cracked 
products aro contactod with a sulphide removing agent. This agent and tho sulphides 
are rem oved from the cracked products and heat carrier gas, having a sulphur content 
sufficiently low to promote formation of removable sulphidos from the hoated sulphur- 
bearing vapours, is separated from the cracked products. A  m otor fuol end-product 
is finally obtained from the liquid products.

H . W . Grote. U .S.P. 2,319,500, 18.5.43. Appl. 18.4.40. Hydrocarbon oils can bo 
converted into valuable products, including high anti-knock motor fuel, in tho following 
way. A  combined feed is subjected to tho action o f a powdered aluminium chloride 
catalyst in a primary cracking zone. The reactionary products are passed to a primary 
flashing zono. Vapours from this zono are directed to a fractionating column for 
separation into normally gaseous products, gasoline-boiling-range hydrocarbons, 
and highor-boiling intermediate conversion products. Some of these conversion 
products are subjected to  the action of powdered aluminium chloride in a secondary 
cracking zone. Products from this zone aro mixed with products from the primary 
cracking, zone for joint flashing. Non-vaporous products containing aluminium 
chloride are withdrawn from the primary flashing zone to a secondary flashing zone 
for further vaporization. Tho vapours containing aluminium chloride aro scrubbed 
with raw oil charging stock to form the combined feed for the primary cracking zone 
and to condense the aluminium chloride in the vapours.

E. C. Pitzer. U.S.P. 2,319,948, 25.5.43. Appl. 5.7.40. Hydrocarbon oils are co n 
verted into gasoline o f high knock rating by contacting tho oil vapours at conversion 
temperatures -with a catalyst consisting essentially of titanium oxide in the form o f a 
gel and from  10% to 40%  of aluminium oxide.

C. L . Brown. U.S.P. 2,321,280, 8.6.43. Appl. 7.12.38. A  safety fuel boiling 
between 300° and 400° F., and having a flash point o f at least 100° F. by the closed-cup 
method, consists predominantly of the paraffinic compounds formed by the reaction 
between isobutane and a Ct olefin. The fuel contains sufficient of an anti-knock agent 
to bring its octane number to about 100.
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A. Y . Mottlau and P . Miller. U.S.P. 2,321,311, 8.6.43. Appl. 21.10.39. A 
motor-fuol composition consists of a mixture of gasolino hydrocarbons adapted as a 
base fuol for spark-ignition enginos and at least 1 %  by  volume of a heterocyclic com 
pound containing a furane nuclous and selected from the group consisting of furane, 
alkyl furanes, furfuryl alcohols, furfuryl amines, and the saturated derivatives thereof.

H . B. M.

Lubricants and Lubrication.
455.* Reclamation of Lubricating and Other Oils. V. L . Farthing. Petrol. Times, 
8.1.44, 48, 16-22. (Extracts from  paper read to Liverpool Engineering Society.)—  
To indicate the various methods of approach to the problem  of reclamation of usod oils, 
some o f tho systoms of filtration, centrifuging, chemical treatmont, and earth treatment 
applied to lubricating oils, transformer, turbine, switch oils, etc., aro illustrated, and 
their methods of operation described. Consideration is given to tho useful functions 
which those systems will perform and also to their limitations. Normally, filtered 
used lubricating oils are admixod with a lesser quantity of frosh oil before ro-uso, but 
recent resoarcli indicates that with Pennsylvania oils it is advisable to use fresh oil, 
topping up with the filtered used oil. Tho filtration and re-use of oils which originally 
contained additives or dopes are also discussed.

The opinion is expressed that acid and alkali treatments aro suitablo for application 
only in a refinery. A t present in tho U .K . usod aero-ongino oil is being roclaimed 
in quantity and re-used in modern aoro-enginos. F or gonoral application, systems 
involving earth treatment are considered to be the bost for oil reclamation. A  recent 
development, still in tho experimental stage, is tho treatmont of transformer oil with 
activated alumina followed by filtration. R . A . E.

456. Concentration of the Carcinogenic Material in a Venezuelan Spindle Oil by 
Simultaneous Molecular Distillation and Chromatographic Absorption. J. M. Twort 
and R . Lyth. J. Hygiene Camb., 1944, 43, 248-261.— Concentration of the carcino
genic material in a Venezuelan spindle oil has been effoctod by  simultaneous molecular 
distillation, and furthor concentration has been accomplished b y  subjecting one of tho 
more carcinogenic distillates to  chromatographic absorption. B y  such means an 
extract was obtained which was ten times as carcinogenic on mice as tho original 
oil.

Tho authors are o f tho opinion that they will evontually be able to show that it is 
unlikely that the liquid components of mineral oil, unless highly viscous, aro re
sponsible for the biological activity. Chromatographic analysis indicates that tho 
most active constituents are highly viscous at room tomperaturo, and it is thought that 
they m ay actually bo crystallino solids. T . C. G. T.

457. Prophylactic Effect of a Colloid Material on the Skins of Mice Painted with Various 
Types of Carcinogenic Agents. J. M. Twort and R . Lyth. J. Hjygiene Camb., 1944, 
43, 252-255.— A colloidal material S.D.2 containing as active constituents 30%  
tetrachlorothylone and 10% pine oil delays the advent o f tumours on mico when 
used in conjunction with bonzpyreno, coal gas tar, or shale oil. Tho protective action 
o f this colloid exceeded that of lanolin when usod with benzpyrene or coal gas tar, 
but afforded less protection than lanolin when used with shalo oil.

The incorporation of 25%  lanolin reduced the effectiveness of the colloid except for 
use with shale oil. T . C. G. T.

458. Patents on Lubricants and Lubrication. C. F. Prutton. U.S.P. 2,318,629,
11.5.43. Appl. 4.3.38. A n  extremo-pressure lubricant consists o f a m ajor portion 
o f mineral oil and up to 20%  of an organic sulphur com pound. The organic sulphur 
com pound is o f a type which, when included in the lubricant, does not show a sub
stantial increase in reactivity with iron at temperatures below 100° C., but does show 
such an increase in reactivity at temporatures below 250° C.

C. F. Prutton. U.S.P. 2,318,630, 11.5.43. Appl. 8.8.38. The film strength of a 
mineral lubricating oil is increased by  the addition of a liquid oil-miscible organic sul
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phur com pound selected from the class consisting of the organic sulphides and organic 
disulphides.

H . G. Schneider and L. A. Bannon. U.S.P. 2,318,719, 11.5.43. Appl. 20.5.38. 
Lubricating oils are produced from isobutylono by  conducting tho polymerization in a 
series of successive stages. In  this way tho molecular weight is progressively increased 
up to lubricating-oil range. The first stage o f polymorization is achieved with a non
volatile mineral-acid catalyst, and the products are ro-polymorized to lubricating oils 
by means of a Friedel-Crafts typo catalyst.

C. F . Prutton and A . K . Smith. U.S.P. 2,318,013, 4.5.43. Appl. 12.11.40. A 
lubricating com position is proparod from a suitable oil base, and a minor proportion 
of an oxygen and halogen bearing organic ring com pound containing the carbonyl 
£ C = 0 )  radical.

l|  W . McLennan and 0 . W . Noukom. U.S.P. 2,319,076, 11.5.43. Appl. 24.10.39. 
A lubricating greaso is prepared from mineral lubricating oil, 5 -5 0 %  of an inert filler, 
and 15-40%  of the saponification products of saponifiablo matorials solocted from tho 
group consisting of animal and vegetable waxos, of which at loast half o f tho soap is a 
soap o f such waxos.

O. M. Roiff. U .S.P. 2,319,189, 11.5.43. Appl. 19.4.40. A  minoral-oil improving 
agent consists of an oil-misciblo condensation product characterized b y  at least two 
aromatic nuclei, each of which is substituted with at loast one oil-solubilizing alkyl 
group and with at loast one aliphatic carboxylic acid group, wherein tho carboxyl 
liydrogon is substituted with motal. Tho characterizing nucloi aro interconnected 
b y  at least one atom  of an elomont solocted from tho group consisting of sulphur, 
solenium, and tellurium.

O. M. Roiff. U .S.P. 2,319,190, 11.5.43. Appl. 20.4.40. A  minoral-oil composition 
is improved by  tho addition of a small proportion o f an oil-misciblo condensation 
product characterized by  at least two aryl nucloi, each of which is substituted with at 
loast one alkyl group and with at least ono other carboxylic acid group in which tho 
carboxyl hydrogen is substituted with motal. The characterizing nuclei aro inter
connected by  at loast ono atom  o f an olomont solectod from the group consisting of 
sulphur, solenium, and tellurium. Tho alkyl substituents aro aliphatic hydrocarbon 
groups o f at loast 20 carbon atoms.

M. H . Ittnor. U .S.P. 2,319,405, 18.5.43. Appl. 3.8.40. In  the manufacture of a 
lubricating greaso, a substantially pure anhydrous soap in molten condition, sub
stantially free from glycerine, unsaponified and volatile unsaponifiablo mattor, grit 
and other impurities, is mixed with a mineral-base lubricating material. Tho in
gredients are mixed while the two substances are in a fused anhydrous condition, with 
substantial absence of air both during tho mixing and cooling processes.

E. W . Cook and W . D . Thomas. U.S.P. 2,319,662, 18.5.43. Appl. 31.10.41. A  
lubricating com position consisting essentially of a mineral oil has incorporated in it a 
small amoimt of a com pound solectod from the group consisting of acid phonol m ono
sulphides o f tho general formula.

I?i and B 2 aro alkyl groups having 1-20 carbon atoms and I f3 and R , are members of 
the group consisting o f alkyl, aryl, alkoxyalkyl, aroxyalkyl, arakyl, alkaryl and 
cycioalkyl radicals, and metal salts thereof.

W . A . Lutz and J. W . Pool. U .S.P. 2,320,002, 25.5.43. Appl. 22.8.41. A  thixo- 
tropie petroleum lubricating je lly  having improved viscosity-temperature character
istics and im proved lubricating properties at low temperatures, consists essentially 
of a mixture of a petroleum lubricating oil with a wax having a melting point above 
150° F. I t  also has incorporated in it an amoimt of aluminium soap such that the
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ratio o f soap to wax by  weight is loss than 1 : 1. The jo lly  is thus rondored sub
stantially softer at low temperatures.

D. R . Frey. U.S.P. 2,320,228, 25.5.43. Appl. 18.7.40. A  lubricant consists of a 
major proportion of a minoral lubricating oil and a small amount of an oil-soluble 
motal oxide o f an ester o f an aromatic acid with an aliphatic alcohol. The oxide is of 
tho type in which the oxygen of the metal oxide group is diroctly attached to an 
aromatic ring.

V . N. Jenkins. U.S.P. 2,320,241, 25.5.43. Appl. 21.11.39. A  lubricant is pro
pared from mineral lubricating oil and 0-8-2 0 %  o f an oil-solublo alkalino-oarth metal 
soap o f organic acid of the class consisting of gamma and higher position hydroxy 
aliphatic acids capable of forming lactones, gamma, and higher position amino- 
aliphatic acids capable of forming lactams, amino-aliphatic acids capable o f forming 
lactims and lactimides, and cyclic hydroxy acids capable of forming lactonos. The 
product is designed to avoid corrosive conditions towards corrosion sensitive alloy 
bearings without substantially increasing the viscosity of tho original lubricating oil.

E. Liober and L. A . Mikoska. U.S.P. 2,320,287, 25.5.43. A ppl. 7.4.39. A 
lubricant consists of a minoral oil and a small quantity of a com pound having the 
formula

R  and It' are organic radicals, X  is an oloment selocted from  the class consisting of 
oxygen, sulphur, selenium, and tellurium, and ¥  is an element selected from the class 
consisting of hydrogen and a negativo element of Group V I of the Periodic System.

R . M . Thomas and W . J. Sparks. U .S.P. 2,320,312, 25.5.43. Appl. 4.1.38. A 
thickened mineral oil composition having high stability consists o f a mineral oil base 
stock and the product obtained by  the reaction of 1 part o f an iso-olefin polym er of 
1000-50,000 molecular weight with J-2 parts by  weight of sulphur chloride. Tho 
reaction is carried out at a tomperaturo botween 100° and 200° C., and is continued until 
the polym er is converted into a product of considerably higher molecular weight which 
contains less than 1 -3%  o f chemically combined sulphur and loss than 1 -5%  of chemically 
combined chlorine.

E. R . W hite. U .S.P. 2,320,392, 1.6.43. Appl. 13.1.41. A n  anti-ring-sticking 
lubricant is prepared from minoral lubricating oil and 0-25-5%  o f an oil-soluble p o ly 
valent metal salt o f an a-amino-acetic acid. The lubricant is resistant to oxidation 
under normal conditions in intemal-eombustion engines.

L. A . Mikeska and E. Lieber. U .S.P. 2,321,307, 8.6.43. Appl. 17.8.37. A 
lubricant suitable for use in intemal-eombustion enginos consists of a refined hydro
carbon oil containing an effective concentration of an oxidation inhibitor which 
prevents decomposition o f tho oil. The oxidation inhibitor is a com pound o f tho 
class o f organic phosphites containing an element selected from tho class consisting 
of sulphur, selenium, and tellurium. This element is directly attached to the phos
phorus and the organic group.

R . Rosen. U.S.P. 2,321,517, 8.6.43. Appl. 2.1.41. A  lubricant has dissolved in 
it 0-05-5-0%  of tetra-n-butyl ammonium iodide. H . B. M.

Asphalt and Bitumen.

459. Patent on Asphalt and Bitumen. R . A. Dunham. U .S.P. 2,318,932, 11.5.43. 
Appl. 30.1.40. An emulsion of the oil-in-water type having a domulsibility above 
60 and a viscosity below  55 secs. Saybolt furol at 77° F. is produced from  an asphalt 
which will not normally emulsify to  produce an emulsion having these characteristics 
in the following manner. The asphalt is heatod to a temperature between 625° and 
700° F ., for a period of time greater than 30 min. Aftenvards the heated asphalt is 
m ixed with water and a small amount of an emulsifying agent to obtain tho desired 
emulsion. H . B. M.
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Special Products.
460. Kerosine has Extensive and Varied Field o f  Service. A . W . Trusty. Petrol. 
Engr, May 1943, 14 (8), 118.— This article gives a roviow of tho present applications 
and desired qualities of kerosine.

Contrary tp what might be expected, production of kerosine in tho U.S.A. is in
creasing, although tho percentage yield from crude has steadily docroased during tho 
last forty years.

The application to illumination is still tho most important, but it is predicted that its 
use as a heating agent will soon take the load.

As an illuminant, the three requisites of a kerosino aro stated to be
(1) it must give a flame of good initial candió pow er;
(2) it must maintain this candle powor as tho oil burns;
(3) it must not give riso to oxcessive deposits o f film on the chimney.

(1) Depends on the chemical composition of the kerosine and on the design of the 
lamp. Paraffin hydrocarbons give tho greatest flame height and, although aromatics 
give more luminosity for a comparable area of flame, the decrease in flame size lessens 
the total candle power. The I.P . Smoko Point apparatus is considered tho best means 
of measuring ñamo size, and typical results aro quoted for paraffinic and aromatic 
kerosinos. Lamp design has also a markod bearing on the burning quality of the 
kerosine.

(2) Depends on tho maintenance o f a constant supply of kerosino to the wick and 
complete combustion without char formation. The supply of oil to the wick will 
dopend on lamp design and correct oil viscosity. Char formation is dependent upon 
hydrocarbon composition and on lamp design and may be measured by  suitable lamp 
tests.

(3) Depends on hydrocarbon com position and the presonco of impurities such as 
sulphur compounds, whilst factors such as chimney design and temperature, draught 
and purity of atmosphere affect the formation.

Colour instability in kerosino is considered to be of several different typos and tho 
oxidation typo (developing in tho dark) may bo measurod by  tho Hillman lead peroxide 
test. Other typos are attributed to amino-compounds and to unsaturated bodies.

Some colour stability tosts and the A.S.T.M. tests for burning quality are described.
Blue flame burners, vaporizing appliancos and other uses of kerosine, e.g., as tractor 

fuel, are referred to briefly. J. C.

461. Testing Elasticity of Synthetic Rubbers at Low Temperatures. G. D. Kish. 
Petrol. Engr, May 1943, 14 (8), 128.— An instrument called the “  Elastensometer ”  
has been developed in order to measure the elastic properties of synthetic rubber 
compounds at low temperatures, particularly with regard to thoir present-day emergency 
use in place of natural rubber in coupling gaskets for pipelines, etc.

A  small beam o f the material is supported on anvils and centrally loaded. The 
force required to produce a constant deflection is measured at various temperatures 
and tho force/temperature curve plotted. The critical limit o f normal elastic pro
perties is reached at that temperature whore the force required to produce constant 
dofloction increases rapidly.

The construction and operation of the instrument aro described in detail, and diagram
matic and photographic illustrations are provided. Advantages are simplicity, 
economy of time and material and ease o f operation. A  sample can be tested in 
15 min.

In a discussion o f typical results, the usual curves given are shown. B y means of 
the conventional formula for the deflection o f a beam the modulus of elasticity (E) 
may bo calculated and curves plotted showing the changing values o f E  with decreasing 
temperature. J  •

462.» Method of Testing Elasticity of Synthetic Rubbers at Low Temperatures. George
D. Kish. Oil G asJ., 3.6.43, 42 (4), 43.— See Abstract No. 461. C. G. G.

463.* Canada’ s Synthetic Rubber Programme. C. C. Pryor. Petrol. Engr, October 
1943, 15 (1), 138-144.— Canada and the U.S.A. have co-operated in pooling available
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stocks of natural rubber and information regarding the manufacture o f synthetic 
rubber. Equipment not available^ from  Canadian sources has also been supplied by 
the U.S.A. For reasons given it was decided to manufacture tho butadiene required 
from petroleum sources, thus also obtaining the ethyleno required for styrene pro
duction, and isobutylene for butyl rubbor manufacture. Those products wore obtained 
b y  extending tho cracking facilities available at ono of the largest Canadian refineries, 
which is also conveniently situated in relation to tho largost tyro manufacturers, thus 
reducing transport requirements.

The synthetic rubber plants are situated at Sarnia, Ontario, and are expected to bo 
in production in tho near future. Quantities of 34,000 tons of Buna S and 7000 tons 
o f butyl rubber p.a. are indicated. A  Thiokol plant has also boon orectod in Ontario, 
and bogan full scale operations on 14th Juno.

Future possibilities in connection with tho production of butadiono from alcohol 
obtained from wheat aro discussed. Activo research is in progress with a view to 
producing quantities o f natural rubbor gum from milkweed and other plant sources. 
This natural rubbor may bo blended with Buna S, and is said to  improvo cortain 
properties of tho latter when used for tyro manufacture. R . A . E.

464.* Utilization of Synthetic Rubber in Oil Industry. W. A . Sawdon. Petrol. 
Engr, Novombor 1943, 15 (2), 76-80.— A com pany has boon experimenting for a 
number of years with a view to utilizing synthetic rubbor blends in replacement o f tho 
natural product for manufacture of such oil-fiold oquipment as casing protoctors, 
pipe-wipors, wiro-lino guides, etc. The particular synthetic dovoloped is known as 
P B X , and is now being usod for the purposos mentioned.

Differences in techniquo in the fabrication and handling o f the syntliotic as compared 
with tho natural product aro necessary, and exporionco has been accumulated. Casing 
protoctors manufactured with tho new material have been in sorvice for some timo, but 
not long enough to determine ultimate life. Resistance to abrasion is said to bo 
adequate for tho service, and advantages ovor natural rubbor in respoct o f deterioration 
due to  climatic conditions and contact with oil and gas are claimed. Although tho 
ultimate strength o f tho natural rubbor is greater than that of tho synthetic, tho tensile 
strongth o f tho latter is tho greater at elongations requirod in sorvice and installation. 
This means botter adherence of the protector to tho pipe, but necessitates the em 
ploym ent of increased power to instal and remove the protector. R . A. E.

465.* Flex Life and Crystallization of Synthetic Rubber. J. H. Fielding. Indusir. 
Engng. Chem., 1943, 35 (12), 1259.— Experimental data are presented which show that 
natural rubbor and B utyl B are similar in that stretching produces fibroing. G. R .-S . 
and Buna N  do not show fibreing, and gum stocks have a low tensile strength and 
poor flex life. J . W . II.

466.* Oils in the Cold Rolling Mill. M. Reswick. Petroleum, 1944, 7 (I), 6. A  
précis o f a paper and discussion published in Iron and Steel Engr, 1943, 20 (3), 73.—  
The functions o f an oil usod in the high-speed cold rolling o f motal sheets aro to act as 
a lubricant and coolant, and in some dogroe as a protective coating on tho finished 
sheet.

I t  is believed that somo penetration of the oil into tho surface interstices o f the metal 
takos place, so that low surfaco tension coupled with good adsorption properties aro 
essential properties o f the oil. These properties aro characteristic of vegotablo and 
animal oils, which, however, are less satisfactory' than minoral oils in respect of surfaco 
finish obtainable. The advantages of both classos are obtained b y  suitablo blending 
of mineral and fatty oils.

In  the U.S.A. tho main classifications of oils for cold  rolling are : (1) minoral oils, 
50-200 socs. S.U., (2) com pounded mineral/fatty o ils ; (3) soluble-oil emulsions;
(4) soluble-oil and palm-oil emulsions ; (5) straight palm oil. Personal preference 
is often the deciding factor.

Compounded oils with properties closely resembling those o f palm oil are boing 
developed with considerable success, but details o f their precise nature aro not 
available. C. G. Cr.
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467. Cresols Separation. Anon. C/tcm. Tr. J ., 14.1.44, 114, 36.— E.P. 557,519 of 
1942 grantod to Shell Development Co. describes a mothod of soparating meta- and

i para-substituted cresols and alliod products (which generally have vory close boiling 
points) by  a furthor alkylation step carried out with only a limited amount o f alkylat
ing agent so that tho reaction takos placo very largely in tho para-position only. 
Honce tho more highly alkylated para-product can bo soparatod b y  distillation from 
tho meta-product. Alkylation may be carriod out by  olofins, alkyl chloridos, alcohols, 
or others, at varying tomperaturos betwoon 0° and 100° C. and using proferably less 
than 7 %  of alkylating agent over tho equivalent required for alkylating in tho para- 
position. In  an example quotod, 85%  o f tho unreactod meta-product is recovered. 
The alkylated para-substituted alkyl phenols are usoful as oxidation inhibitors in 
gasolinos and other products, whoreas tho meta-products are of little anti-oxidant 
valuo. C. L. G.

468. Patent on Special Products. A . Jenknor. U .S.P. 2,319,326, 18.5.43. Appl.
15.10.40.— A bitumen-like product is producod from a mixturo of glance coal and a 
hydrocarbon oil o f high boiling point. Tho product in colloidal state has a softening 
point groator than 90° C. and a breaking point of less than 0° C. H . B. M.
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St a n d a r d  Me t h o d s

FOR TESTING 

PETROLEUM A N D  ITS PRODUCTS

(FIFTH EDITION— 1944)

This new edition of “ Standard Methods ”  contains twenty-four  
new methods of test. N e w  matter includes a low temperature  
filtration test for gas oils and diesel fuels, the Fraass breaking 
point test for Bitumen, and a method for determining the water  
tolerance of a m otor fuel.

An Innovation is the inclusion of  a series of methods for testing 
bituminous emulsions and chemicals derived from petroleum.

The Sampling methods have been completely revised, and major 
alterations have been made In seventeen methods, including 
Acidity, Colour (Lovibond), Free Acid and Alkali In Grease,  
Oxidation of Lubricating Oils, and Reid Vapour Pressure.

Specifications for wartime hydrometers and thermometers are 
included, and the “  Appendix ”  has been enlarged by the addition 
of a standard scheme for evaluating crude oils and a vapour 
pressure/temperature nomograph for hydrocarbons.

500  pages— 127 diagrams

Price 15s., post free 
(U.S .A. S3.00)

Published  by

THE I N S T I T U T E  OF P E T R O L E U M
• 26 P O R T L AN D  PLACE, L O N D O N .  W . l

O bta inab le  also  from  

A M E R I C A N  S O C I E T Y  F O R  T E S T I N G  M A T E R I A L S

260 SO . B R O A D  STREET, P H ILA D E LP H IA , PA., U.S.A.

Kindly men!ion this Journal when communicating with Advertisers.



L U M M U S
has designed and is bu i ld ing  the 

following Petroleum Refining Plants :

THERMOFOR CATALYTIC CRACKING

HOUDRY CATALYTIC CRACKING

POLYFORM AND GAS REVERSION 
SELECTIVE CRACKING

VISCOSITY BREAKING DELAYED COKING

ATMOSPHERIC AND VACUUM DISTILLATION

PROPANE DEASPHALTING

FURFURAL REFINING

BENZOL—KETONE DEWAXING

LUBE OIL RERUNNING CLAY FINISHING

SULPHURIC ACID AND H F ALKYLATION

' ISOMERIZATION HYDROGENATION

TANNIN SOLUTIZER SWEETENING

W. H. JONES

Representing : THE LUMMUS COMPANY
70 Barn Hill, Wembley Park, Middlesex

Kindly mention this Journal when communicating with Advertisers.



OIL  

PLANTS
CO M PLETE

F O R :

Atmospheric and Vacuum Distillation

Cracking

Reforming

Reversion

Stabilization

Chemical Treatment

A. F. CRAIG & CO. LTD.
PA ISLEY  and L O N D O N

Representing in Europe :

The W in k ler-K o ch  Engineering  Co., U .S .A .

Kindly mention this Journal when communicating with Advertisers.
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J ô r  O i l  J i r e d  

furnaces

STE N

N ETT LE  (4 2 /4 4 % A I303) Fire
brick is H ighly Refractory 
(Seger Cone 34/35) and com 
bines Resistance to Spalling 
and Corrosion with Volume—  
Stability and Accuracy of 
Shape. Jointed with “N E T T L E ” 
Refractory Cement, it is recom
mended with confidence for 
Oil-Fired Furnace Linings.

In cases where exceptionally 
high temperatures are experi
enced, we recommend “ ST E IN  
S IL L IM A N IT E ” (62/63% A 1 203) 
and where conditions are easier. 
“ T H IS T L E "  (3 5 /3 7 % A I20 3) 
Firebrick.
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BUILT TO LAST

Manufactured in association.with David Brown & Sons (Huddersfield) Ltd., 
the Power Plant Co. Ltd., West Drayton, Middlesex, and 
Braithwaite & Co. (Engineers) Ltd., Gt. Bookham, Surrey.

One of our 7,000 lb. Polished Rod Load 

Pumping Units

L E G R A N D  S U T C L I F F  & G E L L  LT D .
SO U T H A LL, M ID D X .  Phone : Southall 2211 

Associated with

E N G L I S H  D R I L L I N G  E Q U I P M E N T  C O .  L T D .

W A L T O N -O N -T H A M E S ,  SU R REY . Phone : Walton-on-Thames 860
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